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Books reborn 
A local man revives the ancient 
art of bookbinding and opens new 
business\NEWS A12 
Hear ye, hear ye 
Modern day knights gear up for a 
medieval tournament and feast in 
Jackpine\COMMUNITY BI 
Climbing crags 
The fast-growing sport of rock 
climbing reaches new heights in 
Terrace\SPORTS B5 
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Province may pay for logging roads 
meetings planned, time is running out for crews inland "They've identified the areas that are permitted and winter would run oat by mid-February, guaranteeing" 
Talks underway to get 
Skeena Cel contractors 
back in the bush 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THE PROVINCE may provide money to allow 
Skeena Cellulose to build logging roads and ensure 
there's wood to log and mill if the crisis is resolved. 
The banks controlling the company have so far 
refused pleas from the northwest topay for logging road 
construction. 
Representatives of the TD and Royal banks ay they 
want an overall solution that includes concessions from 
• unionized workers in Prince Rupert needed to re-open 
• the pulp mill before any money will be released. 
But with the banks and the union at an impasse and no 
to build roads. 
"Every week that we don't build roads, the sawmills 
are down for two or three weeks next year," said Skeena 
Cellulose vice-president Rudy Schwartz Monday. 
"That's how critical the situation is now." 
Schwartz said the company and the province continue 
to discuss a proposal that would see the province build 
roads for Skeena Cellulose, and then recoup the money 
via some kind of toll or charge on the wood removed. 
Job Protection Commissioner Doug Kerley con- 
firmed Monday government officials are looking for 
ways .to get road construction underway. 
"Everybody understands how important hat is not 
just for the immediate future but the implications for 
next year and the potential impact on sustaining mill 
operations if those roads don't get built now," Kerley 
said. 
the areas that can be built within the current construc- 
tion season and 1 think there have been numerous dis- 
cussions with all of the various ministries." 
"I know that people are working dilligently to find an 
answer to that situation to make it happen." 
Skeena Cellulose woodlands manager Tim Fenton 
said mid-October is the end of the summer road build- 
ing season, adding there's really no point in even start- 
ing any road construction after Oct. 1. 
Both company officials and logging contractors 
throughout the northwest are keen to get the road pro- 
blem sorted out so that if there's aresolution of the cri- 
sis, logging operations can resume. 
Fenton said there's only about a month and a half 
worth of logging the company could carry out this win- 
ter on its winter-accessible road network. 
He said that means the amount of roads usable in the 
lengthy logging shutdowns through until next summer. 
The sawmills might also mn out of wood in that peri-, 
od, he said, adding they would be very dependent on 
buying sswlogs on the open market to continue uninter- 
rupted operations in 1998. 
John Nixon, representing the 'I'D and Royal banks, 
says no money is being released without a complete 
solution involving acceptance of the business plan 
tabled by the company. 
The banks have set a deadline of early September for- 
a solution, saying delays beyond that time will mean 
loss of important customers and removal of the current, 
offer from the table. 
The banks last week rejected the counter-offer tabled ~ 
by the Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of Canada local 4 
Continued on Page A2 
i 
i When speed counts 
GREMLIN'S GIZMO can round a barrel and race for the finish line 
in record time. At least that's what rider Lyn Lavoie is counting on. 
She plans to enter her horse in the gymkhana Aug. 31. Events in- i 
elude barrel racing, scurries and a cream pie eating contest that 
has to be seen. The gymkhana is one of the highlights of the Fall 
Fair, on that weekend. For more on the fair, turn to section C. 
Hunters run B.C.'s wildlife 
branch, biologist claims 
agement-- just my paper." 
In the report, de Leeuw points out that at least 
two threatened or endangered species of wild- 
life and six vulnerable species 0retinue to be 
trophy hunted in B.C. m including the grizzly 
bear. 
The environment ministry estimates there to 
be some 13,000 of the bears in B.C., about 450 
of which are harvested every year. 
De Leeuw contends that such a harvest rate is 
not sustainable m especially considering the 
population of grizzlies in the province is actual- 
ly unknown because the ministry estimate is 
largely based on "habitat suitability." 
That means the ministry guesses the number 
of bears in an ares based on the amount of 
suitable bear habitat, not necessarily on the ac- 
tual number of bears. 
"Virtually all grizzly bears could be ex- 
terminated in British Columbia by sport hunters 
while habitat measurements alone would con- 
is devoted to maintain- 
ing the interests of 
hunters or anglers. 
Meanwhile, hunters 
make up only five per 
cent of the population, 
and anglers just 10 per 
cent. 
Interestingly, accord- 
ing to de Leeuw, be- 
tween 60 and 85 per 
cent of employees in 
the wildlife branch are 
hunters. And he says 
that puts them in a 
conflict of interest 
situation. 
"The idea of hunters 
managing wildlife is Dlonys de Leeuw" 
something that clearly needs to be looked at," 
he says. 
tinue to calculate potential bear abundance," de But the provincial director of wildlife, Nancy 
Leeuw notes. Bircher, cempletelydisagrees. 
"There have been no population es t imates '  " i  th~I t ' s  ' a'fa~y simplistic view to assume 
done with any legitimacy or accuracy," he says. that just because our people hunt they attempt to 
"The phrase they use ts Yguesswork'." further their own interests," She says. 'q think 
De Leeuw further pohtts out that 75 to 80 per they're more Complex than that." 
cent of all fish and wildlife management i  B.C. Continued Page A2 
Environment bosses try 
to contain critical report 
By DAVID TAYLOR 
A CONTROVERSIAL report by a local 
biologist on bear management is being ignored 
by the environment ministry and will likely be 
contained to a regional level. 
The report, entitled Conflicts and Interests in 
British Columbia Bear Management was pre- 
sented to the ministry in March by senior 
habitat protection biologist Dionys de Leeuw. 
The paper examines the rdationship between 
hunting, wildlife management (particularly of 
grizzly bears) and the interests of wildlife offi- 
cials. 
i And it condemns the ministry for giving spe- 
cial priority to the interests of hunters and 
anglers, much to the detriment of many species 
and against he wishes of the vast majority of 
British Co:umbisns. 
The report was sent to the province's wildlife 
managers and section heads "months ago, but 
they have yet to respond. 
"Absolutely no one has come forward to say 
anything about the paper at all and I've given 
theau every Opportunity to do so," says de 
Leeuw. "Clearly they're not ignoring bear man- 
Turn up heat 
on the banks, 
mayor urges 
TERRACE MAYOR Jack Talstra says the time has come to 
put pressure on the banks that own Skeeaa Cellulose to re-open 
the sawmills and start building logging roads. 
"If we can believe the figures that are presented to us, it 
appears these sawmills can operate on a breakeven orprofitable 
basis. The onty question iswhere can the chips go and it appears 
they can sell chips on the open market for a reasonable price," he 
said. "There's no reason why these mills shoul&t't be opetpting 
in our view." 
Talstra nd Terrace city council are calling on the banks to reo- 
pen the sawmills and provide $15 million for logging road 
construction. 
They're also urging other groups and organizationsto put pres- 
sure on the banks to relent. 
"We can't wait forever," Talstra said. 
Running the sawmills now at least would make some money, 
provide cash flow, and prevent the further loss of customers for 
wood from the sawmills, Talstra said. 
Councillor Val George noted that here's aperception that it's 
primarily aPrince Rupert crisis, when in fact more than twice as 
many workers have been thrown out of work in communities ast 
of Rupert. 
"The whole area is being affected very dramatically," George 
said. 
The Kitimat-Stikine R gional District is also urging the banks 
to reopen the company's profitable sawmills. 
Sockeye return 
way too small 
Steelheaders slam managers 
SOCKEYE SALMON 
returns on the Skcena River 
may be only half the amount 
originally anticipated by the 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO). 
DFO had expected to see 
some 400,000 sockeye make 
it up river to the Babine 
Fence by this date.. But as of 
last week, less than 200,000 
fish had returned to their 
spawning rounds. 
"Early indications are that 
we have overestimated the 
escapement by a large 
amount," says DFO 
fisheries biologist Lea Janz. 
"Right now, fence counts 
are only about half of what 
we expected." 
Janz says th!~ge may be 
several reasons for the poor 
velum numbers. The fish 
may have been delayed be- 
cause of high water levels 
on the Skecna, or more fish 
may have been caught in the 
river than was anticipated. 
He also acknowledges that 
the Tyee test fishery may 
have just been a poor in- 
dic~tion of this year's es- 
capement. 
Janz says the DFO will 
likely use a slightly different 
methodology next season to 
estimate scapement. 
But that's not good 
enough for Steelhesd 
Society vice president Bruce 
Hill. 
"(Northcoast fisheries 
chief) David Einarson says 
DFO succeeded in their con- 
servation measures but there 
are no fish in the river," he 
says. "Their doublespesk 
has reached new heights of 
absurdity." 
Hill says the overestima- 
tion is just another indica- 
tion of the poor job DFO is 
doing managing the fishery. 
He also points out that 
DFO let an illegal commer- 
cial protest fishery go un- 
punished, but last week they. 
considered closing the sport 
sockeye fishery because of 
the poor returns. 
"The angler on the slreet 
is just absolutely disgusted 
and fed up," he says. 
"They don't want to have 
anything to do with DFO 
anylnoreJ' 
After consultation with 
sports fishing groups, the 
DFO decided not to close 
the sport sockeye fishery 
after all. 
"It doesn't make sense to 
shut down a fishery that's o 
small," Janz says. "And the 
fishing is basically over 
anyway., 
Final escapement aumbem 
won't be known nail mid or 
late September. "Only then 
can we mike deeidotu on 
where to go next," he says. 
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Lightning lights two fires 
LAST WEEK'S thunder storms recorded 932 positive 
lightning strikes in the Kalum forest district. But despite 
the high risk of wildfire danger, the storm resulted in only 
two minor fires. 
The Kalum region forest fire centre successfully 
fought a fire near Kitimat River and one near Williams 
Creek caused by lightning strikes. 
Dense clouds made it difficult for forest firefighters to 
spot any new fires, But patrols over the weekend idn't 
find any new fires. 
Campers found 
A FAMILY that was reported missing from Lakelse 
Lake campground Saturday was found the following day 
in Terrace. 
Local RCMP members briefly had a mystery on their 
hands when the family failed to return to their campsite 
after a fishing trip Aug. 20. 
However, the family was located safe and sound Aug. 
24 at a Terrace residence. 
Instrument fault in spill 
A FAULTY instrument led to a small spill of anhy- 
drous ammonia which caused a brief evacuation of the 
Methanex plant site in Kitimat late Thursday afternoon. 
Acting plant manager Chris Cameron said the instru- 
ment -called a level-control valve transmitter- failed 
causing an ammonia vessel to overfill and a pressure 
safety valve to vent. 
She noted the fact it was raining at the time helped 
hold down the risk of the ammonia vapour and officials 
believe the plume did not travel beyond the plant's fence 
so the communities of Kitimat and Kitamaat Village 
were never at risk. 
The contaminated water was contained within the 
ammonia plant's dike and effluent reatment systems. 
Cameron said the incident was over within 15 minutes 
but neighbours at Eurocan and Alcan, as well as it's com- 
munity advisory committee. 
The company also reported the incident o the Ministry 
of Environment as a spill but Cameron oted it didn't 
cause the plant o exceed any of its permit requirements. 
FROM FRONT 
FAGAN MURDER -. 
RCMP seize vehicle, question owner 
POLICE ARE scouring a vehicle 
impounded last week to find out if it 
involved in the murder of Daniel 
Fagan. 
Terrace RCMP are saying little 
about the vehicle, other than that it 
fits the description provided by the 
only witness to the murder. 
Police discovered the vehicle out- 
side the Terrace area and had it 
towed to the local detachment Aug. 
18. 
"We're going over it very thor- 
oughly," says Sergeant Doug 
Wheler of the Terrace detachment, 
The owner of the vehicle is being 
questioned, but Wheler says no 
arrests have been made yet and he 
points out that the impounded vehi- 
cle could be a "blind lead." 
Daniel Fagan, 34, was gunned 
down on the Copper River Forestry 
Road August 14. 
According to the only witness, he 
and Fagan were standing at the side 
of the road near their car, facing 
towards Highway 16. 
Another car drove past the two, 
then stopped about 144 metres fur- 
ther down the road and turned side- 
ways to block passage. 
A man with a rifle then got out 
and opened fire. The first shot hit the 
dirt in front of the men, another blew 
through their car window and one 
hit Fagan. 
The witness ays about five shots 
were fired in all. The man managed 
to get Fagan back into the car and 
drove him to Mills Memorial 
Hospital where he was pronounced 
dead on arrival. 
Police are still looking for the 
public's help in this case. 
Anyone who may have seen a lone 
male driving a light coloured vehi- 
cle, possibly a Chevrolet, probably 
driving fast and erratically, leaving 
the Copper River Forestry Road at 
about 7:30 Aug. 14 is asked to call 
the Terrace detachment. ,. 
FROM FRONT " : ,  
Deadline looms for SCI deal 
A meeting between the two 
sides ended last Wednesday 
with virtually no common 
ground. 
Although the union has 
accepted the idea of around 
219 jobs cut in concert with 
technological change provi- 
sions, they are refusing to reo- 
pen the collective agreement 
and make changes allowing 
contracting out and "full flex- 
ibility" of the jobs workers 
perform. 
Company officials say that's 
critical to getting a deal that 
the banks will accept. 
"The union proposal is a 
promise of general coopera- 
tion and basically it's a pro- 
mise to live up to the existing 
collective agreement," said 
SCI's Schwartz. "We kind of 
assumed that would happen 
anyway." 
He said the union's reluc- 
tance to put its promises of 
cooperation in the form of 
actual enforcable changes to 
the collective agreement 
makes the banks doubt their 
sincerity. 
"Upwards of $30 million is 
needed to restart the pulp mill 
and conduct operations," 
Needs of hunters, 
n:.Qt ::. wildlife,, drives 
report 
Three years ago, Bruce Hill spearheaded 
a campaign (which was eventually success- 
ful) to get a moratorium on grizzly hunting 
in the Kitiope Valley, south of Kitimat. 
He says that even after an independent re- 
searcher clearly demonstrated that the wild- 
life branch was allowing hunters to exhaust 
a dwindling number of bears, the ministry 
was very reluctant to act. 
"We found there to be vested interests in 
the government to maintain the hunt," he 
says. "Even though there was overwhelm- 
ing scientific evidence that the bears were 
in serious trouble." 
De Leeuw's report has won wide acclaim 
in the scientific and academic onununity. 
However, in spite that acclaim and the evi- 
dence to support at least some of his ac- 
cnsations, it is unlikely the report will see 
the light of day in Victoria. 
"'The idea of hunters manag- 
ing wildlife Is something that 
clearly needs to be looked at." 
Bimher says there are no plans for report 
to be critically analyzed by the upper levels 
of the ministry and it will likely remain at a 
regional level. 
Meanwhile, Skeena region environment 
ministry director Jim Yardley has little to 
say about the report ~ other than, 
"Dionys's views on the issue do not 
represent the ministry's views." 
'When asked if de Leeuw would be 
reprimanded for producing the report, or if 
Victoria would consider examining some of 
its accusations, Yardley was blunt. 
"I don't have a comment on that issue," 
he said. "Ultimately I will be reviewing the 
paper with Dionys. There is no one from 
Victoria who will enter the discussion." 
decisions 
Bircher also denies the charge that the 
ministry focuses almost exclusively on 
game species, saying that such a claim 
wasn't rue even back in the 1970s. 
"Most people just don't pay attention to 
our work with salamanders and birds," she 
says. 
But the man who was ill charge of creat- 
ing B.C.'s ecological reserves in the 1980s 
disagrees with that assessment. 
Dr. Bristol Foster, who is no longer with 
the ministry, says at first he thought it 
would be easy to get proposed ecological 
reserves (where hunting is not allowed) ap- 
proved by the wildlife branch of the en- 
vironment ministry. 
He was wrong. 
"Hells bells, even a small ecological 
proposal would be vetoed by the people in 
wildlife," he says. "I got pretty pissed off. 
They were just gung-ho hunters and they 
didn't want to give up one inch of land." 
To date, less than 0.1 per cent of B.C. has 
been classed as an ecological reserve. 
Nancy Bircher also says she disagrees 
completely with de Leeuw's claim that the 
population of bears is unknown and to al- 
low their hunt is just furthering avulnerable 
species down the road to extinction. 
"Grizzly bear hunting in the province 
does not harm grizzly bear populations," 
she says. "We closely control the numbers 
through limited.entry hunting. And every 
year we do a close review of population 
status." 
And she says using habitat suitability to 
estimate bear populations does work. 
"It 's better than doing nothing," she 
says. "We also use a lot of other informa- 
tion like hunter sightings and harvest in- 
formation. Doing inventory on secretive 
animals like the grizzly is very difficult and 
expensive." 
But not everyone is as convinced of the 
accuracy of the ministry's numbers. 
Schwartz added. 
"For the banks to commit 
this kind of money they need 
more than a promise to live up 
to the current agreement." 
No deal means the possible 
permanent closure of the pulp 
mill, and potentially long shut- 
downs of the sawmills. It 
would also mean area contrac- 
tors and suppliers lose any 
hope of ever seeing money 
owed them by Skeena 
Cellulose. 
Kerley was to meet with the 
PPWC Tuesday and said he 
would be prepared to help 
introduce some third party to 
act as an intermediary bet- 
ween the banks and the union 
if that's what is desired. 
Schwartz is also warning 
residents inplaces like Terrace 
not to assume that the saw- 
mills can still function without 
the pulp mill. 
He confirmed the company 
did succeed in selling leftover 
chips at its sawmills to Canfor 
in Prince George following 
shutdown. 
But he says it must be 
remembered that a large por- 
tion of the northwest forests 
consist of low-value logs good 
only for pulp. 
Disposal of pulp logs will 
be at a loss, he said, adding 
sawlog profits are not enough 
to cover that loss and generate 
the necessary capital to build 
roads. 
"You need the pulp mill," he 
said. "There's an umbilical 
cord. It's a symbiotic relation- 
ship. This forest is different. "" 
You require the pulp mill and .,, 
you require sawmills." ,, 
' The province has alreadYl ,. 
bankrolled some road building 
for Skeena Cellulose. 
B.C. in July agreed to pay 
$2.5 million to open up a road " 
into the Kwinagcese valley, " 
east of Meziadin Lake, so bug- 
infested timber there can be"  
salvaged before it's reduced to 
pulp quality. That is providing - 
some work for contractors in
the Stewart area. 
30BS FOR 
BRITISH 
. . . .  COLUMBIA 
• ~, . ,  . ¢~*. j ;e :  t [=A,~ 
The Province of British Columbia nd Alcan,Al.uminium Limited havesigned 
a landmark agreement that sets the stage for new jobs and economic 
growth in the province and environmental enhancements in the north. 
The agreement includes: 
New Aluminum Smelter 
• Providing Atcan with power for a new $1.2 billion aluminum smelter in Kitimat 
which coutd create more than 2,000 new permanent j0bs. B.C. will receive the 
same price for power as it would on the export market. A[can's existing Kitimat 
operations will be brought up to full capacity by 3anual2¢ 1,1998. 
New Environmental Fund 
• The agreement confirms the cancettafion f the Kemano Completion Project ' ' , 
and commits $50 mitUon to an environmental fund to enhance the Nechako ': 
watershed and protect f i s h . . '  
" i 
New ]i¢onomi¢ Development Fund ~': : 
• $15 lift[lion economic development fund to promote jobs in British Colulabia's 
northwest region. 
The British Columbia government and Alcan are working together, with the 
communities of northwest B.C., to create new jobs ~ ~  
and to protect he environment. 
For more information, cart 1-800-784-0055.  
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YOU CAN HAVE IT BOTH WAYS. 
At the Forest Alliance 
of British Colum bla, we don't see 
environmental protection and economic 
stability as mutually exclusive, And we're 
not alone. Fact Is, the vast majority 
of British Columbians upport 
the direction forest 
management has taken in recent 
years, And support is growing for a 
balanced approach toward the issue. But 
we need your help. Join us. And have a voice 
in the most important issue facing 
British Columbians today. 
Call 1-800-576-TREE (8733). 
FOREST ALLIANCE 
O[ BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Common sense. Common ground. www.forest.org 
Ferry bypass hurts tourism 
Flow of RVs on highway 
has slowed to a trickle 
By JEFF NAGEL 
LOCAL BUSINESSES that depend on the 
stream of American tourists along Hwyl6 are 
being hammered by the cancellation of the 
Alaskan ferry service to Prince Rupert. 
Tourists are staying away in droves and the 
usual flood of American RVs heading for Prince 
Rupert and then Alaska has slowed to a trickle. 
"We're feeling a U'emendous effect from it," 
said Wild Duck Motel and RV Park owner 
Yvonne Damoth. 
In a normal year, 50,000 passengers pass 
through the Alaska Marine Highway's Prince 
Rupert terminal going to and from southeast 
Alaska. Most of them travel along Hwyl6, 
through Terrace. 
But all that changed in mid-July when Prince 
Rupert fishermen ~ angered by the Canada- 
U.S. salmon war - -  carried out a three-day 
blockade of the Alakan ferry Malaspina. 
That ferry was allowed to leave Prince Rupert 
on July 21, but Alaskan governor Tony 
Knowles hasn't allowed another ferry to return 
to Prince Rupert since then. 
He wants assurances that there will be no 
more ferry blockades in Prince Rupert and that 
the state get more than $1.5 million U.S. in 
financial compensation. 
So far it's at an impasse, with no sign of a 
deal. 
And for business owners like Danroth at the 
Wild Duck, it's been like taming off the flow of 
customers. 
"Right up to August 5.th I never had an empty 
RV spot," she said. "I  was full for months and 
into overflow just about every night. 
"Now I'm running about 25 per cent capacity 
o,o  : t ' '  
"If people think this is just going 
to affect Prince Rupert, they're 
very very wrong. And they're 
going to have big problems on 
their hands." 
in my park. It's a massive drop. It's just 
' enornlous. '' 
Danroth is now hoping for some resolution of 
the ferry dispute in time for next year. 
, I f  they chop that ferry out of Rupert it's 
going to devastate us," she said. 
The Alaskan ferry service has issued its 
schedules for September m to the end of the 
peak summer season - -  and they don't include 
any stops in Prince Rupert. 
The port city is instead bypassed by three big 
Alaskan ferries which are now going directly to 
Bellingham. 
Another Prince Rupert delegation to southeast 
Alaska is planned, but North by Northwest 
Tourism Association spokesman Marilyn Quil- 
ley isn't optimistic. 
"We're not expecting the Alaskan ferries to 
come back to Prince Rupert," Quilley said, ad- 
ding the region has to remain hopeful. 
Healthy 
Communities 
People Helping People. 
~ J  CANADIAN ASSOCIATION 
DIABE]ES CANADIENNE 
ASSOCIATION DU DIAB#TE 
,t
MOST OF THE RVa parked at the Wild Duck Motel and RV Park are now business 
visitors to town or new residents looking for housing. Owner ¥vonne Danroth says she 
presenUy has no tourists staying there. She blames a dramatic slowdown on the cancel- 
lation of the Alaskan ferry service run to Prince Rupert, 
North by Northwest is conducting a survey of 
its members to try to gauge the damage to the 
region's tourism industry. 
They'll then use those figures to argue for fed- 
eral grant money to bankroll a communications 
and marketing plan to win back American 
customers early next year. 
"Our understnading is there is considerable 
lost revenue," Quilley said. "Our members are 
very concerned. It wasn't one of our better sea- 
sons to begin with anyway." 
"We're very concerned with the perception 
that British Columbia maybe isn't going to be a 
favoured destination for long haul U.S. 
markets." 
Prince Rupert is taking the biggest pounding 
from the loss of visitors to its city. 
Businesses there have taken to putting up 
signs in windows calling on politicians to quick- 
ly solve the dispute. 
But Prince Rupert's loss has turned out to be a 
gain for the also economically troubled town of 
Stewart. 
The Alaskan ferry system has doubled the fro- ~ 
quency of its stops there from once every two 
weeks to every week. 
The MV Aurora, which travels between 
Stewart and Ketchikan, is a small boat carrying 
up to 40 cars and 300 passengers. 
I 
Dr. Tom Strong 
Registered Psychologist 
Now Re~krly Pin.Tag h~ ~ 
: Reletionship & Fom~ ]heropy 
Full Range of Individual Psycholherapy 
• Training and 5emin0rs 
• Brief resulls oriented 
• Chronic pain & illness c0esuhati0m 
Ask about the couples consultations 
The c~s for ,sycnonogKol F.,.,, ~ - ~, ~ ~ ~' - "  
services are o .e.n ~;over9 oy 
extendedh, S beneJils " 1"800"456"7733 
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mus be to primary customer's regkteted BC TEL residential landllne numt~,, Free calls 
~ln-One Plan: New 36-man h cant,neLl required on both primary phone and tease /  
on p( man/phone b Ra • o 55f per minute during non.ltee daytime pedodt. Annual 
, ly cancellation fees a pply on all 36.month contracts. Limited lime of Jet. 
But its presence has been felt there, delivering 
tourists to cash-starved Stewart businesses. 
"We've had quite a number of people," said 
Stewart ourist information centre work Nikki 
Witwer. "The ferry has been booked totally 
full." 
But Danroth said the damage is not limited to 
just Prince Rupert. 
" I f  people think this is just going to affect 
Prince Rupert, they're very very wrong. And 
they're going to have big problems on their 
hands." 
Terrace Tourist Infocentre worker Julia Moore 
agrees. 
She said the number of tourist visits here was 
strong up until July, but the numbers have fallen 
off in August. 
"Many, many tourists m malady Americans 
and Germans - -  have been extremely dis- 
appointed and annoyed," she said of the ferry 
cancellation. 
RV parks and bed and breakfasts are the main 
businesses feeling the effects, Moore said. 
It's believed communities in southeast Alaska 
are also hurting from the loss, o[,the ~a!~adjan 
connection. But members of, a Pr in~ Kupe~ 
delegati~)/lhacheaded north said th~se t~wns 
arc surprisingly united behind the state's deci- 
sion. 
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News in Brief 
Susl ected thieves caught 
TWO YOUTHS were arrested last week in connection 
with several thefts from vehicles in the Terrace area. 
Terrace RCMP received a call at about 4 a.m. August 
20 from a citizen advising them that two males were 
trying to break into vehicles on Hamer Street. 
A police patrol soon located the men, aged 16 and 18, 
of Terrace. Nearby, police found a pack containing 
numerous items of stolen property that had been taken 
from vehicles on the bench and in the horseshoe area. 
Police say the matter is still under investigation and 
charges are expected to be laid. 
The police would also like to remind the public to 
lock up because vehicle break-ins are common during 
the summer months 
Man shoots self after fire 
A LOCAL MAN apparently set fire to his home, just 
east of Terrace, then shot himself in the early morning 
hours of August 20. 
Police say Terrace RCMP, ambulance and the Thorn- 
hill Volunteer Fire Department all responded to a call 
of a shooting and house fire at about 1 a.m. last Wed- 
nesday. 
A 40-year-old man was found near his home with a 
self-inflicted gunshot wound. He was taken to Mills 
Memorial, then transferred toVancouver. 
The fire was extinguished, but the house suffered ex- 
tensive damage. 
Bus service improves 
THE TERRACE regional transit system is moving in 
new directions this fall. 
Increased services on a number of routes, cheaper 
student semester bus passes and taxi supplements to the 
handyDART system are a few of the changes to come. 
The college semester pass will cost students $70, a. 
savings of $10 over purchasing separate monthly. 
passes. 
For a $1.50, the taxi supplement will allow seniors 
and disabled riders who are not wheelchair bound to 
use the same services as the HandyDART. 
Rides that cannot be met by handyDART will be dis- 
patched to Kalum gabs who will pick up the pas- 
sengers. It is estimated that the taxi supplement service 
will provide an additional 900 rides annually. 
Some changes to the bus routes include an additional 
trip a day to the college and an added trip to the num- 
ber three Keith route on Saturday morning. 
Thinking about natives 
CITY COUNCIL's "think tank" session in June 
concluded council should try to meet more regularly 
with neighbouring Tsimshian ative bands. 
The Kitselas band, based on Queensway, and the Kit- 
sumkalum band, just west of town, are the two closest 
native villages. 
Council also wants to dust off an idea that was raised 
by local Tsimshian leaders a couple of years ago and 
explore the possibility of establishing a native art and 
'cultural centre as a tourism atUaction in Terrace. 
,~ Council is asking ils Tourism and Economic Ad- 
Visory Commission to do what it can to help revitalize 
the idea. 
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Games of chanc, 
Don't miss the fun! 
I 
SATURDAY AUGUST 30,1997 
10 am-4 pm 
All proceeds for the ' 
Terrace Salvation Army Food Bank 
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Green light 
A NEW PROPOSAL from the city's planning 
department signals a long overdue change in atti- 
tude in Terrace. 
The proposed amendments oTerrace's Official 
Community Plan - -  yet to be approved by city 
council ~ puts together a plan for bike routes, 
trails, walkways, and protection of trees and en- 
vironmentally sensitive areas. 
The document recognizes that the city's success 
in attracting big stores and continued residential 
growth is starting to threaten its livability ~ the 
reason people came here in the first place. 
This has been driven not by bureaucrats, but by 
average citizens who have already banded to- 
gether to protect rail systems like Howe Creek, 
preserve neighbourhood green space and pool 
volunteer efforts to beautify Terrace. 
Developers, who have profitted for years on the 
city's steady expansion, are now on notice that 
some things are going to be different. 
They'll be expected to hand over access to trails 
and paths to accomplish the larger vision when 
they ask for permits to develop or subdivide. 
People used to flattening all the trees on a lot 
may have to have their tree-cutting plans ap- 
proved by city staff first. 
Those who can't handle these new limitations, 
should consider that Terrace remains a town 
where it's possible to commute from one end to 
the other in about ten minutes. 
Pushing some development pressure out a little 
farther will ensure there's something reen left 
in town for our children's children. 
Just build it 
ONE O F THE best ideas in the city's' greener ElK 
S ion for the future is a call for a pedestrian over- 
pass crossing the CN Railway tracks. 
City planner David Trawin is bang on when he 
suggests that the footbridge, even if expensive, is
so important to the city it perhaps deserves 
priority ahead of other street paving projects. 
Anyone who has watched young mothers with 
baby carriages negotiating their way around 
and sometimes even under - -  railway cars 
knows it's only a matter of time before someone 
is killed trying to illegally cross the tracks. 
A pedestrian footbridge crossing the tracks at 
Kalum St. would save much time for those on 
foot who are supposed to cross via the Sande 
Overpass. And it would provide a safer route for 
those who now cut across the railyard. 
The south side of town, much of it zoned to al- 
low duplexes and in some cases multi-family de- 
velopments, is a magnet for young families. 
But with access to the downtown limited to 
crossing the Sande Overpass, the goal of making 
the city more liveable for those who don't drive 
isn't being realized in that area. 
A pedestrian overpass would keep that promise. 
Council should spend the necessary money to 
fully explore the costs and options of such a pro- 
ject. And CN Rail ~ if they're serious about 
safety on railway tracks ~ should be prepared to 
cut a cheque to share in the cost of the bridge. 
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No rest from 'Beast of B.C.' 
VICTORIA - -  Given half a 
chance, I'd blow Clifford Ol- 
son's head off. And that scares 
the hell out of me, because I 
consider myself a non-violent 
man. I 'm against the death 
penalty. 
A contradiction? I don't 
think so. 
While I would not hcsltatc a 
moment to snuff out the 
miserable life of Clifford el-  
son, I would not want to 
empower the state to legally 
kill any of its citizens, no mat- 
tar how deserved their death. 
I shouldn't even be writing 
about this mass murderer, be- 
cause the current publicity 
surrounding his application for 
early parole is unfolding ac- 
cording to Olson's own, care- 
fully scripted plan. 
Why then am I writing this? 
.Good question. The closest I 
can come to an answer is be- 
4 cause I 'm madder than :.ell. 
And because there won't be 
any closure to the wounds el-  
son has inflicted not only on 
his victims and their families, 
but on the soul of the nation, 
until the son of a bitch is dead 
and rotting. 
Everybody knows Olson's 
chances of cvcr getting out of 
prison arc slimmer than the 
proverbial snowball's in hell. 
The judge knows it, the jury 
I i I  llol~,~ I d :  I IH I - ' I I ' J  I I l - ' l  ! 
HUBERT BEYER 
knows it, Olson knows it. 
The first day of the hearing, 
he said himself that no jury 
would parole him. And the 
amendment couldn't be made 
retroactive to apply to Olson. 
So, here he is, back in British 
Columbia, the scene of his an- 
speakable crimes, grandstand- 
ing and tormenting the families 
of his victims. His arguments 
for early release are as sick as 
his psychopathic mind. 
He says he wants to help find 
the bodies of dozens of other 
victims he  lays claim to, so 
they can have a "Christian 
burial." 
By telling the jury he is even 
sicker than anyone believes, he 
thinks he should be eligible for 
parole. 
Everything Olson does 
serves to make him feel power- 
fui. His ability to manipulate 
witnesses he called told the was his most powerful instru-" 
jury he shouldn't he consider- ment during his rampage 16 
ed  for ear!y? ~;,:P~gro!e, ~,~'Ai~(,:6~fs~hgo,~nd it sfi!!Js.i~i:,:,h ~r.~!; 
psychologist :who,didila:;pro~e~.~l Joiimalist Peter,,Wo~thington~ 
on Olson even said he consid~;: whoihas interviewed Oison on 
ers him more dangerous today numerous occasions, said the 
than 16 years ago. trappings of the hearing play 
The so-called faint-hope 
clause was brought in to give 
those people a chance at early 
parole who have a genuine 
chance of being rehabilitated. 
It was never designed for the 
likes of Olson. 
In the meantime, the clause 
has been amended to prevent 
multiple murderers from ap- 
plying for early parole, but the 
"1 '. ' ' , ' . '  ' , , 
, v : 
right into Olson's hands. 
The heavy guard, the bullet- 
proof glass behind which he 
sits, the shackles, they all rein- 
force his own image of himself 
as what he calls the "Beast of 
B.C." 
Worthington said Oison 
would be furious if he was 
guarded by only one sheriff 
and spoke to an empty 
courtroom, instead of" one 
packed with spectators and 
reporters. He would feel 
cheated. 
It is to be hoped that this Will' 
be the last time wc have to 
listen to Olson's sick ram- 
blings, the last time his vie- . 
tiros' families will be tor- , 
mented, the last time this ex- 
cuse for a human being can . 
pull the strings of the justice . 
system like those of a 
marionette. 
For the families the terrible ' 
t 
pain will never cease, but at ; 
the very least, they should be  , 
assured that they will never , 
have to go through another 
Olson-orchestrated spectacle , 
again, 
It's too bad that Olson can't , 
be left with the general prison , 
Bqpql~lion~ for a .:few, minutes~ .... 
be~e his fel low inraates . 
would • quickly, i'ender their 
own justice. 
In the meantime, many Cana- 
dians, myself included, have to 
confront the demons in them- 
selves that, given the chance, 
would not let them hesitate to 
kill Olson in cold blood. And 
that is Olson's crime against 
all of us. 
Beyer can be reached at Tel: 
(250) 920.9300; Fax: (250) 
385-6783; E.Mail: 
hube~oolcom.com 
fungai blight on language 
MUSHROOM SEASON has 
arrived. Everywhere depots are 
sprouting llke you know what. 
Fine. I have no problem with 
depots or pickers. 
I do have a problem with in- 
dividuals who use garden rakes 
to tear away the moss, not 
bothering to replace it and so 
preserve the mushroom bed of 
another season. 
I fret over our lack of under- 
standing of the symbiotic rela- 
tionship scientists uspect ex- 
ists between pine mushrooms 
and hemlock forest. 
And I fume at mushroom 
pickers earning ctrvious tax 
free incomes while I file forms 
and fork over hefty taxes at 
every stage of my home busi- 
ness. 
But my main perturbation is 
halving of the word mushroom 
to shroom. 
Shroom. Say it twice, quick- 
ly. Shroom, shroom. Can't you 
smell exhaust, sniff burning 
tires, see tobacco billboards all 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
around a track? Doesn't the 
word paint a picture of rakish 
red fenders, floor shift, and 
overdrive7 
Indy 500 reminds me of Paul 
Newman, a race car driver and 
owner of the bluest eyes since 
Frank Sinatra held the title. 
Sinatra was made famous by 
screaming bobbysoxers. 
Today's attendees cream at 
Rolling Stones concerts. 
Rolling stones gather no 
moss. Moss harks back to pine 
mushroom pickers with garden 
rakes... 
Garden rakes arc used by 
greedy pickers. Greed leads to 
crime. 
Crime ends in court, where 
the likes of Clifford Olson 
make a mockery of our justice 
system, costing us millions to 
defend his rights. The money 
would be marc sensibly spent 
on impoverished children. 
I understand mushroom 
traders hucking the half of the 
word that refers to porridge. I, 
too, avoid anything that refers 
to Scottish roots or bagpipes. 
Why, I 've even scrapped my 
dream of hiking Ben Naris. 
Mush a!so calls to mind 
teams of huskies, dog sled 
racing, the Iditarod. Alaska. 
Americans. Pacific Coast sal- 
mon dispute. Prince Rupert 
ferries canceled. Economic 
downturn. Now do you follow 
why shroom'bothers me? 
Shroom doesn't bother head- 
line writers. They adore it for 
its saving of four spaces. Im-  
agine a World War II headline: 
Shroom Over Nagasaki. But it 
would never have made it to 
the Top 40. It might, though, 
have become a fad dance in the 
wake of the Twist. 
Do pickers shop supermarket 
shelves looking for cans .of 
Shroom Soup, or Shroom 
Sauce? 
Uttering the word hints of a 
recently acquired speech im-  
pediment. 
Dare to talk about shrooms 
after a few rounds in a pub, ex. 
pect the bartender to refuse 
you service. 
Ask a Counterattack cop for 
directions to the nearest 
shmom shack and you could 
be asked to blow. 
Persist in speaking the word 
if you hanker for an invite to 
the Betty Ford Clinic. 
Above all, what do we ac- 
complish with the nano-second 
shroom saves us? 
",6o-r-rA f.A._f'Lx,.., .o  rfJ ¢lX 5 (; 6orrA 
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Behind Stoppingabuse, whetheritisphysi- 
closed 
doors 
ca/, sexual or even economic, isn't 
just the responsibility of the courts 
or police. Those who work in the 
justice system, and with people 
who've been abused, know that pre- 
venting abuse is something we all 
have to take responsibility for, even 
if #'s as small as teaching a child not 
to h# his or her siblings. Freelance 
writer Brad Shi/Icock talked to a sur- 
vivor of abuse and those who work 
with victims, in putting together 
these stories. 
A+survivor speaks out at last 
MY NAI~E is Raync and I am a 27 year old survivor of 
abuse• 
Up until just a couple of years ago, I did not know that 
the abuse I had been receiving for 23 years of my life was 
not my fault. 
Never did I ask my step-father, father, men in relation 
ships, and ex-spouse to hurt me, beat me, or rape me - -  
filling my self-being with shame, degradation and pain. 
Abuse that has scared my mind forever. 
Things are not always easy, and the truth is, it has taken 
many hours to come to terms with the fact that the abuse 
was not my fault in any way, shape or form. 
However, I have grasped the reality of this now, and the 
upbringing of my children will now be a happy and joyous 
affair• My children know that abuse is wrong in any form, 
this sets my mind at rest, in the knowledge that they will 
not +put up with any type of abuse. 
I still have some way to go before I am truly in front of 
this past; however, I now know that I never deserved all 
the beatings, verbal and sexual abuse. 
Going back a few years I believed it was by fault - -  the 
reason for that being that I had been made to believe it was 
by *.he brainwashing I received in my upbringing. 
When I was growing up there was no one telling me 
otherwise, to the reality of my life. Now though, I live a 
life without the abuse and fear that I once had, and my 
children are safe. 
I want to tell victims of abuse that at any age, male or fe- 
male, there is hope, and help at hand, you are not alone. I
know the fear you experience, for it was once my own. 
Do not give in or give up, find that power with yourself 
and take the moment for freedom, you will not regret it. 
I know I have still a ways to go before I am at total ease. 
Life for me now is a happy thing, with enjoyment and 
love. I now feel like a real person, and I am happy that my 
children are happy. 
I found my moment, my chance for freedom from the 
tyranny of abuse, and I took it - -  this is a decision that I 
will never egret. I live a real life now. I had to learn a few 
things, but now I make all my own choices, and move free- 
ly through my days. It was my choice that saved me from 
continuous abuse, and I believe that decision ~ saved tl/e ~ :~ 
lives: "of myself and' ' my + W~tidefful ~' %hildrch+: • ~:' 
Victims, you are not alone. 
,All races, ages, touched by abuse 
VIOLENCE spans the globe 
and seeps into every crack 
and crevice of humanity. 
And one type of violence 
which affects us all is abuse. 
Abuse is wrongful. It's 
about using power im- 
properly or injuriously satis- 
fying one's own vicious 
tendencies. 
Abuse holds no prejudice. 
Neither creed nor colour ef- 
fect the reality of this 
violence. Gender does not 
draw its line. Chances are 
that all types of abuse occur 
somewhere, on every sec- 
ond, of every day - -  day in, 
day out. 
The many types of abuse 
include: 
• Physical abuse - -  in- 
cluding punching, kicking, 
slapping, p!nching and hair 
pulling. 
• Psychological abuse - -  
abusive language, threats, 
bullying, inunoralities and 
browbeating. 
• Sexual abuse - -  rape, 
unwanted penetrative sex, 
touching, and other forced 
and unwanted sexual acts, 
or even withholding sex. 
• Emotional/Verbal buse 
- -  dishonorable name call- 
ing, oral libel, disgraceful 
slander, degradation and 
emotional blackmail• 
• Abuse by neglect - -  the 
blatant apathetic disregard 
of a persons' need for food 
and shelter, to with hold a 
persons human rights. 
• Economic abuse to 
control a person by means 
of money and/or property, 
limiting a person to the 
penny, ltot allowing a per- 
son to acquire funds by their 
own merit. 
V io lence  behind closed 
doors tends to take one of 
four guises, which in turn 
can be broken down into the 
many of the types of abuse 
that exist: i) spousal abuse 
ii) child abuse iii) parent 
abuse iv) elder abuse. 
The  vtolen~ that occurs 
with these types of abuse 
typically follows a trend. 
It 's kno.wll,~s,.tJae cycl.e of 
Phone. numbers 
RCMP Emergency 
# 635-4911. 
Terrace Transition House: Free safehouse, help 
and assistance for any victim of abuse, nobody is 
turned away. 
24 hr crisis line: 635.6447 
Child support worker: 635.7018 
Fax: 635-6844. 
Battered Women line: a 24 hr hotline for the as- 
sistance of abused women. 
Telephone # 1-800-563.0808. 
Terrace sexual assault centre: to provide essen- 
tial help in all areas of need. 
Telephone # 635-1911 
Fax: 635-2315 
Terrace Emergency shelter: Shelter for single 
people or families. 
Telephone # 635.5890 
Fax: 638-7656 
Womans Resource Centre: One huge fountain 
of help and useful information for women. 
Telephone # 638-0228 
Fax 638-1144 
Crime preventlonNlctlm Services: Services run 
by the RCMP to educate with facts, group ses- 
sions can be arranged. 
Telephone # 638-7429 
Fax 638-7448 
Crown Counsel Vlctlm/Wltneae Servlces: The 
lawyers that represent he Crown, that is, society 
as a whole. 
Telephone # 638-2125 
Fax 638-2130 
Ksan House Counsellors service: One on one 
counselling for vlctlms or survivors of any type of 
abuse. 
Telephone # 635-2373 (days) 
635.1911 (evenlnge) 
Human Rights: To defend and uphold the basis 
of human fights. 
Telephone # 638-6525 
i ¸ 
violence or abuse, lowed by apologies, then 
A violent event is fol- statements of love, until ten, 
sions start to build again. 
And then it starts all over. 
So who's to blame in 
these violent cycles? 
Statistics show that men 
who come from a violent 
upbringing are more likely 
to be violent and abusive in 
their adult relationships. 
Women who witnessed 
spousal abuse as a child are 
more likely to stay with the 
, pains of a violent adult rela- 
tionship. 
And men and women who 
come from abusive homes 
are more likely to raise their 
chUdren in the same way. 
Then the cycle of abuse 
starts again in the next gen- 
eration. 
Laws have been written to 
try and break this cycle. 
Section 265 of the 
criminal code says that no 
one human being has the 
right to abuse another hu- 
man being. That's because 
there is no action punishable 
by abuse or violent acts. 
I f  you are a victim of 
abuse, you are not alone. I f  
you are a victim of abuse, 
you do not deserve the 
abuse, not for any reason. If  
you are a victim of abuse, 
you have it in your capabil- 
ity to put closure to this 
stage in your life. 
I f  you are a victim of abuse, 
you have thousands of dedi- 
cated people within Canada 
to see that you are not 
abused again. If  yon are a 
victim of abuse - -  you 
deserve to be happy and un- 
hurt. Basic human rights - -  
no one deserves abuse. 
You have friends that you 
do not even know yet, wait- 
ing to meet you, to stand by 
you. 
In Terrace there are many 
government and non- 
government organizations at 
your beck and call, These 
groups of dedicated people 
are able to offer you safety, 
shelter, food and clothing, 
support, advocacy (legal, 
medical, financial), referrals 
to local services, and much, 
much more, 
There are safe places for 
you to go. 
If you know of anybody 
being abused, befriend 
them, listen to them, support 
them and encourage them; 
empower them. 
If  you are a witness toany 
violent crime, if your neigh- 
bour is being assaulted, 
please phone the police. 
"The RCMP treat family 
violence on the whole as an 
important issue to deal 
with," says Inspector Steve 
Leach. "The police deal 
with these issues with a zero 
tolerrnce. When the police 
attend at a residence where 
there is evidence of family 
violence, we must ap- 
prehend and lay charges 
against the per- 
petrator/suspect. 
" I  think that the thing I 
should tell victims of abuse 
or violence, is that they are 
part of the solution. It is im- 
perative that they are in the 
position to provide evidence 
in order to prove the 
charge," Leach adds. 
"Police can not lay a charge 
unless there is evidence 
and/or the victim is prepared 
to give a statement. 
"We need for the co- 
operation between the com- 
munity, the police, and the 
victims of these crimes - -  
to work together and to deal 
with these issues." 
Debbie Scarborough, co- 
ordinator of the Terrace 
Transition House, shares 
those sentiments. 
" I  feel that everyone 
should be aware, and stay 
aware, of what abuse is. 
People should take the re- 
sponsibility to educate 
others as to what abuse is. 
" I  believe that all of  us 
must hold the philosophy o f  
equality and respect hat no 
one has the right to abuse 
another human being." 
Tl~ Terrace Transition 
House is non.profit and 
have a very tight budget. 
Donations of household 
goods, clothes or food, are 
greatly appreciated. 
CORRESPONDE~NCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
 ,-aud 
Dear Sir:. 
On the 14th of August, my friend Daniel James Fagan, 
died. He was murdered. 
I 've read some harsh words about him in the Province 
newspaper, and heard harsh words from people ] know. 
My friend was an addict in denial, and some condemn 
him for that. But he was also a caring, thoughtful person, 
who often tried to break the grip of addiction, and failed. 
There are many addictions in our society, some more 
acceptable than others. 
The bingo halls are full of addicted gamblers, the bars 
full of alcoholics, the tobacco companies depend on the 
smoker's addiction, and some simply stuff themselves 
full of sweets until they die of heart problems. 
But as a society, we would be horrified if someone 
starting shooting Bingo addicts as they departed the 
bingo hall. No one would say "They deserved that" .  
Even though the money they threw away might deprive 
their children of needed clothes and food. 
Daniel, like most addicts, learned his behaviour from 
others, while still young and inexperienced. He was ad- 
dicted before he realized the full consequences of its use. 
We should feel sorrow for Daniel, and anger at the per- 
son or persons who killed. No one has the right to take 
another's life. 
Perhaps Daniel is in a happier place, and perhaps he 
will receive the understanding and forgiveness that 
society here failed to give. Perhaps the killer will not find 
the same forgiveness here in court, or in the afterlife. 
Name withheld 
Editorial un fa i r -  Premier 
Dear Sir:. 
The editorial "Hello, Premier" which appeared in your 
August 6 issue, is truly unfair to northwest communities 
affected by the difficulties Skeena Cellulose has been ex- 
periencing. 
The editorial discredits the dedicated efforts' of all 
parties involved in trying to resolve the company's dif- 
ficulties, and raises undue concern for those affected by 
the closure of Skeena Cellulose by suggesting no action 
is being taken by my government. 
When Skeena Cellulose Inc. applied for and received 
protection from creditors in March under the Companies 
Creditors' Arrangement Act, I asked the Deputy Premier, 
Dan Miller, and MLA Helmut Giesbrecht to take on this 
issue. As MLAs for the region, they are well aware of the 
situation and the importance of Skeena Cellulose to the 
communities involved. 
Over the last few months our government, following 
the recommendations of the Deputy Premier and MLA 
Giesbrecht, has undertaken a number of initiatives to 
maintain the operations of Skeena Cellulose by providing 
for or facilitating the following: 
[] $15 million interim bridge financing for contractors 
from Forest Renewal BC; 
[] Credit relief for local forest-sector small businesses; 
[] Assistance of the Job Protection Commission in 
restructuring the company; 
[] Established a response team that went to the com- 
munities affected by the restructuring;' ! ~ ' ' 
[]Involvement of Northern Savings and credit Union; 
[] Adjustments to the stumpage system in the Kalum 
and Kispiox forest districts and changes to the Forest 
Practices Code resulting in $20 million cost saving for 
the company; 
[] Independent consultant's reports assessing the com- 
pany's even-yesr business plan. 
The Job Protection Commissioner and the Deputy 
Premier are continuing to work with Skeena Cellulose, 
the banks and other key stakeholders to develop a com- 
prehensive restructuring proposal which hopefully will 
lead to the reopening of all operations and enable Skeena 
Cellulose to become viable for the long tenn. 
I know how important Skeena Cellulose is to the 
readers and subscribers of The Terrace Standard, and in- 
deed to the communities of the northwest, and I can un- 
derstand there is some impatience. That is why this issue 
• . • ) • . 
rs a top priority for me, and I am committed to achieving 
a positive outcome for everyone involved. 
Premier Glen Clark 
Victoria, B.C. 
Fishing fee hikes justified 
Dear Sir:. 
I am writing to you on the subject of anflhng fees and 
more specifically in response to the article you published 
in your July 9, 1997 paper titled "Fishing fee uproar was 
anticipated." 
One of this government's top priorities is to ensure that 
our natural resources - -  including fish - -  are conserved. 
As the minister esponsible for the envirommeut, I ask 
ministry staff to provide me with options on how we can 
most effectively meet our conservation objectives. 
To clarify for your readers, decisions made regarding 
fees are made by cabinet - -  not ministry staff. Other de- 
cisions are made by me - -  the minister. 
The decision to raise angling fees was based on a wide 
variety of information, including feedback from those 
whose livelihoods depend on fish. While I believe the fee 
increases were appropriate given the value of the 
resource, I also heard and acted upon the concerns of the 
commercial sports fishing community regarding timing. 
As a result, we agreed to hold off on some of the fee in. 
creases for one year. 
Once fully implemented in 1998, the new angling fees 
will still compare favourably to other jurisdictions for the 
quality of experience provided. British Columbia, 
without question, is one of the top fishing destinations in 
the world, and our basic fees will remain competitive. 
Approximately 88 per cent of non-resident anglers buy 
a basic one-day, eight-day or annual angling llcence. The 
new fees, after the increases, are very competitive with 
nelghbouring juridictions. The prices for one week are 
lower in B.C. than in Washington and Oregon: 
50.7 per cent of new fees and 42.2 per cent of all an. 
fling fees will go directly to the Habitat Conservation 
Trust Fund for conservation projects uch as the recently 
announced $320,000 River Guardian Program. 
The remainder of funding directed through general 
revenue is used to support a variety of conservation and 
enforcement programs uch as the conservation officer 
service as well as fisheries initiatives such as stream 
restoration projects. 
Conserving B.C.'s fish stocks for now and the future 
will continue to be a top priority for this govemmenL 
Cathy McGregor  
Environment minister 
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MAKING A DII:I:ERENCE 
96/97 
ANNUAL REPORT 
Charles J Jago, President 
Universit~ of Northern British Columbia 
3333 University Way 
Prince George 
British Columbia 
V2N 4Z9 
This brief report gives a snapshot of the University's third year 
of full operations. It shows, I believe, a healthy university getting 
into full stride- and yet, during the year, we were reminded just 
how young UNBC is. In January, we celebrated the tenth anniver- 
sary of the first meeting of the No-Name Group: the people that 
went on to form the Interior University Society. The dinner, attended 
by nearly three-qUarters of the members of that very first explorato- 
ry meeting, was a delightful occasion, but it reminded us that zne 
creation of UNBC was a close-run thing: that UNBC is something we 
should never take for granted, and that its creation was Wholly 
based on the energies and determination of the oeopie of northern 
British Columbia, 
This is something that I, and all the st~ff and faculty of UNBC, 
will strive to remember in everything we do, It is one reason that 
we plan, from now on, to put each annual report into the newspa- 
pers of northern BC, so that our progress can be followed by all 
the people of the region, 
Let us know how you think we are doing, if you think we are 
fulfilling our role, and making the difference to the north that the 
founders planned, we'd like to hear, Equally, if you think we should 
be doing things better, or differently, let Us knoW, Write to me at 
the address above, This ts your university. 
Charles J Jago, President 
UUNVUt;/.t l  IUN ~!  
The most important event of the year at UNBC took place on May 23rd 
when 239 graduating UNBC students received their degrees, including 33 
who received their masters degrees.-Degrees were awarded for the first 
time in seventeen degree programs, and honourary awards were present- 
ed to UNBC founder Murray Sadler former MLA Ray Williston, and biologist 
lan McTaggart Cowan, 
The ranks.of the Alumni Association swelled almost fourfold, as this 
year's graduates joined the 73 from 1996, 10 from 1995, and 6 from 
1994. For the first time, the Association announced its Alumni of the Year 
Awards: to the New Alumnus of the Year Israel Prabhudass, who has a long 
association with northern BC and to thePast Alumnus of the Year Anne 
Sam, who is conducting genealogy research from Smithers to Fort St 
James and is participating in treaty negotiations with the Nak'adzii Band. 
"This is my final convocation, At a time in my life when it was presumed 
my public days were done and aft ceremonials over, Northerners elected 
me to speak for them. It has proved to be a highlight of my fife . . . .  " 
Chancellor lena Campagnolo, May 23, 1997 
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PROGRAMS 
The year saw three main innovations in UNBC's degree programs: a new 
doctoral degree (PhD) in Natural Resources and Environmental Studies, a 
BA in F~esource Recreation and Tourism, and a new four-year Collaborative 
Nursing degree, taught in association with the College of New Caledonia. 
Pie charts below show the enrolments to the various types of degree. 
The year also saw the first developments in the creation of pre-bac- 
calaureate Certificate programs, which require the equivalent of one year of 
full-time work. rather than the four years of a Bachelors degree program. 
The first such courses approved by UNBC's Senate were the Certificate 
programs in Public Administration, First Nations PublicAdministration, First 
Nations Programs, and Nisga'a Studies, The Northern Advancement 
Program was also developed (see page 3 for details). 
The great majority of students at UNBC are studying for degrees, but a 
lesser-known feature of UNBC is its role jr7 providing non-credit courses, 
usually in association with an external agency. 40 such courses were 
offered at UNBC during the year, attracting 1,590 participants. Subjects 
included, for instance, the Forests Practice Code Landslide Terrain 
Management, and Ecosystem Classification. 
PLANNING .-- - - .  
From the manager's perspective, the most important development of 
the year was publication of the University Planning Committee's report 
Planning for Growtl~-a blueprint for the next five ~,ears-and the implemen- 
tation of that report. One of the main features was the introduction of a 
College structure, with the five-Faculty-dean system replaced by one 
involving two College deans. There was some additional administrative 
rationalization, allowing resources to be channeled away from administra I 
tive functions towards the classroom, 
The central thrust of the report was that UNBC needs to plan for steady 
growth over the five-year period, building both on its high-demand pro- 
grams and further developing the means to meet student needs through- 
out northern British Columbia, The University must continue to be student- 
centred, and must meet the specific needs of the region in its research 
activity, as well as its teaching. Detailed strategies to meet these objectives 
were outlined in the report: copies are available by phoning (250) 960- 
5620. 
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Above: Israel Prabhudass (left) receiving his degree 
certificate from Alex Reed (see Staff Changes) 
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STAFF CHANGES . . . . .  - ........... T: : i " . ,  , ~- ,~: : , , , - , :~ ,~ 
The year saw a number of changes in staffing. Two outstanding founders 
of the Un vers ty,. for instance, took their leave: Dr Pat Appavoo, the found- 
ing Libranan, announced her resignation to pursue opportunities with 
voluntary services overseas, Then Dr Fred Gilbert, Dean of the Faculty of 
Natural Resources and Environmental Studies, moved on to become Vice- 
Provost of Colorado State University. We also said hello to various new staff 
members, such as the new Vice-President Business and Finance, Pat 
Hibbitts, who joined from Memorial University, and Alex Reed, the new 
Associate Vice-President Student Services and Registrar, who came from 
Athabasca University. 
CONFERENCES & EVENTS 
The Prince George campus continued to expand its role as an event and 
conference centre. Major international conferences took place, such as the 
World Conference on Quality of Life, and at the other end of the scale, the 
campus even became One of the north's leading centres for wedding 
receptions! The magnificent Atrium housed a wide variety of events, such 
as a Wine Festival and the PGSO's Candlelit Baroque evenings, while the 
350-seat Canfor Theatre housed the Prince George Concert Association, 
Film and Speech Arts festivals, annual general meetings, and numerous 
symposia. 
Above: Murray Sadler, Valerie I(ordyban. Charles McCaffray and Myron Sambad at 
the founders' lOth Anniversary dinner, 17eld in Janual~ 
Degrees sought by 1996.97 students 
BACHELORS DEGREES 
279. Undecided 
652- BA 
53- BScN 130c BSW ~ ~ 
: , ; . .  
951 - BSc ------ ~./BComm 
MASTERS DEGREES 
64. MA 
130. MSW / 67. MEd 
105. MSc 
SPORTS DEVELOPMENTS 
Above: UNBC's first.ever sporting team - Women's Basketball. Both the Men's and 
Women's basketball teams reached the semi- finals of their espective Prince George 
league championships, and now, with coaches newly hired, the teams will begin to 
take part in the games of the BC Colleges Athletic Association. Volleyball, soccer and 
other teams will be added as the UNBC Athletic Program develops, and a recruiting 
campaign will begin this winter to attract skilled student athletes to UNBC. 
A number of outstanding sports people are, in fact, already at the University. Five 
of the Prince George Cougars, for instance, are UNBC students, as are several mem- 
bers of the national cross-country skiing team. Amongst other sporting successes 
was the first successful canadian ascent of Cho.oyu, the world's sixth-highest 
.mountain, by Dr Dave Robinson, Resource Recreation and Tourism, and Dr Dennis 
Brown of Fort St, James, 
| I • 
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FUNDRAISING 
Above: Dr Oarwyn Coxson, Biology, and graduate student Jocelyn Campbell, 
ascending to the forest canopy in Viking Ridge, in the wetbelt area east of Prince 
George. Or Coxson is tne lead researcher in projects receivfi~g external funding of 
around one million dollars. 
Two of the outstanding news items of the year were the 
$1 million bequest from the estate of Judge William Ferry, and the 
$900,000 contribution from Slocan and its President Ike Barber: these 
enabled a major enhancement to the Library holdings, and the development 
of world-class forestry research. 
Many other contributions to UNBC were also made both from 
corporations and individuals allowing the young university to thrive in areas 
which would otherwise have been beyond its dreams. 
FINANCES 
RESEARCH 
The total value of externally-funded research projects being worked on 
by UNBC faculty in 1997 was $7.28 million, spread among 135 projects, 
compared to $5.6 million, spread among 121 projects, in the previous year. 
The major sources of external research •funding were the Natural 
Sciences and Engineering Research Council (17% of total), the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council (4%), and Forest Renewal BC 
(42%), with the remaining 37% spread amongst a wide variety of agenc=es. 
]he main disciplines in receipt of externally-funded research funding 
were: Forestry (27 awards), Biology (18), Environmental Studies (11), 
Chemistry (11), and Geography (11). 
Despite an increased student population and expanded academic pro- 
gram the University increased its expenditures only moderately during the 
year. It is anticipated that the University will continue to face an environment 
of fiscal restraint but with careful management of resources it should be 
able to continue to meet its regional and educational goals and objectives. 
The year's auait showed that the university ended the year with a small 
surplus: copies of the 1996-97 audited financial statements are available 
from the Finance Department or by telephoning 960-5620. 
WWW.UNBC.EDU 
This was the year when the World Wide Web really came of age at 
UNBC. In June 1997. the University's main servers received their 3-millionth 
hit, and some 120 students enrolled for the first four UNBC courses taken 
entirely on-line. The award-winning web page Ideas of a University, which 
introduces students around the world to the various university disciplines, 
was accessed 150,000 times; one of its main creators, .masters' student 
8asia Siedlecki, topped her receipt of the Governor General's Gold Medal 
with a faculty position at the University of Lethbridge, where she is now 
helping instructors deliver courses using communications technology. 
NORTHERN ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM ':~~ .... '~'" :"~"~"'" 
In April, the University announced that it was to launch a new program 
designed to help students from rural and First Nations communities make a 
successful transition to university. Students from smaller rural communities 
and First Nations students traditionally have had the most difficulty in 
adjusting to university; this program, which includes classes on study skills 
and hasa number of support services, should significantly improve gradu- 
ation rates of such students 25 of whom will be entering the program this 
September. 
The Northern Advancement Program has received considerable support 
from external partners. More than $700,000 in endowment and operating 
funds have been committed from the Maudce Young Foundation in 
Vancouver, BC Hydro, Westcoast Energy, and The Vancouver Foundation. 
THE GREENWAY 
During tl~e year tl~e Cranbrook Hill Greenway Society began work on 
creation of the Greenway trail, part of a circular hiking, skiing, biking and horse-rid- 
ing route around Prince George. When completed, tl~e 21-kilometre trail will connect 
Otway, Forests for the World, UNBC, South Fort George Park, and Wilson Park - and 
Prince George will become the only city in Canada circumnavigated by a hiking trail. 
UNBC faculty and students were, naturally, enthusiastic supporters 'of the 
scheme, and two UNBC students, Natafie Ciolfitto and Adam Inglis, prepared a com- 
plete inventory of the trail for the Cranbrook Hill Greenway Society, from contours to 
wildlife to tree coverage. 
Above: Chancellor Iona Campagnolo and President Charles Jago fi~ the Whitehorse 
CBC studios during the 1997 Chancellor's Tour, Each year since she was elected in 
1992, the Cl~ancellor has led a summer tour to a different part of the region, with 
the goal of ensuring that administrators build an understanding of all parts of north. 
em BC, while residents of all parts of the north had the opportunity to comment, face 
to face, on the University's development and goals. 
The 1997 journey to the province's extreme northwest, with visits to At#n, 
Telegraph Creek, Oease Lake, Stewart, Watson Lake and the Yukon, was the final 
such tour to be led by Iona Campagnolo, as she completes her second three.year 
term of office in early 1998, The election of. a new Chancellor, by all members of 
Convocation, will take place early in the new year. 
FINANCIAL AID 
"l have experienced the warmth and generosity towards UNBC of the 
people of the more than 200 communities we serve, and have a special 
word of thanks from them to tire people of Prince George who have 
Oeen so wise and gracious in theh" understandin9 of their distinctive 
position of trust to the whole of northern British Columbia as host city to 
this central campus . . . .  " 
Chancellor Iona Campagnolo, May 23, 1997 
L ii 
RICH FORESTRY HARVEST 
Topping the Forestry Pzogram's rich year were the awards to Kathy Lewis (above 
right), who was elected BC Forester of the Year - the first time an academic has 
won the award - and tile award of BC Professor of the Year to Wini Kessler (above 
left), the Chair of Forestry. Members of the Forestry Program also received many 
research grants, and UNBC became the administrative Centre{or one of four 
INTERNATIONAL - RUSSIAN LINKS 
Above: one of the 15 UNBC students taking Dr Joltn Young's Russian Politics course 
in Moscow in summer 1996. St Basil's, Red Square, is in the background. 
In just a few years. UNBC Ilas developed perl~aps the ricl~est links with Russia 
of any Canadian university, with nunlerous externally-funded research projects. Greg 
Poelzer (Political Science) and Gaff Fondahl (Geography), for instance, are working 
on a Sakha Republic project with some $200.000 of funding front the Gorbachev 
Trust and other sources, and historian Aileen Expiritu is working on another' similar- 
ly.funded project on environmental nd health issues with Yakutsk State University. 
John Young (Political Science) meanwhile was co-recipient of a $212,000 grant to 
help implement local government reform in Siberia. There is also a healthy exchange 
of students. Two UNBC graduate students, for instance, are involved in field work in 
the Russian north, while students lrom Siberia are being trained in Geographic 
Information Systems and in business at UNBC. 
97-98  
96-97  
95-96  
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"Note that this does not #loll/de i~lcome (felt1 Research Grants. 
Ancillary Operations or Fundraising. 
UNBC AND PARTNERS 
• UNBC'extends thanks to ts' many partfie~ in the :No!!hi~w,h~ai'e.;~y;td: 
!he Univei'sity'~ab tyto. Make a DifferenCe. Some of the. part[lers;'ani:l~U~i.: 
a few of the joint achieveme(]ts of 1996-97, are iSdJCated n the following 
list: 
A four-year Collaborative Nursing degree was developed with the 
College of New Caledonia,.. 1997 saw the first UNBC graduate of the 
Wilp Wilxo-oskwhl Nisga'a . .. plans were being finalized for a joint BSc 
n Environmental Planning with an Energy specialization with Northern 
Lights College, for a degree in Recreation and Tourism with Northwest 
Community College, and for special part-time courses for band members 
with the University College of the Cariboo and the Cariboo Tribal 
Council ... Protocol agreements were being extended with Yukon College 
... Forestry research projects were underway in association with the Lake 
Babine Nation, and with the MacGregor Model Forest, and various other 
research projects were being conducted in association with companies 
such as Canadian Woodworks I . td. . .  Co-operative ducation students 
were placed with scores of employers, including Northwood Pulp and 
Timber Ltd, the Red Rock Research Station AGRA Earth and 
EnvironmentaL, Canadian Forest Products Ltd, Alcan Chemical and 
Smelters Ltd, Bullmoose Operating Corporation, TimberWest, Finlay 
Forest Products. Rustad Bros & Co Ltd, and Pioneer Land Services, 
6% 12% 63% 
Maintenance 4% Otller Salaries 
11% I 
Benefits...........1 .... 
' Financial aid, In the form of scholarships to outstanding students and 
bursarles to students who would otherwise be unable to pursue their stud- 
ies, is of major importance to all universities, and particularly to a new one 
which does not have decades of endowments behind it .  research areas withih the nationwide Network of Centres of Excellence in 
There has, however, been a very generous response to the North To The Sustainable Forest Management, aking over fromUBC. 
Future fundraislng Campaign, and the number of student awards made by Forestry Renewal BC aiso supported numerous UNBC research projects. 
Amongst he $1.6 million in new research awards from FRBC were: ~ 
UNBCin 1996'97was 49% higher than in the previous year, ln a1!,223 • A Torpy Rivet p ro jec tby  MaX Blouw (Associate Wce.President 
scholarships or bursarles were made, w th an average va ue of $1 050. This Research) on how fish habitat Is affected by logging along rivers and 
InCludes 24 new Northern Achievement Awards introduced by UNBC In the Creeks ' i : toga.) 
year, along w!ih two new Piesldentsl s(;hoia!sh!ps va!ued at $5,000 each' "FArStt~/°ftheec°l°g !ca! signillcan ce:°f forest patches by Ken Parker, UNBC might be only three years old, but it is already developing a number of tra- 
ditions and a specific character. If you've not already done so, please visit to see for 
renewab e at $2 000 a year for a further three years b ' • ATourismOevelopment project for the Robson Valley ? Bob Pfister, yourself, ThePrlnceGeorgecampushasinfactbecomeanextremelypopularvenue 
The cent nued m ortance of scholarsh ps and bursaries was underlined ~=~,,; ; .,.;, oA,.,.,,,,,,,,/ -r,,,,,~,.,, fop visits, with many thousands of visitors taking guided, or self.guided, tours (phone 
by a Study which showed that 45% of UNBCstudents cuirently rely onstU! ,, A ~ s tudy small,sCale forestry enterprise' by Heather Myers, 960:5555 for details) Visitors on Boxing Day even have a specia! additional feature 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  L tours of the grounds by dogsled! dent cans w th an average loan of $6,953. International Studies 
I I I 
We wouldn't want to conclude without saying that University is not all study: there 
is room for fun alon~l the way, Above is a photo from WinterFest, UNBC's annual mid- 
winter open-day.cuT-fun session. (Yes, there was a swimsuit under the falling 
1 
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Columnist shows she's 
ignorant of gay reality 
Dear Sir:. 
I responding to Kathy Floritto's 
column in the August 20th issue of the 
Terrace Standard. In it, she writes "It 
(tolerance) doesn't merely ask for a 
respect of differences, but often 
demands acceptance of the beliefs and 
practices of others." 
Isn't that what tolerance is about? I
may not agree with what someone 
may say or believe, but it is is their 
fight to do so. 
Just as it is my right to be able to 
walk two blocks to work without 
being harassed by teenagers driving 
by ill their parents cars. 
It happens on a daily basis, and it 
happens 'because I am gay. I have 
never done anything to these people, 
but they still feel it is their 'right' or 
even duty to try to make my life 
worse. 
It is for exactly this reason that the 
provincial government is introducing 
legislation to teach tolerance towards 
gay people. 
Gay people are now the number one 
target of hate crimes in North Amer- 
ica. More so than any other group, in- 
cluding any racial or ethnic group. 
Why? Well, a good place to start is 
at home. Many young gay people 
don't get support from their family 
when they come out. Many are kicked 
out, and even disowned. 
The difference between racism and 
homophobia is that the targets of 
homophobia often have no support at 
all, not even at home. 
]f a teenager doesn't have the sup- 
port needed from their parents, then 
it's up to the schools to provide the 
support for the student. Failure to do 
so means a very hard life for the stu- 
dent, which is why the suicide rate 
anmug ay teens is so high. 
In her column, Kathy Floritto also 
says "..,of a lifestyle which 99 per 
cent of them will never know". I dis- 
agree with her statistics. Most studies 
show the percentage of gay people to 
be around 10 per cent. Imagine 10 per 
cent of Terrace being gay, a fair 
estimate. That is 2,000 people. 
Now, for a very conservative 
estimate, let's say that the percentage 
of gay people is actually half that, 
about 5 per cent (a very conservative 
estimate indeed). That's still 1,000 
people~in Terrace who are gay. 
Of coursel if, we really want to make 
an absu'rdiy small estima*te;':i:,i per cent 
as Ms. Floritto suggests, that is still 
200 people in our city. 
The 
Mail  Bag 
To say that 99 percent will never 
know the gay lifestyle is still false, as 
the 200-plus gay people in town do in- 
teract with the 'general public', and 
will be in contact with the populace. 
Studies also suggest that as many as 
50 per cent of North Americans have 
had or will have a homosexual experi- 
ence in their life. Usually, this occurs 
in adolescence, when hormones are 
raging, and curiousity is high. 
Should these kids who experiment 
be punished for simply acting natural- 
ly? I would say not. Simply put, they 
often do it themselves. The stigma at- 
tached to committing a homosexual 
act is guilt enough. 
Perhaps it is because it is taught hat 
homosexuality is evil, and inherently 
wrong. This is where I have a problem 
with other people's opinions. They arc 
entitled to think whatever they want 
about me, but I refuse to believe that I
am a bad person simply because of 
my sexuality. I get angry at someone 
who expresses their haU'ed of me 
simply because of who I am, 'as it is 
my right to defend myself. 
There are certainly many arguments 
against the proposed legislation, and 
many are very valid regardless of your 
viewpoint. I personally believe that it 
would be better to have this sort of is- 
sue taught at home by the parents, but 
in many cases it isn't going to happen. 
The safety and happiness of the chil- 
dren has to come before the beliefs of 
the parents, especially if the parents' 
views are damaging to the child. 
Religion or beliefs of any kind have 
no bearing on whether a person is/will 
be gay, so why should a child of 
homophobic parents have to suffer the 
emotional torment of being led to be- 
lieve that they are somehow 'wrong'? 
This is why so many gay kids commit 
suicide. They would rather die than 
face their parents' rejection. 
This is not to say that everyone 
against the proposed legislation is 
homophobic, but there certainly 
homophobes in that group. 
Ms. Floritto also says in her column 
"Their (~e pro-tolerance group 's )  
goal is uni~.,ersal endorsement of the  
homosexual lifestyle." 
That is a complete falsehood. I don't 
ask for anyone's approval or endorse- 
ment, but I ask for your acceptance. 
You don't have to agree with how I 
live my life, but it is my life to live. 
And it is also your children's lives to 
live. I f  your child is gay, then it is 
your duty as a parent to give your 
child unconditional love and support 
no matter what. . . . . . .  
Earle Ratcliffe 
Terrace, B.C. 
NDP ant i .church 
on gay issue 
Dear Sir:. 
Thanks to people like Helmut Gies- 
brecht and his NDP colleagues the is- 
sue of homosexuality in our schools 
has been thoroughly muddied. 
The issue is not homosexuals per se. 
Homosexuals are people and that 
means they are like the rest of 
humanity, composed of the good, the 
bad and the ugly. 
The issue is ideology. The NDP 
have become totally partisan on the is- 
sue of homosexual curriculum to the 
point where they have sided against 
any representation from the traditional 
Judeo-Christian community. 
This is not debate. If church repre- 
sentatives were also allowed into 
schools to bring their world view to 
the attention of students, if other 
groups were allowed to express their 
points of view- that would be debate. 
Promoting homosexual lifestyle has 
nothing to do with the human rights of 
gays as people. I was taught by two 
lesbian teachers back in the 1960's, 
who like the so-caUed straight 
teachers, kept their orientation to 
themselves and did a professional job 
every day insuring that I was being 
taught what they were being paid to 
teach me. They were two of the best 
teachers I had in high school. 
No one in a democracy has absolute 
rights above and beyond the rights of 
other groups in our society. Churches 
have been relegated to the catacombs 
of this culture over the last 30 years in 
the name of liberal progression to the 
point where the scales are off balance 
in favor of "them against us", an atti- 
tude which is non-democratic. 
And, as in their handling of econom¢ 
ic matters, the NDP are once again 
version of .reveaihg their, own ' ' al- 
chemy ,---~fl~ming gold into lead. 
Brian Gregg 
Terrace B.C. 
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1997 FALL FAIR 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Grounds 
Friday Aug. 29 2:00 pm 
Saturday Aug. 30 1:00 pm 
2:00 pm .... 
:Sunday Aug. 31 9:30 am 
10:00 am 
i 
Terrace Fall Horse 
Show 
Exhibit Hall Opens 
Official Opening 
Totem Saddle Club 
Logger's Sports 
4H, Heavy Horse Pull, Concessions, Pet show and so much morel 
Fun for the entire family! 
$3.so ,d.,, SEE  YOU 
$2.00 Srs & 12 and 
under THERE! 
FREE 5 and under 
We've changed..,. 
are now under new ownership and have 
;Ihtened our floor space, We hope you stop 
o see the difference. 
r experienced knowledeable, friendly staff 
1 help you with your hardware and building 
)ply needs. 
Check  out ou[  great  ! 
~n-store sawngs .  
Watch for our Grand Opening. 
IRLV  B IRD 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace B.C .Phone 638-8700 
t co -o  
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All Products Of B.C. 
Dill Cucumbers 20,bBox ............................................ $1 399ea 
Dill Weed Bu.c. ................................................................ 69¢  
=1499 Cauliflower. Cello ca.. of ~2 ..................................... ea  
Beets 2s,b.ag ................ , ................................................ $1 299ea 
'69 Broccoli ......................................................................... Ib/1,S2Kg
$999ea Turnips 251b Bag ..................................................................... 
Beans, Green 0r Yellow ................................................... 891~1b/1 ,96  Kg 
Sweet Red Peppers 0rYellow 11,b.ox ......... '1599ea 
• $1299. Tomatoes, BC Field Grown 2s~bBox ................... 
Sunrise" Apples New Crop, 7 Ib Box. ................................ "--:~499ea 
$999 Carrots 2s ~b Bag ........................................................................ ea 
All Products Of U.S.A. 
$4 99, 
Valencia Oranges e.b Bag ................................................ ea 
Pink Grapefruit 81bRag ...................................................... $449ea 
Garlic ................................................................................. 1.19 Ibh,62 Kg 
Silverskin Pickling Onions ................................ 1 19 15/2,62 Kg
Russet Potatoes, so,b Box ........................................... $1 799. 
~ m 4617 Gre ig  Ave . ,  Ter race  
635-6347 
Mushroom pickers 
to protest Ioggung 
Don't  cut product ive  plans and approach businesses and different 
patches, group says on, which 
By GRETEL MILES 
HAZELTON - -  This season's first pine 
mushroom pickers have discovered some of 
the best picking areas are slated for log- 
ging. 
Hoping to find strength in nnmbers and a 
collective voice, a Skeena Mushroom Har- 
vesting Association is being formed. 
Pete Wceber, one of the organizers, has 
been buying mushrooms in the area since 
the early 80s. Each picker who showed up 
at his stand this year seemed to have a tale 
of woe about ribbons (colorful plastic tape 
htdicathtg future logging) and new roads on 
special sites. 
The prime areas for mushroom that are 
slated for logging are Shandilla Creek and 
Andimaul near Kitwanga, and Helen Lake, 
Corral Creek and Ironside in the Kispiox 
Valley. 
Weeber, who also worked in the logging 
industry for decades, says it used to be un- 
derstood by government and industry that 
mushroom areas hould be left alone. 
Around the Hazeltons, about a million 
dollars is generated uring the mushroom 
season, and Weeber says it is the people 
who need it most who benefit from it. 
For the unemployed or marginally 
employed, Weeber explained that this is the 
time for them to earn enough to buy things 
and to pay offbills. 
"No one is taking the mushroom business 
into account and the whole business is at 
severe risk," says Weeber. 
Bob Purney, forest resources manager 
with the Kispiox Forest District, says there 
has been a trend by local foresters over the 
past sever1 or eight years to take mushroom 
habitat into consideration. 
The foresters, employed by business 
directly or on contract, actually make the 
silviculture prescriptions. Purney says they 
Following that, a public process could 
determine which sites should or should not 
be logged, and in which areas selective 
methods could be used to maintain the 
mushroom patches. 
"Since this is a fairly recent development 
(the mushroom business), and it's ongoing, 
I think it's just a normal process," says 
Purney. "And I think it's just the way the 
world is supposed to unfold as far as the 
value of mushrooms versus timber values." 
Weeber says logging a hundred hectares 
will run a mill for two weeks, says Weeber, 
but that same area can produce $200,000 
for two to three hundred pickers each year. 
Pine mushrooms like to grow on ridges in 
clean moss, on the roots of trees that are 
100 to 150 years old. 
Weeber and pickers believe the prime 
habitat should be left nniogged. 
If  trap lines and wildlife habitat are con- 
sidered when logging plans are made, then 
mushroom habitat and the livelihood of 
pickers should be considered too, says 
Weeber. "People are as valuable as wild- 
life." 
The public can view and comment on log- 
ging plans every year, but Weeber says it is 
not always practical for people to do that. 
Attending a government function, such as 
an open house with maps and documents, 
may be uncomfortable for some, especially 
if literacy is an issue. 
As well, for pickers who live some dis- 
tance away, it is not possible to view log- 
ging plans at all. 
Another factor is secrecy. Nobody wants 
to tell anyone where their best spots are 
says Weeber. So they may not be willing to 
speak out and reveal ocations of their best 
picking spots. 
Wceber took out a newspaper ad last 
week stressing the need for pickers to 
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Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
II~ekiah Thornlon gobe ~vid Wayne Funk 
Date &Ttme of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
May 20, 1997 at 5:58 pm August 13. 1997 at 1:13 p.m. 
Weight: Sex: Male Wei#tt: 2lbs 7oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Richard &Solvelg Thornton Parents: Lianne & Mike Funk 
• ¢ 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Ryan Jame~ Fowler "Lane Curtis Fisher 
Date & 'I~me of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug II, 1997 at 7:21 a.m. August 20. 1997 at 1:05 a.m.. 
Weight: 61bs 7oz. Sex: Male Weight: 8lbs 5oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Janice Fuwles &John Sampson Paints: Don & Shelley Fisher 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Core,/Anthon~ Dean BoRon Kyla Eva Dawn 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & 'ilme of Birth: 
August 12, 1997 August 13, 1°])7 at 6:42 a.m. 
Weight: 71bs 3oz. Sex: Male Weight: 91bs 12 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Julle Bolton & Parents: Dawn Loverin &
Dino Robinson Russell Nemass 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Szmple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
i  ii i! Overwantea 
The following courses are being offered in the Natural Resource Program 
at the college this fall beginning the week of Sept. 2 (Tuesday). We urge 
members of the commun~ to enroll In the courses of their choosing both 
for general interest and/or professional upgrading. 
NRES 153 Silvics & Dendrology rues, 8 a.m.- 12 noon 
NRES 140 Fish & Wildlife Tues. 1 p.m.-4 p.m. 
NRES 100 Outdoor Safety Mon.9 a.m.- 12 noon 
NRES 110 Intro. to Natural Resources Wed, 10130 a.m.. 12:30 p.m. 
Math 161 Applied Math Thur. 8 a.m.- 12 noon 
THE FOLLOWING WOULD REQUIRE SO~E PREREQUISITES OR 
REID EXPERIENCE OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR: 
IRM 290 Biogeodimatic Ecosystem 
Classification 3 weeks Sept. 3- Sept. 19 
Wed. 9 a.m.- 12 noon & Fd. 
8 a.rn. - 5 p.m. includes 1 Sat. 
IRM 265 Managing Habitat for 
Biodiversily Fri. 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
(start Sept. 26) 
IRM 275 Rehabilitation & Restoration Wed. 1.5p.m. 
IRM 285 Wildlife Management Tues, 8 a.m, - 12 noon 
IRM 280 Fish Management Tues,l-5 p.m. 
IRM 250/255 Integrated Reso0rce Manag. M0n.8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
IRM 270 Silviculture Methods Wed. 1-5 p.m. 
FRST 377 Enginesdng 1 Tues. 1-5 p.m. 
FRST 373 Soils & Hydrology M0n. 1-4 p.m. 
FRST 477 Forest Harvesting Fd. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
(start Oct. 31) 
FRST 4801481 Entomology/Pathology Mon & I'ues 9 am.- 12 noon 
FRST 475 Silvioluture 1 Wed 8 a.m- 12 noon 
IN ADDITION THE FOLLOWING UNIVERSIW TRANSFER COURSES 
ARE OFFERED IN OUR PROGRAM: 
Geog. 203 Geomorphology Mon. 1.4 p.m. & Thur. 
9a.m. • 12 noon 
Geog. 207 . Soils & Hydrology Mon. & Tues. 
9 aJn.. 12 noon 
Ge~j. 150 Physical Geography Wed. 9 a,m.- 12 noon 
& Thur. 1-4 p,m, 
Biol. 101 Biology Wed. 1-4 p.m. &Fri, 
9 a.m. -12 noon 
Comp. Sol. 111 Introduction f Computers Wed. 9-10130 a.m. & 
Mon. 1-3:30 p.m. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 
KEN DOWNS @ 635-6511 LOC. 5372 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
would give their opinion on the economic organize to get attention of the government. 
viabilityofthepatches. Apetitionandsignupsheetsareavailable ~' - ' - '~  ~ 4"t ~ 5 ~ b O Q Tt S 'cee ("~Y'N 
CS" 1 idea, says Purney. The forest service is bec- He hopes that everyone concerned about oming more aware of where the mushroom the future of the industry will get involved. ~) "Q ~k/tO~l~/ "~ (."7" / ON 
areas are, but needs more specific informa- " It 's not too late," says Weeber, who is / ~ .  
tio,,, hoping that an organized group wil l  work to ~ "~ I I~  Of -  -~e4 ~ 0"~ /V i~  
Purney says it would be good i f  pickers educate the people who make logging deci- .~"~/"3 \  ~ ~ # V  I ,~O' '  I I  ¥~. \~;~ 
would get together, review development sions. 
NIGHTS ALIVE " , l' e ns 
Te ents to kick off /% Vl., , . . ,  
TERRACEIS  one ofe ight  and wheu events are heid on A number of groups in ~'~' - -  5 ~'~[ / / 'Z  'a' '  chosen to do a pilot program smoking allowed either, to make the Nights Al ive l m ~  ~ ? "~. - \ "~S / 
for teen activities. - - There won't be any cost program work. They include 
Called Nights Alive, the for teens to drop in, says the RCMP, the school dis- 
program is sponsored by the Scott. Instead the Nights trier, the Terrace Youth ~,¢~ ¢t  ~ ' / "  - J~ / '= ' -=~"  
ministry oftheattorueygen- Al ive committee is looking Centre Development Corn- - - ~  l ~ V  -O  7"11~ 6 0  C K A 
eral. Every Friday and Sat- 
urday night there will be ac- 
tivities for youths aged 13- 
18. Teens will be closely in- 
volved in planning events, 
with an emphasis on recrea- 
tion and social activities. 
Nights Alive will start 
September 5, and will take 
place at either the Car- 
penters' Hall or Skeena Jr. 
Secondary. Organizer Steve 
Scot hopes the weekly 
events will continue through 
the next summer. 
Terrace's Nights Alive 
committee has been given a 
grant of $16,000. That pays 
for a coordinator who will 
work with teens and help 
plan activities. That person 
will also recruit teen 
volunteers and supervise 
events on Friday and Satur- 
day nights. 
The purpose behind the 
grant is to provide teens an 
alternative to hanging out, 
and possibly getting into 
trouble. There's a strict no 
drinking and no drugs rule, 
for donations ~ and just mittee, Parks and Rec., 
received one of about Skcena Family Resources, 
$3,200 from the city. Teens Child Injury Prevention Pro- 
will also take part in gram and the Terrace Youth 
fundraising activities, in Action Team. 
~ NORTH COAST 
DISTANCE EDUCATION 
SCHOOL 
f BAG 5000, TERRACE, B.C. VeG 5K2 (250) 635-7944 FAX (250) 638-2399 
TOLL-FREE: 1.800.663.3865 
ATTENTION 
HOMESCHOOLERS: 
We have programs for 
• Full time elementary (Gr. K-7) 
• Full time secondary (Gr. 8-12) 
• Part time secondary 
• Adult secondary graduation 
• Adult upgrading 
Courses are self-paced with tutorial support at the 
secondary level and full teacher support at the elemen- 
tary level. Assignments are completed at home. 
Contact u~ on the World Wide Web: 
http://142.28.12.6g/NCRCS/Correspondence_page 
~ii~;;::!::! ~:;:~!ii:::":ii~i~ii!i ! :: !~! ~i~ ~ ".~,~..$,~f~ii~:~i~i~' ! .. ;~ , , , , . , . .   
::: ~:~ : • :!~; <i: :: i~:~:.::i£:!:::~i/::  :""... ~;:~@~]~::~!i~]~i~l~$?i , . . 
,1,,,..- 
' 
,q't" ed. v ;ce- 
b 
arlo  r -Fon 
CANWOOD 
Solid Pine Furn i tu re  
SOLID WOOD-SOLID VALUE 
• Bedroom • Bookcases • Entertainment Units 
• Dining Room • Coffee & End Tables 
• Desks • Home Office 
v v ~,  ~o ~" ~x~  o~" s~ I Y I ~ N r ~  Terrace 
I 
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.. Culture and grub 
ALL NATIONS dancers entertained more than 60 
people at the anti-racism Colour the Lines potluck 
dinner last Wednesday. 
Feds contract out 
job training services 
PEOPLE ON Employment Imurance (El) 
won't receive job training and counselling 
at the Human Resources office on Lazelle 
anymore. 
Human Resonrees has contracted out 
those services to Interconnect and NW 
Counselling and Training. 
The changes came into effect in July and 
program services manager Alice Bannister 
says it means better service for clients, 
since people get to choose between Inter- 
it's been done in larger centres. 
It might not necessarily save the Terrace 
Human Resources office any money, but it 
will leave staff more time to devote to job 
creation, says Bannister. 
This could mean helping companies de- 
velop work sharing programs or helping 
new businesses access money. 
Human Resources also steps in during 
troubled times, like the Skeena Cellulose 
mill shutdown in Prince Rupert and the 
colmect and NW Training. ~ ferry cancellation, 
Training of a limited scope and counsell- 
ing is available to anyone currently on EI or 
who has been on EI in the last three yeam. 
Services the two companies provide in- 
clude job market information and assistance 
with job search skills, like creating a 
resume and perfecting interview techni- 
ques. 
And in Kitimat the government has done 
the same thing, contracting out couuselling 
and training services to Kitimat Community 
Services and Kitimat Community Skills 
Centre. 
Bannister can't say how much money the 
contracts are worth. That's because it's too 
early to know how many people will take 
job training and counselling. 
Contracting out services uch as these is 
new to the Terrace and Kitimat area, but 
Businesses in Prince Rupert planning to 
lay off employees due to economic bard 
thnes had the option instead to reduce their 
hours. Human Resources then tops uF em- 
ployees' pay cheques. 
" I f  we're only talking about a short down 
time this way employees can keep skills 
up," says Bannister. "And this encourages 
skilled people to stay in the area." 
Human Resources, in conjunction with 
the education ministry, is also paying for 
some free workshops for anyone needing 
help with resume writing or job search 
skills. The workshops are being offered all 
this month and September through Inter- 
connect. 
Interconnect is also hosting an open 
house every Friday from 11-noon on in- 
formation about local jobs. 
College enrollment 
on target, head says 
THE NUMBER OF stu- its lab upgraded for the fall. that came from Forestry 
dents enrolled so far at During the course students Renewal BC allowed the 
Northwest Community Col- learn how to design and college to open the Prince 
lege is on target, said acting maintain web pages. Rupert course. 
college president Beth "It 's really pertinent but "Sometimes you have met 
Davies. enrollment is down," said the need in the corn- 
There was some fear that Davies, adding there should munity," said Davies. 
students would stay away be more interest. This year there's also a 
from the college, after an- Instructor Phil Bialobzyski shift in the numbers of stu- 
nouncements in the spring said the course is accessible dents taking university 
that the second year univer- for people who work full credit courses. More stu- 
sity science courses were time and need to upgrade dents seem to be opting for 
being cut. their computer skills in or- part time, rather than full 
In order to prevent student der to stay relevant. It's a time, amounting to a 15 per 
numbers from dropping, one year certificate pro- cent drop in first year, full- 
NWCC published ads across gram, and a second diploma time students, aid Davies. 
the region of courses avail- year will start next year. But that drop is offset by 
able for the fall term. Enrollment in the natural an increase in part-time stu- 
The latest enrollment resources program is also dents. Davies speculates stu- 
numbers, which Davies down in Terrace. The course dents might be opting to at- 
received on Monday, show opened in Prince Rupert for tend part time so they can 
good figures, save for two the first time this year, and also work part time. 
areas - -  Applied Computer Davies speculates that stu- Final enrollment numbers 
Technology and Natural dents who would have gone won't be known until mid- 
Res0tirces. ' to Terrace in the past are ,September. That's because 
The computer course just now being served in Rupert. ~gtudents can enroll in 
started last year and has had A large chunk of money classes up to that point. ~- 
, ~ ; .T J  '[ - - ~  
Welcomes Rissj ! 
J 
Back from maternity leave 
in September. 
Her hours of work are Tuesday, 
Wednesday, & Friday 11:00 to 7:00 
Phone to book your Esthetic 
appointment now. Ph: 635-4997 
Judqes: 
Steve Leitch 
Audrey Smith 
Colin Goodall 
Patricia 
Connaughton 
Don Coburn 
Maggie Park 
Terrace RCMP 
Lloyd Scott 
Williams Moving & 
Storage 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Shames Mountain 
Ski Corp. 
City of Terrace 
Air Cadets 
I JWCC gets new governors 
THERE HAVE been three new appoint- 
ments to the Northwest Community Col- 
lege board of governors. 
In Terraceo registered professional forest- 
er Rod Arnold, president of ILIA Forestry, 
was appointed for a year. Arnold is a 
specialist in forest management and opera- 
tional management. 
Other new appointments are Bonny 
Hawley and Trish MeKay. 
Hawley is a district of Houston council 
member and the Community Treaty Ad- 
visory Committee for Houston. She also 
sits on environmental ssessment review 
boards for two mines in the Houston area. 
McKay is under 30 years old and is one 
of many young people Premier Glen Clark 
is appointing to college boards to give 
young people a greater voice. McKay is a 
member of the BC Aboriginal Network on 
Disability, and a graduate of Prince Rupert 
secondary school who has attended NWCC. 
The three new appointments are all for 
one year. Six other people have been reap- 
pointed to the board for two or three year 
terms. They are: Ramon Brady of Kitimat, 
Alan Campbell of Telkwa, Darlene 
Neuman of Stewart, Lorene Plante of New 
Aiyansh, Marie Sullivan of Kitimat and 
Jean Juhas of Masset. 
The new board will meet for the first time 
on Sept. 26-27 in Moricetown. A new chair 
will be elected then, or at the next meeting 
in early November. 
Due to the Labour Day Holiday Weekend 
Early Advertising Deadlines will be in 
place for the issue of the 
The Terrace Standard. 
Display And Classified Display Deadlines Are 
August 28 - 
4 p.m. 
for the 
Sept 3 
Terrace Standard 
Shop Early For Best Selection 
~ . In-Stock merchandise only, No Dealers please • No Ralnchecks 
• No Adjustments to existing layaways 
or previous purchases 
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THERE'S SOME NEW FACES at the Terrace Anti.Poverty office. They are 
Judith O'Morrow, who took over Gerry King's old job, and Fie Sheppard, hired to 
run the community kitchens project. They join director Helga Kenny, Roseanne 
Pearce, residential tenacy advisor, and Leila Burton, community garden head. 
Poverty group's stats fall 
Office still running 
local advocates say 
LOCAL POVERTY advocates are 
getting less business this summer, but 
it's no cause for celebration. 
Long-time poverty advocate Gerry 
King was fired in May, and that left 
many Terrace Anti-Poverty clients 
wondering if the office was still open. 
Calls and the number of walk-in 
visitors slowed right down, said Anti- 
Poverty head Helga Kenny. 
At the start of July, Kenny hired 
Judith O'Morrow to replace King. 
And now that O'Morrow is gaining a 
reputation for her willingness to help 
people, clients are returning. 
Kenny says Anti-Poverty still offers 
the same services it did before ~ so- 
cial assistance, residential tenancy, 
housing registry, and the community 
kitchens and garden. 
"Basically food, shelter and 
money," said Kenny. 
But staff is staying away from one 
ares ~ employment insurance. That 
was King's specialty and it's a dif- 
ficult one to master. 
"Employment insurance is extreme- 
ly detailed, lengthy and no one here 
really has the knowledge to train 
someone or assist us with it," said 
Kenny. 
The focus of O'Morrow's new job is 
social assistance, the Canada Pension 
Plan and Old Age Security. 
O'Morrow has disabling arthritis 
and so is able to relate to clients who 
have difficulties finding jobs or get- 
ting help from the government. 
But O'Morrow says she's not there 
just to help people get as much money 
as they can from government. 
"I help people investigate any ave- 
nue of help," she said. "Do they have 
family, friends, extended family ,who 
can help them? It's not easy to think 
of all your options if you're under 
stress." 
She wants people to discover their 
strengths and use them whenever pos- 
sible to avoid relying on social as- 
sistance. 
For example, when O'Morrow de-' 
ycleped arthritis the Ministry of: 
Skills, Training and Labour put her'. 
through a two-year program tO be a 
community resource worker. She just 
finished the program this June, and itl 
led to her current job. 
"I'm very appreciative of havingl 
that opportunity. I can work rather, 
than be disabled." 
O'Morrow will also help peop!el 
work their way through the maze of, 
bureaucratic language that the govern-: 
ment uses, for instance by helping'. 
them fill out forms. 
Another new face at Anti-Poverty isl 
Flo Sheppard. She's a registered', 
dietitian attd she's been put in charge: 
of the conununity kitchens. 
About 15 people took part in the I
kitchens project which Anti-Poverty'. 
began last year. The kitchens project 
basically provides an economical ttd' 
fun way to make nutritious meals 
ahead of time and save money. 
C3 
Gerry King 
Poverty 
fighter 
(D 
is still 
l i t  battling " I  
0 
ALTHOUGH Gerry King is , 
no longer working for Ter- 
race Anti-P.overty, he hasn't <:I: 
stopped helping people on 
social assistance. . . , . . .e," 
King worked for Terrace 
Anti-Poverty for over 13 
years, and to many people C:3 
he was Anti.Poverty. O 
B,t King was fired in late 
May, and now is suing Ter- 
race Anti-Poverty for 
wrongful dismissal. In the "',,<,, 
meantime he's volunteering, 
helping former clients who 
haven't stopped phoning 
him. 
King has set up temporary <:~ 
headquarters in the Kitimat- 
Terrace and District Labour t-'r-" 
Council office - -  ironically 
just across the hall from 
Anti-Poverty, at 4721 
Lazelle. 
Norm Lavallee, president 
of the labour council, says 
the council was unanimous 
in agreeing to let King use 
the office space on a trial 
basis until mid-September. 
"We're happy to help 
Gerry out," said Lavallee. "'3 
"If he can continue his ad- 
vocacy work through us, 
we'll totally support him. CIZ 
"Our understanding is <E 
that some of the areas Gerry C..3 
is taking (Anti Poverty) 
doesn't cover," said Laval- 
lee. 
King said one key gap in 
Anti-Poverty now that he's 7 
gone is someone to do 
employment insurance ad- 
vocacy. So he's resumed his 
old job, on a volunteer C~ 
basis, helping those people. C:3 --3 
If someone feels he or she ~"  
has been unjustly denied 
employment insurance, r'Y" 
King steps into help. 
King himself is on El right 
now, so it's easy for him to C:3 
understand their problems. 
King is .also continuing to 
provide the other counsell- 
ing and advocacy services 
which he used to do for Anti 
Poverty ~ save for the 
housing registry. 
"I'm helping a lot of the 
same people," he said. 
Of his job at Anti-Poverty, 
King says it was more a 
mission than a job. 
"Without !his being my 
OAR AUDIO KENWOOD OAR AUDIO KENWOOD CAR AUDIO KENWOOD OAR AUDIO KENWOOD 
•;,..'.• ~'.~'  .#: ....... . .. • . . . . . .  
;;~:.::::.:i%,...::.~: ,~" '.~ ~',"'~" ,~ ~  i Multiple KDC-C56FM CD Changer 
- _ - -  . . . .  with FM Modulator 
_ ~  " -~- -  ~: - ""~ ~ All the features OI KDC" 
C560 plus: .Includes 
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, PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL AUGUST 31, 1997 
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4710 Ketth Ave. 63§-7767 N 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Lost art of book binding revived 
By SALWA FARAH 
OLD FASHIONED de- 
scribes more than just the 
quality and service at the 
new Mountain Book Bind- 
ery in Terrace. 
A solid steel standing 
press, an antique guillotine 
from the Empress Book 
Bindery in Victoria, white 
glue and brush are just a few 
of the simple tools that AI 
Peden uses to restore books. 
Peden lakes the same care 
and pride restoring anything 
from graffiti covered text 
books to old precious bibles 
and hynm books. 
Ever since the age of 14, 
Peden has had a fascination 
with book binding. 
"This doesn't look like 
work, it looks like art," said 
Peden about his first impres- 
sions of lhe business. 
He worked part time dur- 
ing his sununer vacation but 
eventually quit school at the 
age of 17 to take up a four 
year apprenticeship. 
"I  just loved it ~ I didn't 
know what I needed school 
for." 
Ironically, most of the 
work he does is for public 
schools and colleges. 
"There's not a lot of 
money in text books, but it's 
the quantity." 
Onaverage, it takes about 
45-minutes to re-sew and 
bind a text book. 
Peden learned his trade 
from master European book 
binders, some of whom 
were more eccentxic than 
others. 
"Some of them were very 
strict and would slap me on 
the hand," laughs Peden. 
"I 'd like togo to Europe, 
but Europe came to me," he 
AL PEDEN holds a bone folder, one of the most important book binding tools, 
Peden has been involved in the book binding business for over 20 years now and 
offers quality repairs to anything from school text books to hymn books. 
Remember... 
Prevent and Report 
Wlldflres 
1-800-663.5555 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers& Solicitol8 . . . .  
Tax Law. Trusts. Cor oratP. & Commercial 
1330 -1075 West Georgia str: p Vancouver, B.C, V6E 3C9 
Phone:.604-689.0878 Fax: 604-~9-1386 , 
.... OPEN 
SiX DAYS 
A WEEK 
(46 convenient hours) 
At Northern Savings, we want you 
to bank on YOUR hour ..... " - -  :"- 
most convenient for yo~ 
While we can't 
rearrange your busy 
schedule to give 
you more time, 
we can do the next 
best thing: be open whe.. 
you're able to get here. 
FREE SAFETY 
DEPOSIT BOX 
Open a new account 
fore September 10, 
and receive a FREE 
eposit Box Rental for 
of 199Z * 
•Camlot be combined with other 
Jromotional offers. 
That's why we're open six 
convenient days a week. Drop 
in to see us at the time that 
suits you best. / , I~V 
MONDAY- THURSDAY: 9:30- 5:30 
FRIDAY: • 9:30 - 6:00 
SATURDAY: 9:30- 3:00 
NORTHERN 
SAVING5 
Terrace Community Branch • 4702 tazelle Avenue • 638-7822 
I 
joked about the Hungarian,. 
, German, Dutch, and Polish 
book binding masters. 
It is m honour of the 
masters' pride that Peden 
would like to revive this 
, dying trade. 
In an attempt to trim costs, 
book binders have cut 
comers on the quality of 
their products, he explained. 
It was Dave Halmosi, 
Peden's long time teacher, 
who left the strongest im- 
pression on Peden, and it 
was Haln~esi that he went to 
see before embarking on his 
new business. 
'|I brushed up on old fash- 
ioned techniques before 
coming put here," said 
Peden, who recently left 
Calgary to find a potential 
• market in Terrace. 
The Mountain Book Bind- 
cry is the only one of it's 
kind in the northwest and 
services libraries, schools 
and churches from Prince 
Rupert o Prince George and 
as far north as the Yukon. 
Students at Skeena junior, 
Thoruhill and Clarence 
Michiel will all see newly 
bound text books this Sep- 
tember, and he's already got 
work lined up with the Ter- 
race Public h'brary. 
"The freight was just kill- 
ing ~hem," Peden ex- 
plained. In some eases, it 
was more cost efficient for 
libraries to buy new books 
than ship them to Van- 
couver to get them re- 
bound. 
The process of book bind- 
ing that Peden uses requires 
a few simple home made 
tools, patience and time. 
Depending on the state of 
disrepair of the individual 
book, the process might in- 
volve re-sewing the paper 
together or just gluing a new 
cover on it. Everything is 
done by hand, from careful- 
, ly sewing the pages together 
to setting and stamping the 
lettering t'or the titles. 
Peden also restores old li- 
brary books, but says that 
more l~raries are resorting 
to'putting texts on micro- 
film. 
The Mountain Book Bind- 
cry is located near the 
Legion, behind Scott,us' U- 
Brew. 
Was your campfire 
completely out? 
Report wildfires 
1-80p.663-5555 
~ =~'1~=~,=,, Ministry of Forests 
FACTO RYAUTH O RIZED 
GET THE 
- I 
ONLY AT  THE 
$366 "0* 
' 97  EXPLORER XLS  
#1 SELLING SPORTS UTILITY IN NORTH AMERICA 
I ] I ]L1 ~1"4 l  U 1 :11  ; f z l . t  ~1  * ]~ l ' |  ~ 1 ~ ~ I111 
• , . l~ l ld : lq  i I , | ' , ' l  ¢ 1:1~|'1,~ I~ l  
i .J.l'4,~ i ~ ~ k i  i . i ]  1.1111 Fl l l ; i  ll:t.111 q
s322 $4500 
$366 $3500 
$410 *2500 
s520 i O 
[=m 
FEATURES INCLUDE:  
CAST ALUMINUM WHEELS 
P235/75R ALL  TERRAIN T IRES  
POWER WINDOWS/LOCKS 
ELECTRIC  MIRRORS 
AUTOMATIC  TRANSMISS ION 
4 .0L  SEF I  V6  ENGINE 
PREMIUM ~,M/FM STEREO CASSETTE 
LUGGAGE RACK,  PR IVACY GLASS 
SPEED CC)NTROL/T ILT  WHEEL  
F-250  HEAVY DUTY SUPERCAB 
GREAT 
DEALS 
ON THE FULL  L INE  OF  F -SERIES :  
F -150 ,  F -250  " 4X2 'S  AND 4X4 'S  
REGULAR,  SUPER CAB OR CREW CAB t 
SELL I  NG 
TRUCK 
IN NORTH 
AMERICA 
F -SERIES  l• 
FORD F - I  50  
MOTOR TREND'S  
TRUCK OF THE 
YEAR FOR 1997 
L IMITED SUPPL~ L IMITED TIME OFFER. 
0 
BC IS  FORD AND MERCURY COUNTRY 
* nhb sedon24monhleaseol1997FordExplorerXLSwihPEP686A Tota ;)ad based on 24 rnon hly payments of $366 plus $3,500 downpayment plus tax = ,$12,284 plus tax' Optional buyoUt a! termlnal!on is$23,392,53 plus tax. Secudty depoait 
$366/m0 t a . . . . . . . . . . . .  ': . . . . . . . .  ~..,.~.,~.,~,,a.~ Arnil~nArastriclionof36000kmover24monthsaplYies vehic=emustbeteturnedingooaworl'Jngconditionwithnovisibleaamagesubecttonor- 
f rnonh a mentr ureoa l  ease  neap on Lcense  axano lnsurarcuexun i - lU~Ht  iP~lt.tutP, I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' , i t  - -  ($425 and 'st p y eq - ,  ' . . . .  ;; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -"==--ll^r Dealers me- ease orse or ess Reaitleasesony Ava abeon approveocredit Someconditionsappy. See dealer for detalls 
ma wear and tear. Llrni ed supply may vary by oealer, uner Valla on In.sloc~ invenlory on y. Heoa e lo one er L..= ~u u..u u ¢,. • 
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Hospital braces for 
patients from Rupert 
More expected after loss of coastal specialist 
THE DEPARTURE soon of 
a medical specialist from 
Prince Rupert could put 
more pressure on 
financially-strapped Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Dr. Alan Hoffman is the 
only internal specialist in 
the coast city, meaning that 
when he leaves, patients 
needing critical care will 
likely be referred to 
specialists here. 
And they'll be admitted to 
Mills Memorial's three-bed 
intensive care unit (ICU), 
already hard-pressed to cope 
with local demand. 
"Since he was the only in- 
ternal specialist there, we al- 
ready felt pressure when he 
was away or off on 
weekends," said Michael 
Leisinger of the Terrace and 
Community Health Council 
which mrs Mills. 
"So now we could get 
more requests and it does 
cause us some concern," he 
said. 
Mills already labours un- 
der a budget deficit and the 
poss~ility of admitting 
more patients will drive up 
its expenses even more. 
"We do have a deficit to 
deal with from last year and 
some of those costs came 
from ICU and we'd hate to 
see it get any worse," said 
Leisinger. 
The only other option for 
coastal patients needing crit- 
ical care is to be flown south 
and that may not be practi- 
cal at times. 
"In the end, we have to do 
what's best for the patient," 
said Leisinger. 
A local physician who 
represents he north for the 
B.C. Medical Association 
also thinks Hoffman's 
departure will put an added 
crunch on Mills. 
Dr. Geoff Appleton 
"There'll be more 
pressure because 
it's not feasible to 
fly everybody down 
to Vancouver.'" 
"It'll getworse," said Dr. 
Geoff Appleton on the what 
will happen at the ICU here. 
"Without that specialist 
there'll be really nobody in 
Prince Rupert o run the one 
there." 
"There'll be more pres- 
sure because it's not feasible 
to fly everybody down to 
Vancouver." 
Hoffman's departure is a 
sign again of a poss~le 
crisis in providing medical 
specialities for the north, 
said Appleton. 
He said having just one 
specialist in one place won't 
work because of the work- 
load demands placed on that 
person. 
The reality in Prince 
Rupert is that there is more 
work for one internal 
specialist but not enough for 
two, Appleton added. 
He feels the provincial 
govenunent will have to 
consider hiring two internal 
specialists in Prince Rupert 
under contracts which guar- 
antee them a certain amount 
of income. 
"Specialists need relief. 
They can't work all the 
time. Most people will give 
up some income for free- 
dom of lifestyle. It's a 
sawoff," said Appleton. 
AND AS Mil ls Memorial 
prepares to cope with pres- 
sures from elsewhere, the 
departure here of an 
anesthetist this summer 
gives it a new problem. 
From an approved com- 
plement of two full time and 
one part time anesthetist, the 
hospital is down to one full 
time and one part time 
anesthetist. 
For now that's tolerable 
because one of the hospi- 
tal's two operating rooms is 
closed for the summer. 
And the part time one will 
work full time hours begin- 
ning this fall until Novem- 
ber. 
So the hospital is on the 
hunt for another full time 
anesthetist to bring it back 
to the approved comple- 
ment, says Michael 
Leisinger of the Terrace and 
Community Health Council 
which runs the hospital. 
That search is still in its 
early stages and Leisinger 
won't be surprised if there is 
little response because it is 
still summer. 
M ED,ITERAN E 
DANTE 'S  
R ESTAURANTE 
Desser ts  on  us 
Now wben you join us for lunch 
any day of the week, simply order 
any entre and dessert's on us. 
A simply delicious idea. 
47606 Lazelle Ave. Ph: 635-7229 
Tolsec breaks up,business: 
THE 'OPERATIONS of 
Tolsec Canada Inc. are 
being split up and taken 
over by three different com- 
panies. 
Toronto-based Chubb 
Security Systems buys l"ol- 
sec's security alarm division 
effective this week, taking 
over about 1,000 alarm 
customers in the Terrace 
area .  
Newly formed ICI In- 
teilicomm Canada Inc. - -  a 
partnership of Tolsec co- 
founder Charlie Graydon 
and Prince George 
businessman Jay Holdner 
takes over Tolsee's telecom- 
munications and data arm. 
And the company's ans- 
wering service operations 
will now be run by a firm 
called Replay Message 
Centre. 
It'll all stay under the 
same roof on Keith Ave., 
with each company being a 
tenant of Toisee Canada 
Inc., which continues to 
own the building and other 
property and act as a hold- 
ing company. 
Tolsec's Bruce Graydon 
said the f'urm also retains its 
50 per cent interest along 
with Okanagan Skeena 
Group in Toe  Communica- 
era of service started by 
Graydon and his brothers in 
Terrace 25 years ago. 
Things changed sig- 
nificantly a year ago when 
Tolsee bought out Loekport 
Security, eliminating a 
major local competitor. 
The arrival of Chubb will 
mean a greater range of sys- 
tem options and internation- 
al experience on the largest 
of projects, Graydon said. 
"We think it's going to be 
an excellent fit," he said. 
Chubb itself has recently 
been bought out by British 
firm Williams Holdings 
PLC, which manufactures 
everything from paint to 
locks. 
The Tolsec logo at the top 
of the sign outside the 
firm's building will 
eventually go, Graydon 
said, and the security ser- 
vice vans will soon be 
changed to the Chubb name 
and colours. 
Chubb will use Terrace as 
their western operations 
.centre, he added, with one 
local representative in both 
Smithers and Prince Rupert. 
SONJA NEEDS A FOSTER HOME 
Sonja is 14 years old. She has been raised in an unstable nvironmenL 
She is outgoing and has a ¢reutive and artistic lalent which will need to 
be supported. Sonja has experienced academic difficulties and will 
require help and support during lhe school year. 
Sonja's foster family ~11 have to be: , 
• highly Iolerant of her moods and behavJours 
• willing to provide ostruaured yet adaptable tanu'ly environment 
• able to work wilh her on o one to one basis ' 
• willing to help her develop heollhy and positive relalionshiln 
• willing to encourage and supped Sonia's relutionship wilh her nolural 
family. 
Sonja's home will preferably have no children or children older than she 
is. A home with animals would also be excellent as Sonjo loves to be 
around animals. 
For more information please conrad: 
tions. J0hanne @ 250.638-2330 
t ie said Tolsec and TOC's Mini~lry f0r Children & Families 
operations in Terrace ~ 
presently employ about 18 
people. 
The security alarm system 
takeover by Chubb ends an 
Western Canada's Favorite Pizza Maker invites you to get a Slice of the 
Action! Learn the Art of 6reat Pizza from the best, Panagopoulos Pizza. 
Panagopoulos offers comprehensive training, store opening assistance 
and marketing support o grow your business profitably. 
To schedule an appointment orfor more information, call Stojan Ninkovic at: 
(,o,) 857-1568 ' *  " "  
" Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major C'redit Cards 
YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
CANADA'S 638,1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute, Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
Conseil 0 
u scolaire 
francophone 
de I'a Colomble-Britannique 
VOTE ON INCORPORATION OF 
THE TERRACE/THORNHILL AREA 
Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing has ordered 
that a referendum vote be held on October 18, 1997 
to ascertain whether or not electors within the City of 
Terrace, Electoral Area E (Thornhill) of the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine, and parts of Electoral Area 
C of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine (mainly 
Braun's Island, Little Island and the Airport Bench 
Lands) are in favor of incorporating as a municipality. 
LIST OF REGISTERED ELECTORS 
A list of registered resident electors will be available 
for public inspection from September 2 to October 18, 
1997. The list of registered electors has been pro- 
duced on the basis of the Provincial List of Voters, 
prepared under the Provincial Elections Act. Electors 
of the City of Terrace may inspect the list of registered 
voters at the City of Terrace Municipal Office during 
regular business hours. El..ectors of the electoral 
areas may inspect the list of registered voters at the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine office during regu- 
lar business hours. 
Persons qualifying as "Resident Electors" who are not 
currently on the List of Electors may register at the 
time of voting, by completing a resident registration 
card. 
SPECIAL NOTICE TO (NON RESIDEN~ 
PROPERTY ELECTORS 
A person who is not a resident of the voting area, but 
who has been a registered owner of real property in 
the voting area for at least 30 days may register as a 
property elector. A non-resident property elector must 
apply for a certificate .from the clerk at least 14 days 
before General Voting Day on October 18, 1997. 
Registered property owners of Terrace apply to the 
City Of Terrace Clerk and the registered property 
owners of the electoral areas apply to the Regional 
District of Kitimat-Stikine Clerk. No certificate may be 
applied for after October 3, 1997. 
OBJECTIONS TO REGISTRATION OF 
AN ELECTOR 
An objection to the registration of a person whose 
name appears on the list of registered electors may 
be made in accordance with the Municipa/Act until 
4:00 p.m. on Tuesday, September 12, 1997. An 
objection may only be made by a person established 
to be registered as an elector of the voting area, and 
can only be made on the basis that the person whose 
name appears has died or is not qualified tobe r gi~]is:..ill 
tered as an elector of thevoting area. 
Further information on the foregoing may be obtained 
by contacting the Chief Election Officer at 635-2965, 
the City of Terrace Municipal Office at 635-6311, or 
the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine Office at 615- 
6100. 
Elaine Johnson 
Chief Election Officer 
O SKEENA 
TECHNICAL 
SERVICES 
LTD, 
4445 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M4 
(250) 638-0808 (Bus) 
(250) 635-4667 (Fax) 
+ 
CALL 638-0808 TODAY AND ASK ABOUT 
OUR TERRIFIC DEALS ON 
"BACK TO SCHOOL" 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS!! 
..... Ver--  
%. eresti@!f!  
.... :'. i'~ ':'~ ~ : i ~ f 
[66Mhz MMX CPU 
B PCI Video Card 
igabyte hard drive 
113 EDO Ram 
K L2 Pipeline Burst Cache 
;peed CD-Rom Drive 
~it Sound Card w/Speakers 
• Internal  33.6 KBPS Voice FaxModem 
• 104-Key Keyboard 
SKEENATECHNICAL • Floppy Drive . r 
SERVICES LTD. • Mouse & Pad i 
• Windows '95  Installed 
Your locally owned and operated • Super-Mini Tower 
center for all of your computer • 2 Year Warranty 
sales & service needs. 
PLUS. .  . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  
• '15" SVGA Momtor  
• Epson Stylus Colour  500 Ink je t  ]Printer 
• Encar ta  '97, MS Golf, MS Works  & MS Money  
• . ~ ~i ~: :i ' ~' ONLY.... !1 I!| | 
Or as little as t 
$ 65 .00  Per Month Taxes exara 
O.A,C. 
i 
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Rural firefighters sought 
VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS NEEDED - -  Fire protection for the areas south 
and east of town won't mean much, unless the Thornhill tire department can 
recruit volunteers to staff the satellite halls planned for lhose areas. Captain Dave 
Bjorkman organized an open house at the firehall last week to skess the need. 
Pictured with him are Captain Mike Moor and Assistant Chief Mike Jones. 
THEY'VE GOT THE 
trucks, the fire halls will 
soon be in place m now all 
that's needed is the 
volunteer fire fighters. 
More volunteers in the 
Lakelse/Jackpine area and 
in the eastern communities 
such as Gossen Creek are 
desperately needed, says 
Mike Jones, assistant chief 
at the Thornhill Volunteer 
Fire Department. 
Fire protection is now 
available to those areas, but 
it doesn't mean much if 
volunteers still have to 
respond from the Thornhiil 
station, he says. 
"Response time is the 
key," says Jones. "We 
haven't got a hope of 
responding from here to 
Chindemash." 
And that response time 
could mean the difference in 
saving a life, as well as 
somebody's home. 
Two satellite stations are 
planned for the areas south 
and east of Thomhill. Their 
locations haven't been de- 
cided yet, but Jones says the 
fire department is looking at 
using existing halls and 
renovating them. 
He hopes that the work 
will be done soon, but 
couldn't name any dates. 
There's already a tanker 
and a pumper truck out in 
the Jackpine area. But that 
location is only temporary. 
And the Thomhill firehall 
has another tanker and 
pumper, truck on order, so 
that means both halls will be 
well equipped. 
All that's needed are the 
volunteers. They have to be 
19 years and older, of either 
gender, reasonably healthy 
and fit. The Thornhill de- 
partment has five women 
members now - -  and one is 
the officer in charge of 
Lakelse area. 
Volunteers have to corn- 
mit to coming out to prac- 
tices once a week. 
In order to recruit 
volunteers the fire depart- 
ment held an open house 
last week, organized by 
Captain Dave Bjorkman, 
Also on display were three 
new trucks, purchased over 
the last year. 
NEW AIYANSH 
Bear fence finally gets juice 
THE LONG-awaited electric bear 
fence at the New Aiyansh landf'dl will 
soon be juiced up. 
An independent bear-hazard study 
paid-for by the envkonment ministry 
has concluded that the bear fence is 
necessary, and that its activation 
should be accompanied by a bear- 
education program. 
The study was conducted because of 
the high grizzly and black bear popu- 
lation in the area, and the close 
proximity of the landfill to homes. 
And last week the regional district 
agreed with the study's conclusion. 
"The landfdl has become an attrac- 
tion that is very unsafe," said Nass 
bear-watching. It's only a matter of 
time before someone gets hurt." 
Nyce said efforts to keep bears away 
by burying the garbage has failed. 
"It's costly to bury it every second 
day and it doesn't work," lie said. " I  
move we activate the fence and see 
what happens." 
Stewart director Andy Burton 
agreed, saying the electric fence that 
has been powered-up at his town's 
landfill for six years seems to be 
working. 
"We don't have any bears in the 
dump and very few around town," he 
said. "And we aren't shooting a lot of 
them either." 
d i ~  Nyce. "Right now~ Kitimat director Ioanne Monaghan 
there's probably five to 10 vehicles disagreed, arguing that her corn- 
there, with people taking pictures and munity's bear problems increased 
after the landfill fence was electrified. 
But Burton also said he didn't think 
it was good for bears or people to 
come into contact at landfills. 
" I  don't think a bear feeding in the 
dump is a very natural viewing area," 
he said. "People shouldn't see them 
there - -  it isn't right." 
Thornhill director Les Watmough 
added that conservation officers 
should try to relocate as many bears as 
possible from the site to prevent them 
fi'om having to be destroyed. "Give 
them a ticket to Transylvania or 
whatever. Just don't kill them," he 
said. 
The board voted to recommend the 
environment ministry power up the 
fence once a bear-education program 
is under way. 
i~!ii 
See your Polaris dealer for big savi 
on many ATV models! For exampl 
Xplorer 500 features: 
• Powerful, liquid-c0oled 
four-valve, Four-stroke 
• Four-wheel shaft drive 
• Automatic transmission 
• Fully independent suspension 
• Full floor/ooards 
Save up to 
s450 °° 
off M.S.R.R 
Whether hunting or harvesting, 
Polaris has the ATV for you. 
POLRRIS  
RIDE THE BEST 
"Manufacturer's uggested retail price. At your participating dealer only, Offer available 
August 1 to October 311 1997. Offer good only to residents of Canada and at participating 
Polaris dealers. WARNING: Polaris ATV's may not be ridden by anyone under 18, and all 
riders should take a salely course. For safety and training informalion see your dealer or 
call Polaris at 1-800-342-3764. ATV's can be hazardous to operate. For your safety al~'ays 
wear a he[m,~t, eye protection, protective clothing and never carry passengers. ~1997 
Polaris Industries Lid. 
..JJ 
I#q ~f 
J ~" j /  
J 
Enter to win prizes 
'displayed next to 
Flowers a la Carte! 
Draw September 6 TM 
Ske&na 
M®A*L*L  
I 
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'HEN OUR lives seem drab and 
unexciting, when summer is 
once again a ghostly presence, 
felt but never seen, we can us- 
cape into the lives of other people. Happily 
there is a wide assortment of new 
biographies available at the library, to make 
the transition from summer a little easier to 
take. 
One of the most unusual new releases is a 
biography about a fish. Cod: A Biography 
of the Fish that Changed the World by 
Mark Kurlansky is a strangely interesting 
little book that traees the history and politi- 
cal importance ~f the fish that brought 
about he settlement of North America. He 
includes recipes for fish dishes dating as far 
back as the 1300's. 
A fish out of water, Mia Farrow tells her 
life story in What Falls Away. From her 
bout with polio through her marriages to 
FrankSinatra nd Andre Previn, her life has 
had many ups and downs. At least a third of 
the book deals with the Woody Allen mess, 
most of which we already know from the 
National Enquirer, but a fresh viewpoint is 
always welcome! 
Hollywood Irish is a book of illustrated 
interviews with Gabriel Byrne, Liam 
Neeson, Pierce Brosnan, Stephen Rea, 
Aidan Quinn and Patrick Bergin. Who bet- 
ter to curl up with on a dreary damp night? 
A wonderful coffee table book i s  
Muhalnad Ali In Perspective by Thomas 
Hauser. This is a pictorial history of an 
amazing athlete and includes anecdotes 
from close friends covering every stage of 
his life. Mike Tyson needs a copy of this 
book to teach him how to combine power 
with compassion, pride with humour and 
fame with dignity. 
A woman who also knows the meaning of 
dignity is Maya Angelou. The Heart of a 
Woman is the fourth volume of her 
autobiography and tells of her relationship 
with an African freedom fighter. She fol- 
lows him to Africa and her adventures there 
shape her life in different ways. Her spirit 
shines through the deepest disasters. 
Another woman who has struggled 
against great odds to emerge not tri- 
umphant, bat at least philosophical is Mar- 
cia Clark. In her book Without aDoubt she 
tells her side of the oft told tale. It is inter- 
esting to read her version and compare it to 
Vincent Bugliosi's Outrage: the five rea- 
sons why O.LSimpson got away with mur- 
der. 
On a loftier level we have ..the Queen. 
Sarah Bradford has a new, large biography, 
simply titled Elizabeth. 
This is a very comprehensive treatment 
and covers all aspects of Royal life from 
her early happy childhood, through her 
carefree days as a new bride, the assump- 
tion of the crown and finally the public re- 
lations disasters that befell her in the 
nineties. The Queen is renowned for her 
sense of duty. 
A man who felt a similar sense in a dif- 
ferent direction is written about in Che by 
Jon Lee Anderson. This portrait of the 
famous revolutionary is a fascinating 
portrait of  a driven man. He wrote to a 
friend, " I  have no home, no woman, no 
children, nor parents, nor brothers and 
sisters...and yet I am content, I feel some- 
thing in life, not just a powerful internal 
strength, which I always felt, but also the 
power to inject others, and an absolutely 
fatalistic sense of my mission which strips 
me of all fear." He had need of that 
strength - -  he was executed at the age of 
thirty nine in a remote jungle. 
A sense of adventure is one trait that all 
the characters in Flyhzg the Frontiers hare. 
This is volume two in the series by Shirlee 
Smith Malheson about the daring fron- 
tiersman of Canadian aviation. 
A more domestic pioneer tells her story in 
Willie: Raising and Loving a Child with At- 
tention Deficit Disorder by Ann Colin. This 
is a journal of the first five years of life 
with an ADD child and is written with great 
honesty. It is not an easy road and there are 
no easy answers. 
Try to live your life as though your biog- 
rapher is watching: maybe it will be more 
interestlngl Remember to keep in the juicy 
.. bitsl 
Step back to  medieval times 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
THE TWO ARMIES ad- 
vance slowly on a dirt road, 
surrounded by woods, 
Knights adjust their face 
guards, and fighters ready 
their swords. 
Suddenly the battle is on. 
Pole arms swing, javelins 
are tossed and the swords of 
the fighters begin their 
dance. 
This woods battle will be 
the highlight of a medieval 
event which will transform a
Jackpine acreage on Sept. 
13. 
After the battle bardic 
tales will be sung and 
fighters and spectators will 
sit down to a hearty dinner 
minus forks (they're too 
modem). 
It will be the first event 
organized by the Terrace 
chapter of the Society for 
Creative Anachronism. 
Morrigain Neal started the 
chapter about one and a half 
years ago, and it's grown 
now to ten core members. 
The purpose of the society 
is to learn about and 
recreate life in medieval 
times. Members develop 
characters from the 600- 
decorated with swords and 
daggers. 
Old wooden bowls, pot- 
tery goblets and pewter 
mugs which line her kitchen 
shelves wouldn't have look 
out of place in a kitchen 400 
years ago. 
Half the point of all this 
preparation and attention to 
details is being able to show 
it off. Individual societies 
come together for tourna- 
ments and events during the 
year - -  the biggest of those 
taking place in Clinton in 
the summer. 
For the Terrace vent Neal 
says other society members 
are coming from Prince 
George, Victoria, Edmonton 
and Smithers. And the pub- 
lie is invited to come in and 
have a look as well. 
But there's a catch. In or- 
der so that the uninitiated 
don't disrupt the medieval 
feel, they're asked to don 
appropriate garb. If your 
closet is lacking in medieval 
apparel, don't worry. Neal 
says there will be plenty of 
loaner costumes for guests 
to wear. 
Two of the highlights of 
the event will be a woods 
"During the fight we have these conversa- 
tions ~ 'Well, l think that blow rolled off '  " 
Nick Pelletier on medieval fighting 
1,600 AD period. They 
create histories for their 
characters and costumes. 
Depending on the depth of 
~eir involvement, members 
even learn new skills, such 
as armour making or candle 
making. 
Neal's character is Mor- 
rigain nie t'Sealgair, a 
Celtic assassin. 
"The Celts stole a lot," 
she explains. "It means I 
don't have to stay within 
guidelines for clothes and 
weapons." 
Neal, who is a seamstress, 
admits her medieval war- 
drobe is larger than her real- 
life clothing selection. 
Walk around her home 
and it's not hard to see 
where her interests lie. In- 
stead of paintings the walls 
of her log home are 
battle and tournament s yle 
combat. 
Nick Pelletier of Terrace 
is working hard to have his 
armour finished in time for 
the event. 
He's designing the armour 
out of plastic pickle barrels. 
It's rigid and meets the 1/4 
inch minimum guideline. 
Pelletier's character is a 
wanderer, so he needs that 
armour, Roudriek, of the 
House of Dominiek, is one 
of the last survivors of a 
castle siege, and now he 
travels endlessly, looking to 
find his sole surviving 
sister. 
The occasional battle of 
course, is welcomed readily. 
Fights sanctioned by the 
Society for Creative 
Anachronism must follow 
strict rules. 
ROUDRICK, of the House of Domminick (Nick Pelletier in real life), demonstrates 
an overhand blow with a sword. He'll be competing in a tournament o be held 
Sept. 13 at a Jackpine acreage. It's the first event hosted by the Terrace chapter 
of the Society for Creative Anachronism. 
Fighters have to wear rigid 
armour m made from 
plastic, steel or boiled 
leather. 
Weapons are made from 
PVC tubing, tennis balls, 
rattan and wood m plus lots 
of duct tape to hold it all to- 
gether. 
For example, a pole arm 
a blunt staff ~ is made 
from rattan, taped together 
with two tennis balls on ei- 
ther end. 
It's designed so that when 
a fighter uses a pole arm to 
strike another fighter, the 
other's armour will absorb 
the force of the blow. 
If everything's done prop- 
erly, the worst a fighter 
should get is a few bruises 
and scratches. 
Teen boys same all over 
Pelletier fought in his f'~t 
battle at the tournament in 
Clinton this summer. 
He fought in a mass battle, 
where armoured men and 
women from either side ad- 
vance at each other across a 
field:Archers are on the 
edges, shooting with blunted 
ar rows .  
"It was a lot different than 
I expected," he said. 
"There's an almost friendly 
• atmosphere to it." 
Fighters are on the honour 
system to accept agood shot 
gracefully. Before a battle 
'Well, I think that blow 
rolled off.' " 
While the woods battle 
and individual combats will 
definitely be the highlight of 
the Terrace event, there's 
plenty more planned at the 
Jackpine acreage. 
There's a candle making 
session, a scroll decorating 
contest, treasure hunt and 
everyone will have the 
chance to take part in build- 
ing a battering ram. 
The evening caps off with 
a Feast of Friends m pot- 
luck style. Drop in at any 
begins fighters hit each point. Cost for the day is  
other with weapons, testing just $2. 
the feel of what's termed a For more information call 
killingblow. Morrigain or Roudrick at 
"During the fight we have 635-4538. 
these conversations m 
Nothing but THEY MISSED sushi and 
Japanese rice balls, but two 
Japanese boys on an ex- 
change trip to Terrace 
thought our fantastic 
scenery was well worth 
missing out on their 
favourite foods. 
Weon Shin Kim and She 
Kawahara, aged 14 and 15, 
were on a 4-H exchange trip 
here in August. They were 
hosted by two families, with 
sons a similar age. Next 
year Doug Adair and Danny 
AJnsems will meet up again 
with their new friends, for a 
three week visit to Japan. 
The purpose of the trip 
was that the boys learn, 
English, while learning 
about a new culture. 
Language was a big bar- 
der, said Danny's mother 
Sharon Ansems, "bet they 
can certainly relate over 
Nintendo. There's no com- 
munication gap there. 
"Teenage boys are 
teenage boys, no matter 
where they are," she ack- 
nowledged. 
While they stayed in Ter- 
race. Kim and Kawahara 
took part in the regular 
chores of the Terrace boys. 
Mowing the lawn was a sur- 
prising hit with them, since 
yards are a rarity in Japan. 
They also helped take care 
of the animals both families 
raise. 
Kawahars was nervous of 
the animals, such as chick- 
em and sheep, since farm 
animals aren't common in 
Japan.lie did help shear one 
DOUG ADAIR and Danny Ansems shared chores, 
and vacation time with exchange students Weon Shin . 
• K]m and Sho Kawahara from Japan, 
of the sheep - -  a chore he 
find quite dirty. 
At home Kawahara has a 
pet squirrel which he keeps 
in a cage. Kim also has a pet 
- -  a black bass. 
.'The boys weren't stuck 
tiding chores the entire visit 
though. The Ausems took 
Kawahara to the Prince 
George fair and to Barker- 
ville to try goldpanning. He 
was surprised at the large 
distances between towns. 
And Doug and his family 
took Klm to the Queen 
Charlotte Islands where he 
caught athree inch fish. 
comedy for next 
theatre season 
Contributed 
THEATRE FANS can look forward to a year of 
laughter in the upcoming season. Terrace Little 
Theatre is putting together five comedies for 
1997/98. 
Director Dave Liscumb will open the season in 
mid October with Alone Together by playwright 
Lawrence Roman. This play was cast in late June, 
but anyone interested in other aspects of theatre 
production is encouraged to call Liscumb at 638- 
1917. 
Late November look for Three to the Moon by 
local playwright Kelly Head. Acting roles still 
need to be filed for two men and one woman in 
their late teens to early twenties, auditions are 
scheduled Sept. 8-9 at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl 
Playhouse. Fore more info, call director Geri Ras- 
mussen at 635-4313. 
In February veteran director Marianne Brorup- 
Weston will bring theatre fans Better Living, 
which is one of a play trilogy. TLT fans may re- 
member seeing its sister play Escape from Happi- 
ness which won runner-up to Best Play at the 
provincial amateur theatre competition i 1995. 
Auditions for four women (ages 17-48) and 
three men (ages 20-52) are scheduled Sept. 15-16. 
A play read through may be held beforehand for 
interested parties. For more info, call Brorup- 
Weston at 635-2942 or 635-2268, 
The laughs continue in March with Daniel 
Barns'well's direction of Betty Lambert's Sqrieux- 
De.Deux. The season will close as usual with din- 
ner theatre fare - -  this year its Long Weekend, 
directed by Diana Braathen. 
Season tickets are available now. See details In 
the playbill, from last week's paper. 
i i , I I IIII / 
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The cause of epilepsy 
CiTY S CENIEI a.. , ! at an ~ unknown.in75%°fchildrenis 
i BRITISH COLUMBIA 
EPILEPSY SOCIETY 1-888-223-3366 ForMore hzfommtlon 
It s T, me to  s tand  up ,  
I w :1 I and  be  Named.  :! 
I , / il 
I You name George s house band and I 
the sky's the limit! Win a scenic hell- : 
I copter tour and dinner for two. sO i~ 
check out the best live country rock, !.= 
' 50's & 60's this Thursday thru !1 
! Saturday and win! !1 
I Good t,mes guaranteed! : 
: Saturday, september 13 ! 
De La Hoya vs. Camacho I 
: It's time to settle the : 
I . differences! I 
I +- ~ T, ckets 5 bucks! ztl 
I ~ ,~, D D • I • .~t ~ E)~h on't rink& Drive. T • . 
I ~ ' / '~  ~ ~ Complimentary Lime Service ~=,~ ,~ ~ 
I I~  ~/~, 3086 Highway 1"6 I 
I ~ Terrace, B.C. I 
• L '~="= 635-6375 I 
Saturday, Aug. 30 
THE SKEENA VALLEY FALL 
FAIR takes place Saturday and 
Sunday, Aug. 30-31. Plenty of 
events including heavy horse pull, 
loggers sports, horse show, exhibit 
hall, 4-H exhibitions, entertainment 
and business booths. 
Sunday, Aug. 31 
THE KENNEL CLUB is sponsodng 
Literacy Fun "a  one-on-one read- 
ing program for kids aged 3-5. Reg- 
ister at the library by calling 638- 
8177. For more info look at their 
website at http:#tpl.osg.net 
Monday,, Sept. 22 
JOURNEY OF HOPE - -  BC 
Schizophrenia Society offers 
classes for families who have a rel- 
ative suffering with severe mental 
the 3rd annual Skeena Valley Fall illness. Next class starts at 7 p.m. 
,Fair petshow at 1,p.m. inthe;, ; :/~ ; ~ on Sept, 22 at 3302 Sparks St. Call 
Thornhill Community Centre park- ,;~: Brenda at,638~6366 or Heather at 
ing lots. All patswelc0me'.'Categor- I ~i1635.8206, -- 
• ies for dogs, cats, rodents and 
others, Entry fee is $1. 
Wednesday~ Sept 3 
ONE DAY REFRESHER diabetic 
clinic willbe held ~ the hospital. 
Phone635-2211. 
Sunday, Sept. 7 
FAMILY BIBLE SCHOOL at the 
Terrace Alliance Church begins 
today at 9:45 a.m. Nursery care for 
kids under age 3. Classes for ages 
3 and up in recently enlarged 
church. Worship is at 11 a.m. and 
includes supervised nursery care 
and children's church. All takes 
place at 4923 Agar. Info: 635-7727. 
Monday, Sept. 8 
NW REGIONAL FAS committee 
holds a fall planning meeting from 
10 a.m, to 3 p.m. at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre. This is for any- 
one interested in or affected by Fe- 
tal Alcohol Syndrome. For more 
info call Maggie at 635-9330. 
Tuesday, Sept. 9 
TWO DAY BASIC diabetic clinic 
will be held at the hospital. Phone 
635-2211. 
Saturdayr Sept. 13 
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE 
ANACHRONISM is holding a pot- 
luck dinner and tournament at Wil- 
liams Creek Ave. in Jackpine Flats 
from 10 a.m. till midnight. Call 635- 
4538 and ask for Morrigain or 
Roudrick. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
PARENTS DROP IN to weight 
babies takes place Wednesdays from 1- 
3 p.m. at the health services ociety 
(formerly Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 
Kalum St.) Public health nurse on hand 
to answer questions. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
• day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449, 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at 
7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more info 
call 638-6114. 
. KINETFE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet training sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
Tuesday, Sept. 16 
TERRACE WOMEN'S CENTRE 
holds its annual general meeting at 
7 p.m. at the centre at 4542 Park. 
Guest speaker is Caroline Danlels 
on the matrilineal kinship system. 
All members and new members 
welcome. Call 638-0228 for more 
Info, 
TERRACE PUBUC UBRARY 
celebrates the moon festival this 
afternoon with stodes, crafts and 
festival Veals. Program is free and 
suitable for kids aged 6 and up. 
Register at the library by calling 
638.8177, 
Wednesday, Sept 17 
TERRACE PUBLIC UBRARY 
starts registration for fall programs 
at 10 a.m, by phone or in person. 
Programs Include Baby'dme, Tales 
for Two's, and Pre.school 
r storytime. Also reglstraUon for Early 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call Robert Oliver at 638-0913. 
SCOTrlSH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p,m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
LF~BIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre, 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
,TERRACE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p,m, 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more info. call 638- 
8396 or  635-9242. 
THURSDAYS 
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recowry tor those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays from 7- 
8 p.m. at the Terrace Women,s' 
Resource Center 4542 Park Ave. Call 
638-0263. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact Lois at 
635-4232 for more info. 
SINGLE PARENTS support group 
meets every Thursday from 9:30-10:30 
a.m. at the Family Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. to discuss parenting topics. Su- 
pervised children's activities available. 
Another group is being planned, so if 
this time isn't suitable, phone 638- 
1863. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Anne at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
every second Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
• meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to. 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638~0296. 
Tiu~:Terrace Standard offers the 
comrmmity calendar as a public ser-" 
vice to its readers and" community or- 
ganizations. 
This colufm is intended for non- 
profit organizations and tlmse events 
for whioh there L~ no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be Submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before ti~ issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
N ICE  
,,TO ALL NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS: 
Terrace & District Credit Union is pleased to offer free chequing 
and savings accounts to all local non profit organizations. In addition 
to the zero service charge feature, we will pay you interest on all of 
your deposit balances. We are pleased to help those who help our 
community. 
Just another way we at 
TERRACE & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION 
remain committed to our community. 
We belong to you: 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned institution... 
we belong to yom 
i 
I 
Youths wanted 
IF YOU'RE  between the ages of 18.25 and you're 
looking for adventure, then how about volunteering for 
work projects in developing countries. You could do 
community, health or conservation projects in Costa 
Pica, Guyena nd South America. 
No experience is necessary. Volunteers just need en- 
ergy and enthusiasm. They'll live and work in remote 
villages deep in the rainforest, alongside people from 
other countries and cultures. 
Called Youth Challenge International, the project 
promotes youth deveiopmenL Volunteers also gain val- 
Around Town 
uable work experience, new skills as well as learning 
about a new culture. 
Deadline for applications i Oct. 3. There are ozdy 30 
positions available to youths from B.C, For more in- 
formation call 416-971-9846, ext. 300 or email 
info@yci.org 
Kids taught first aid 
ONCE AGAIN grade four students across the province 
will be the target of first aid education this school year. 
SL John /Mnbulance has designed a first aid and 
safety program for grade fours, with a donation from 
the Masonic Family of BC. 
Last year a quarter of the schools in the Terrace area, 
or 183 children, participated in the program called, - 
"We Can Help." 
"We've all seen stories in the papers about how a 
young child, through quick action, was able to save 
someone's life. Well, now we are able to teach grade 
four children some elementary first aid skills and safety 
awareness o they can help in an emergency situation," 
said Bridget Milsom, director of training for St. John 
Ambulance. 
Skills taught include bleeding control, bandaging, 
artificial respiration, how to deal with a choking person 
and more. 
Gardeners - -  don't let 
the bugs get you down 
ARE THE BUGS bug- 
ging you? Sometimes 
knowing a little more 
about hem helps to either 
cope with them or rid 
your garden of them. 
I have a problem with 
aphids in my garden. As 
much as I hate them, I 
must admit tliey are one 
of the most interesting in- 
sects in the garden. 
Aphids are soft bodied 
and pear shaped and 
usually have a pair of tiny 
tubes to rid themselves of 
• excess sap or excrement, 
often called honeydew. 
Ants are often found 
near aphids, living in a 
symbiotic relationship. 
The ant protects the aphid 
from certain predators, 
while the aphid provide 
the honeydew the ant 
likes to eat. 
Aphids bear live off- 
spring in the summer and 
lay eggs in the fall that 
ovenvinter. They can also 
change the wing status 
and sex of their offspring 
to suit different imes of 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
,um. PA LA C E ,usus  
11~,'~1~ =~z~ ~r~~c'~.,~,,'~r ,=,,,,,:,., • ~ 
31Skeena ' lCa..di~ 2 
" Paraplegic Totem 
Junior Association Saddle Club 
Secondary Nisge'a Tribal Kinsmen Club 
School Council Ter. Skating Club 
3Skeena 4 M~:ery 5i~!~ep 6 Terrace T7 .p~oeal~erty "~ Sig , Ter race ' '  Brothers Junior Terrace Community & Bio Sisters Youth Soccer 
Secondary " ' ' Volunteer " Nlsga'a Tribal Kinette Club 
School Bureau = Council Ter. Skating Club 
10s~i l i l l ry  11  r~:oCre 12  e 13  ,"~'Order ' l ~ / ~ , o f  Royal 1T6U'~y~CI~s~ 
rmode Terrace Purple r 
Friendship Blueback Terr. Peaks Royal C, ataO= 
Baseball Society S~m Club Gymnastics Club Legion #13 
I 
17C=e~onia 18 19 20 !21~o~a . 2~,,~ o~ '~ ,  t "  ,,1 of Columbus 
Ringette 
Association 
Terr. Anti-Poverty 
Paa:~edc A~oc. 
Nisga'a Tdbal 
~undl 
#5149 
P.AC.E,S. 
Davcare Sodetv 
Ter. Hospice Society 
Senior' Terrace 
Secondary Minor 
School Hockey 
Canadian Terrace/l~tirnat 
Paraplegic !Shrine Clu1~18 
Association 
£re.e. 9q Canada" 
v Minor ""'Paraplegic 
Softball Assoc. Associa~ 
Terrace Terrace Yo~h 
Anti.Poverty Ambassador Society 
Tm'dm 30C=eS~ 
Te~ace M~ H0dxev 
Terrace 
Seach& Reeve 
2~Jaledonia 25 26 
Senior Terrace Kermode 
Secondary Minor Friendship 
School Hockey Society . 
7Terrace 
Peaks 
G~nastic Club 
~tselas Volunteer 
Rre Department 
i Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.rn. Games 12:45 
! Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
[ First lmpressions Are ImPOrtan 
~:~.! 
That's why on the first 
day of school you want 
to be sure to look your 
best with a great new 
look from Images. 
We special ize in 
precision cuts, styles, 
colouring and perming 
Back To School 
Feature 
Litre of Selected 
Shampoo & Conditioner 
5 
Make Those Back To School 
Appointments flow/ 
4652 Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
Ph: 635-4997 
LYNNE CHP, IS7IANSEN 
the year. 
For example, the first 
generation of aphids in 
the spring are all wingless 
females. When it gets too 
crowded and food sources 
are scarce, another gener- 
ation of winged females 
is produced. 
These fly to new food 
sites where they in turn 
produce a generation of 
wingless females. When 
the population increases 
at the end of summer and 
temperatures are drop- 
ping, another generation 
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of male and female is 
produced to mate. 
The female lays eggs on 
plants that overwintcr. As 
many as 20 generations 
may be produced in one 
year. 
Aphids suck the sap 
from leaves, causing 
them to curl up. As inter- 
esting as these insects are, 
I am happy to see natural 
predators, such as the 
ladybug and lacewing, 
move in on them. 
Strong sprays of water 
may help to dislodge 
aphids. Or coat all plants 
with insecticidal soap 
every three to five days 
for two weeks. Rinse off 
soap solution after one 
hour to prevent any 
damage to leaves. 
Remember, the farmer's 
market is now open Wed- 
nesday evenings, from 4- 
8 p.m. at the normal oca- 
tion. You'll find a good 
selection of produce and 
occasionally other 
goodies. 
Salt.e 6 d;997 I !~i~:~i Relaxed Fit 
~ep , I ~ii~: ~ ii ~':;'!~ ~ ~i! !.I . ii! ~ . l l=~,N~ 
~ JEANS 
i i i~ ,~ Reg. $63.95 =39.99 
HENLEY 
TOP 
Reg. $35,95 *24 .99  
Short-sleeve Rib 
Crew Neck 
" "~- -~ '~~~"~'°"~'~ '  ,, ~,~ T-SHIRTReg. $23,95 $  " ; ' "' / ~ = =  "il rb .  d'lllrll 
Lm, I zr_,~]L~..lr. 
~ I ' ~ ~:iii ~!!i' ~i ~ '~'!~!~;'~'~ Rib Knit ~ ~;;i;!:~iiiii:::~::ii!:~;ii:i~;,:::i; ~= . ~:~:~..:: ~;~" .~ 
. . . . .  P 0 LO TO P 
' =19.99 
!~; i iii; il '/, iii'; i!! ~; i~: 
Mickey Mouse Point Zero Boys Zip 
LUNCH BAGS Front T-SHIRT 
Reg,$13.95 =6.99 ,eoS~,, s12.99 
# 
Point Zero Boys Twill Point Zero Boys Hooded 
Button S H IRT SWEATS HI RT 
Reg,$3,,,, S24.99 ,cO.1,, S29.99 
Point Zero Boys Gasoline Boys/Girls , 
Pullover JEANS 
Button Basic Fit s19.9 9 
SHIRT  Reg. $34.95 
$ Oversize $ 
%,Reg. $34.95 19.99 ,o~,~o, 24 .99 
/ '~ ' -~~-~® TERRACE CO-OP 
L ,~~-v~ FASHIONS. 
~ ' ~  4617QreigAvenue 635 6347 
Crop Polo Style 
T-SHIRTS 
*25.99 
Stripe Mock 
TURTLE NECK 
Reg = 99s =12.99 
Rib Knit Zipper 
TOP 
Reg =24.99 
Black Flare Button Fly 
JEANS 
, 195 =49.99 
Relaxed Fit 
dEANS 
,RegS6 9  .99 
t 
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Kitimat 
astronaut 
back on 
earth 
Canadian astronaut - -  
and one time Kitimatian 
- -  Bjarni Tryggvason 
waited 14 years for his 
ride in space and thanks 
to a bad weather report 
here on earth, had his ride 
extended just a little 
longer. 
The threat of fog over 
the runway at Cape 
Canaverai's Kennedy 
Space Centre postponed 
the Space Shuttle Dis- 
eovery's, scheduled land- 
ing 5:05 a.m. pacific time 
on Monday last week. 
Instead the four mem- 
ber crew was given an 
extra 24 hours to enjoy 
the view from space be- 
fore touching down in 
Rorida at 4:08 a.m. on 
Aug. 19. 
Tryggvason was one of 
Canada's original six 
astronauts selected to the 
Canadian Space Agency 
program in 1983. 
He worked with the 
program for 14 years and 
served as the back-up 
specialist to Steve 
MaeLean's October, 
1992 flight, before earn- 
ing a lead slot. 
He designed one of the 
machines Discovery took 
into space on this mis- 
sion. The machine, 
known as the Micro- 
gravity Isolation Mount, 
a device that protects 
sensitive scientific equip- 
ment from vibrations 
from take-off and space 
flight. 
Tryggvason was born in 
Iceland but spent a few 
years in Kitimat with his 
family before moving on 
to a distinguished career 
as a scientist, pilot and 
now astronaut. 
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New head for Heart and Stroke . . , , , . , , - , , , . ,  635.TIP,  
AFTER 18 YEARS, Betty Campbell is stepping down as 
the Terrace and NW organizer for the Heart and Stroke 
Foundation. 
At age 761 she admits she's a little over the mandatory 
retirement age, but adds that her volunteer work has kept 
her healthy. 
Replacing Campbell is Christine Walkinshaw. She's the 
new community development coordinator for the north- 
west region ~ an area that stretches from Vanderhoof to 
the Charlottes and from Bella Coola to Stewart. 
It's full time and a paid job for Walkinshaw. Campbell's 
been lobbying for years to convince the Heart and Stroke 
of the importance of making the job full time. 
Walkinshaw is taking over an expanded territory from 
Campbell. Travelling to small communities won't be any- 
thing new for her ~ she just moved to Terrace from Fort 
Poe, in the Northwest Territories, a town an hour north- 
west of Yellowknife. 
She was a community health nurse there, so is well- 
qualified for her new job. 
Walkinshaw plans to focus first on recruiting volunteers 
in each community and on developing Heart Smart pro- 
grams in schools. 
"Our big priority is to educate the kids," says Campbell. 
"You need to start while they're still impressionable." 
Children spend too much time in front of the computer 
and TV instead of exercising, and eat too much junk food, 
says Walkinshaw. "Our goal is to establish a healthy life- 
style and dietary habits." 
Walkinshaw has a personal reason for getting involved 
with the Heart and Stroke Foundation. Her father was a 
stroke victim. But she points out that almost everyone 
knows someone who suffers from a heart condition. 
"It 's still our greatest killer," adds Campbell. 
BE'rrY CAMPBELL retires from the Heart 
Stroke foundation at the end of this month, 
hands over the reins to Christine Walkinshaw. 
Any good soft ice cream recipes? 
ments, birthdays are: 
Aug. 24 Jeannine Rioux 
Sept. 11 Betty Rancier. 
And there's a new addi- 
tion at the Willows. Bert 
Goulet recently moved in 
and says he loves his new 
home. 
In news of people who've 
moved away, I have an ad- 
dress for those wanting to 
write to Eivira Bryant. She's 
at 1170 Vista Heights, Vic- 
toria, B.C., V8T-2H6. 
'k 'k  "k "* * 
what she planned to do with 
all those bananas, she said 
make soft ice cream. 
Unfortunately, I didn't get 
her recipe. If  she or anyone 
else has that recipe, could 
they please call me at 638- 
0423. 
If anyone has been think- 
ing about joining the Ter- 
race Beautification Society, 
or wants to help on specific 
project, our next meeting is 
Sept. 4. Call me at 638- 
FOR THIS week I must 
apologize to my friends at 
Terracview Lodge and the 
Willow Apartments for not 
printing birthdays every 
month. 
People at Terraceview 
having birthdays in August 
are" 
Aug. 9 Honore Desjardin 
Aug. 20 Dorothy Julseth 
Aug. 30 Greta Pauls 
Aug. 31 Gladys Hales 
(she'll be 93) 
Also'on Aug. 2 Helen Jef- 
ferson bad her 90th 
birthday. Many people re- 
member Helen as a nurse at 
the old Red Cross Hospital. 
For the Willows Apart- 
..... IT'S 
Some months ago I was 0423. 
talking to a lady at a grocery That's all for this week. If 
store check out. She had a you have some news, please 
large buggy full of over-ripe phone me and we can share 
bananas. When I asked her your stories with others. 
i 
0 
AND Ir'$ HAPPENING SOON! 
ION 
~Off i ce  Solutions 
This first time in Canada watch for it. 
In the meantime see us for all your back to school and office supplies - paper, 
pencils, rulers, mathsets, calculators, backpacks, computers, binder's, pens, 
folders, daytimers, glue, pencil crayons and more more morel 
4552 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: (250) 638-8588 Fax: (250) 635-4071 
Toll Free Kitimat: (250) 632-5037 
Environmental Health Issues: Health Advisory 
more powerful state. 
Although the number 
of new cases arising 
has diminished it is 
important o keep a few 
things in mind. There 
may still be oysters in 
homes and restaurants 
that may harbour sig- 
nificant numbers of this 
organism. PERSONS 
CONSUMING RAW BC 
OYSTERS CONTINUE 
TO BE CONSIDERED 
TO BE AT HIGH RISK 
OF CONTRACTING 
VIBRIO. Sorry, the 
capital letters may 
seem a bit dramatic but 
they might catch those 
readers who are skim- 
mers. We recommend 
eating only cooked 
oysters, mussels and 
clams. We also recom- 
mend taking swimming 
lessons. 
Maybe we should 
carl them illness advi- 
sories? Irregardless, 
the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans, 
made an unprecedent- 
ed move and have 
closed the entire BC 
coast to all harvesting 
of oysters (commercial, 
recreational and native) 
until further notice. 
The closure is n 
response to the ongo- 
ing Vibrio parahaemo- 
lyticus outbreak. As of 
August 21 there h'ave 
been 43 lab confirmed 
cases and 57 clinical 
cases and yes, we are 
starting to get local 
cases. The vast majori- 
ty had eaten raw or 
undercoeked oysters, 
some had eaten mus- 
sels, a couple had 
undercooked crab and 
!~i!]iE! ; : :11 
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THANK YOU 
The Terrace Public Library would like to thank the following 
businesses for their generous donations of gift certificates 
and prizes to our 1997 Summer Reading Club: 
A&W Dairy Queen 
McDonald's Video Stop 
Robin's Donuts P&l's 
Pizza Hut Delaney's (Skeena Mall) 
Kentucky Fried Chicken Video Update 
]]rn Hortons 
I 
one poor soul had 
drank a lot of salt water 
while swimming. 
Why is this bug sud- 
denly embarking on a 
campaign of intestinal 
warfare? It appears like- 
ly that it is a combination 
of abnormally elevated 
sea temperatures  
(above 17 degrees C) 
and possibly a change 
in the bug's arsenal. It 
may have evolved to a 
0 
SHOPPERS 
DRUG Mf iRT  
4635 Lakelse Ave. Phone: 635-7261 
Note: Shoppers flyers delivered in the Terrace/Kitimat Weekend 
Advertiser on Saturday have a sale start date of Wednesday. 
L 
YVONNE MOEN 
= 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF 
PERFORMING ARTS 
308 - 4722 Lakelse Ave 
OPEN HOUSE & REGISTRATION 
SEPT 6, 1997 1 - 4 PM 
Meetthe teachers of private, piano, violin flute, guitar 
Terrace Curling Association 
NOTICE 
Annual General Meeting 
Sept. 14, 1997 @ 7 p.m. 
at the Teri'ace Curling Club 
3210 School St., Terrace 
, '  ! 
Purpose of meeting: 
Election of officers and 
improvements over summer. 
"Get Swept up in the Fun" 
THE "/7 MAZDA (LEAP,0UT IS ON... 
a 
°o 
Per Month/24 Months 
PROTEGE ~E 
• most interior room in its class • AM/FM 
stereo cassette • intermittent wipers 
. power steering wilh tilt 
~.. / f,m,,O/~ f 
or Leare Fr0t4 
,2, 9 .°o ,1 q9.oo 
Per Month/24 Months Per Month/24 Months 
67.6 LX FAMILY FEPAN 
. automatic transmission • power windows 
and door locks • AM/FM stereo 
cassetle- cruise control, tilt steering 
and air conditioning 
SS ION FOR THE ROAD"  
BZ300 4XZ I~X TRUCK 
.#1 selling compact import truck 
* rear wheel anti-lock brakes (ABS) 
• power assisted steering. 60/40 cloth sprit 
bench seat with armrest storage 
MAZDA _, f J  
~~L~ASE' 
Purchase Iinmlcmg oilers availal)le o,1 relail pH,chases on y sfa I nJ Auqtls( 5 997 lor a lira ed me OAC. Offers may no be co b ed w h any olher offer. Lease OAC Dealer may iease ~
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trade-m, first mesh Oaymenl and security deposit of S250 apphcable at lime of purchase. Lease for 24 monlhs at 4.25 .o lease rare APR. 626 LX model F4LST?AAOO. Total lease 
obllgafioe $9066. Down paymonl of $2500 or equivalent Irade-in, rs monlh payment and secur y depos t o $350 app Icable at Ume of purchase. Lease for 24 men hs at 3.75% lease , 
rate APR B2300 Truck model XUSA57AO00. Total lease ob oa on $5566 Down payment of $2500 or equ va eel trade-in lira monlh paymenl and securli de osil o $250 a 
a~me~pu~cpaseLease~24n`~hsa~5%~ease~a~eAPR~Ucence~n~rance~axe~ando~he~dea'ercha~esex~ra~ Y P Pp~b41~, 
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DAVE TAYLOR PORT'  638-7283 
• ' ":i " . "  " 2 " 
i v ing  o n the edge 
By ? . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ABOUT HALFWAY up, I get sewing. 
It's an involuntary twitch of the lowex 
I'm hanging off a cliff and not lying safel 
I shake it off and continue my ascent. 
to give me any hints on where to put my t 
on my own. Part of the fun, he insisted, 
the problem yourself. 
And he was right. 
I didn't think about deadlines, phone 
or rent. I didn't think about what I was gc 
to have for dinner. All I could think abe 
was finding the next tiny crevice to jam z 
toes or fingers into and prevent myself rt 
falling. Even though I 'm tied safely into 
rope and harness, I'd really rather not 
test them. 
Then suddenly I'm at the top - I 've 
climbed my first rock. 
Elated, I rappell proudly back down tl 
cliff, smiling in the warnlth of tile late su~ 
sun and gazing Out at the incredible Skeex 
At the bottor~ is Garnet Watson.., 
youthfitl face is just starting to show 
maturing. Little lines at the corners of t 
proclaim that this is a guy who smiles - a 
"You're a natural," he says, beaming 
here, I'll show you some tricks to m~ 
easier." 
Suddenly Watson becomes Spiderman 
He crawls part way up the cliff and 
leans out away from the rock. The 
technique improves hoe grip on the 
rock, he explains, but I'm barely listen- 
ing - too busy looking for suction cups 
on his toes, or attything to explain wh~ 
I'm seeing. 
Watson knows what he's doing. H 
been climbing technically for 17 yea 
including several years in Squamish - t 
Canadian rock climbing Mecca. 
But with climbing's recent populari 
explosion, Watson found he actually ha 
to wait in line to climb some of the popuh 
spots near Squamish. 
"I couldn't believe it when I came t 
Terrace in 1990," he says. "There wer~ 
hardly any routes established up Coppe~ 
To come here from Squamish - it wa 
unbelievable." 
Garnet says Terrace is a great place t~ 
climb. There are enough climbers here 
now to have established some excellenl 
routes, but it's never very crowded. Sites 
like Copper Mountain, Schist Creek and 
Tyee are all popular nearby climbing areas. 
In fact, just last year the Schist Creek Climbing Crags near Onion Lake became a Forest 
Recreation site, complete with designated camping areas, an outhouse and fire pits. 
Watson says it was a great idea and a good indication of the growing popularity of the sport. 
"The last two years have had the biggest increases I've ever seen," he says. "It's a neat feel- 
ing to see people get the bite and watch them get hooked" 
ROCK CUMBING'S popularity has skyrocketed in recent years and Terrace is a 
great place for those with the urge to climb. On the left, Garnet Watson tackles a 
tough route on Buffalo Boulder. Above, Watson shows some moves on the crack 
at the Copper Mountain bluffs in Thornhill. 
"Some of  the best 
climbs are when 
you're not thinking at 
all. You're totally 
focussed m it's a Zen 
thing" 
.Garnet Watson. 
but Watson points out that some of the fun of climbing is 
the shared experience and talking about it later. 
Climbing wails are good for beginners too. And 
Watson says he hopes Terrace gets one in the future. 
"It's a great raining medium. You can expose yourself 
Watson just completed teaching a climbing course through Terrace Parks and Recreation. to exhillerating situations in a totally safe environment," 
It's a basic course, with an emphasis on safety and fun - and it shows that virtuall y anyone can he says. "An indoor wall would be great o have here. We 
participate in the sport, definitely get our share of rain and snow." 
"It's a fairly macho thing, and there's lots of ego in it," he says. "But there doesn't have to Still, nothing beats the real thing for Watson, who says 
be. It doesn't need to be competitive. You should do it for the pleasure, not to impress people." experiencing the great outdoors is part of the sport's draw 
Watson also says climbers don't have to be extremely fit and they can be virtually any age. for him. 
"I fully intend on doing this when I 'm 80," he says. 
Finding an experienced partner or taking a class are good ways to learn how to climb. This is 
one sport where bad habits could have deadly consequences. 
But while Watson stresses safety, he also says climbers houldn't be worried about heir gear 
while making an ascent-they should be enjoying the climb. 
"Some of the best climbs are when you're not thinking at all," he says. "You're totally 
focussed - it's a Zen thing." 
Watson also says it's good to have a partner to climb with. Solo climbing is ok for experts, 
i l  Learning from local heroes 
And today it's easy to understand why. The rock is 
warm to the touch and the view is beautiful. 
Watson Spidermans his way back down from the cliff 
and pats the warm rock lovingly. "Good rock," he says. 
"Good climb." 
He smiles and tells me it's my turn. 
My leg starts to twitch. 
LOCAL YOUTHS have been getting a chance to learn valuable skills from 
some of Terrace's top hockey players during the past week at the annual Ter- 
race Hockey School. Utah Grizzly Jeff Sharpies, along with New York Islander 
goalie Wade Raherty and other local stars continue with their school this week, 
Getting started 
THE BEST type of climbing for beginners is top- 
roping. That's when a rope system is set up at the top 
of a cliff, and one climber (who's tied on) ascends 
while another person 'acts as belayer, staying at the bot- 
tom and taking up the slack from the climber's rope, 
The belayer is essentially the brake for the climber, 
.and shouldnever, ever take his or. her hands off the 
rope. 
To get started in this fast-growing sport you'll 
eventually need some equipment (you can only sponge 
off other climbers for so long). 
Here's some of the basic stuff needed for top-roping: 
Harness - -  $60 - -  $100 
Harnesses come in different sizes and styles. Comfort 
is important here. 
Rope m $150 
Rope comes in several different hicknesses for dif- 
ferent applications. This is not the yellow jnnk you buy 
at the hardware store. 
Rock shoes - -  $100 - -  $175 
These are like tight rubber slippers that greatly im- 
prove grip on the rock. Buy rock shoes a couple of 
sizes smalleI than regular shoes. 
Webbing ' - -  $2 per foot 
Part of your rope-system, used in conjunction with 
carabiners, 
Carabiners - -  $10 - -  $15 each 
You'll need several of these strong metal clips to 
secure your rope system and harness. 
When buying any gear, it's best to consult with an 
experienced climber. These are just some of the basics 
for t0p-roping, More advanced free-climbing and aid- 
climbing require more gear. 
Challenge met in record time 
PERFECT CONDITIONS 
helped riders race to record 
times at the annual Skeena 
River Challenge two 
weekends ago. 
The weather was warm 
and the course gruelhtg, as 
usual, running along the 
Skeena River all the way 
from Prince Rupert to Ter- 
race. 
Dozens of competitors 
from all over the northwest 
wound their way up the va~ 
Icy for several hours, jock- 
eying for position. 
In the end, it was 28.yesr- 
old Peter Krause of 
Smithers taking the win in 
an amazing record thne of 
3:59:50. 
Not far behind was Tar- 
race's 17-year-old Adam 
Spensley, who finished at 
4:00:20. He was immediate- 
ly followed by  David 
Shearer, Bcmd Guderjahn 
and James Smids at a tight 
4:00:23. 
w 
The top female competitor 
of the day was Terrsce's 
woman of steel, Cheryl 
Steele, who finished well 
ahead of the pack at 
4:45:00. 
Some 17 minutes later, 
Mary Stewart crossed the 
line at 5:01:55. She was fol- 
lowed by Tams Kerr at 
ATHLETES UNE up to draft each other along a lonely stretch of Highway 16. ; 
Dozens of bikers competed in this year's Prince Rupert to Terrace race. 
I 
5:33:03. tshed first at 4:46:45, with Terraco's Bob and Debble; 
Meanwhile, on the tandem Mike and Gwen Long of Peacock finished third in the~ 
bikes, John and Robert Kitimatfinishlng second at tandem.bicycle categolly at: 
Sambo of Prince Rupert fin- 5:01:44, 7:35:18. 
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TERRACE STANDARD 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
AD~/ERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline;is 
~'hursdav at 4 o.m. for all dlsolav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion - $6.60 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.e4 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ca. No copy change - conseculive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo $12.78 per column inch 
*AddiUonal at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
:10: REALESTA:TE. 
CTION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
10.: REAL ESTATE 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit. classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service. and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address__  
Phone Start  Date • # of Insertions - -Ter race  Standard # Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION Credi t  Card No  Expiry Date_  
E3 V ISA  Q MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 
16  
2 
7 8 
12  13  
17  18  
4 5 
9 10  
14  15  
19  20  - $6 .60  
7 .20  7 .35  
8 .15  8 .30  
For  longer  ad, prease  use  a separate  shoot  
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
6.75  6 .90  
7 .55  7 .70  
7 ,05  
0,00  
Clip & Mall This  Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C .  VeG 5R2 STANDARD 
2400 SO n, 3 bedrooms and in- 
law suite. Hospital area, 2 pa- 
tios and sunroom, n/g heat, 
large carport, concrete drive- 
way. Lots of storage, beautiful 
landscape. No through road. 
Must see. Call 635-9058. 
3 BEDROOM house for sale, 
full finished basement, newly 
renovated, with hardwood and 
ceramic floor, plus 600 sq ft 
shop on one acre lot. Must be 
seen. Asking $150,000. Phone 
635-3476. 
Call 
]11 Steve Cook 
Jl IDay or Night! cgUlWEI& ~IKER 
Expect he besl," I I  638-7144 
L ~ ~  It's Only Hew Oncel 
Brand new family home with 4 bedrooms, 
~:~:~ 3 baths and over 1870 sq, ft. Full 
~ l l ; !~R l~ j~ lbasement  and an over-sized single 
[ ~  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  garage. NO GSTI $199,900 MLS 
Easy OR The Wallet 
2 bedroom mobile home in a park setting 
within walking distance of town. Suitable 
for a small family. $25,900 MLS. 
: :: : :  BENCH -::: . : :  .: .... 
Bench Building Lots 
A low quiet cul-de-sac lots still available starting at $42,500 + G.S.T. 
Average lot size 73x132. Don't wait call today. MLS 
~ ~  Move In Todayl 
~ i i ~  New 2 storey home with custom 
e~l~."~/woodwork  upgraded fixtures and unique 
~iiillii; ~ decor, Out-standing quality throughout 
~.  ~ this 2 bath, 3 bedroom home. $149,000 
~:' : : : : :  ~::~ J + GeT MLS 
Fits The Budget 
2 bedroom mobile cn a large pad in Pine 
Perk. The exterior has been vinyl sided 
and looks great. 4 appliances are 
included. $29,900 MLS 
20. MOBILE  i: 
~:,; HOMES i ~!~i!iiii::i~:iii:::'~iii!~ i!!~.~: i!i:.ii~i~:~i::;;: :1 NEW Home On 2 Acres 
! :~: i : J  Private 2 acres with a 3 bedroom 2 bath 
~ ~  custom built home. Spacious kitchen with 
~ ~ / ~  a separate dining area and a private deck. On,y $1egg0o MLS 
~}J~ ~ ~ l l g  Mobile On Acreage 
~ ~ J ~ i V e r y  private 2 acres with 2 bdrm mobile 
~I~RIBRPi~ home totally re-furbished, New plumbing, 
I~ . "  M ~ r o e f  trusses and kitchen, Excellent 
~ / o p p o r t u n i t y  for comfortable living while 
~ ~  building a new home. $109,900 MLS 
]~ ...... .......... ~, J Outdoor 0pportun!ty 
" ~ ~ ~ 2 7 6  acres of "nature lovers" haven 
situated along the river south of Kitwanga. 
This outdoor paradise offers a 10t of 
~ p o t e n t i a l .  Awesome view of Seven 
Sistersl $198,000 MLS 
' .~ :""" : "r ~ " ~ ~ , ~ ." ii COMMERCIAL  : 
Commercial Acreage 
Excellent Hwy commercial site for motel, convenience/gas bar etc. 
5,9 acres of prime highway frontage only $204,O00 MLS 
Laundromat Forsale 
Good "Morn & Pop" opportunity with lots of potential. 
Excellent cash flow only $99,900 MLS 
• . . '  Good H~/16  East sxposure, 2900 sq. ft. 
.ii~i i dock level with 1280 sq. ft. office adjoining ~ on 1.25 acre gravelled site. Open to Offers. 
J Downtown Retail 
Excellent opportunity for business starting 
out. 640 sq. ft. @ $9,00 p.s.f. Available 
Immediately. Listed MLS 
• Call Steve Cook 
Todayl 
3 BEDROOM home with at- 
tached garage on landscaped 
1/3 acre. Close to golf course 
and public transportation. Ask- 
ing $125,000. Call 635-7157 
evenin.qs. 
4 BEDROOM _ HOUSE on 
bench, 1290 sq ft, finished 
basement, garage, nicely .land- 
scaped on good size lot in' quiet 
area. Many features, $165,900 
to view call 635-2742. 
4 TO 5 BEDROOM home in 
cul-de-sac close to school. 
Fridge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer, dryer, central vac and 
freezer included. Recently reno- 
vated inside and out. Asking 
$119,000 abe. For more infu 
call Sandy or Dale 1-845-3198 
or 1-250-845-8248 anytime. 
4110TEMPLE Street. This cus- 
tom built luxurious home 
features, 4 bedroom 4 bath- 
room, 2 family rooms, a huge 
kitchen with oak cabinets, 3 gas 
fireplaces, a large fiberglass 
sundeck and hot water in floor 
heating on both floors. The 
main floor is also set up for in- 
law accommodation. Lot Size 
77 x 127, asking $289,000 or 
best offer. For more information 
'i please call 635-3409 or 250- 
624-3271. 
5 ACRE lots, beautiful view, 
water, hydro, phone. Located 
13 km Buck Flats Rd. Call 
Houston 845-7728 from 9 am to 
5:30 pm. 
5 ACRES with 14 ft. wide trailer 
on Lund Road. Call 695-6969 
for an appointment to view. 
80 ACRES RURAL setting, 5 
1/2 kms down Kitselas Road. 
15 minutes from town, excellent 
hobby farm potential, good 
timber value, year round water 
supply. To view call 635-6910, 
leave a message. Vendor will 
finance, terms ne.qotiable. 
AWESOME VIEWI Just under 
11 acres. Home with 5 
bedrooms, 3 baths, cool room, 
sauna, barn, sheds, just 7 
minutes to Houston. Call 1-250- 
645-0002 John Fennema. 
CLOSE TO schools & town, 
immaculate 2 year old 
executive style completely 
finished split style home in 
bench area. 2500 SQ. FT. 
Includes'. 
4 bedrooms 
3 full bathrooms 
Large country kitchen 
separate dining rm. overlooking 
sunken living rm. 
Large family rm. 
Large office/den 
Garage & laundry rm. 
Completely andscaped comer 
FOR SALE BY BUILDER, new 
home 3540 Cory. Complete 
Aug. 30th. 1191 square feet fin- 
ished living area, full basement, 
large single garage with door 
opener, 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, garden window in kitch- 
en, large sundeck, vinyl siding 
and brick exterior finish, all con- 
structed with quality and care. 
Phone Doug Brewer, 635-4568 
evenings $182,000. Includes 
GST. 
FOR SALE: Lot in new subdivi- 
sion on corner of cul-de-sac, 
Cory Drive, $44,900. Phone 
638-8052 eveninqs. 
LARGE FAMILY home close to 
schools. 6 bedrooms, 3 bath- 
rooms, large family room, sepa- 
rate dining room, private back 
yard, double carport. Lots of 
character asking $175,000. 
View by appointment only. Call 
after 6 pro, 635-50~7 or leave a 
messaqe. 
LARGE SPLIT level home, 
1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
fireplace, central vac, deck, fin- 
ished basement, double paved 
drive, double garage/openers, 4
bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
yard, 5 bedrooms. Many other 
'extras. asking $184,500. Call 
638-8089. 
LOCATED AT 3332 Gillespie in 
Mountainview subdivision in 
Houston. 3 bedroom home, ga- 
rage, deck, fenced yard, new 
carpets throughout, 2 baths, 
master ensuite With hardwood 
floors and jetted jacuzzi tub. 
New switches and fixtures 
throughout. Comes with fridge, 
stove, washer and dryer. Call 
Rvan to view. 1-250-845-7755. 
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath, ranch- 
er on city lot, $125,000. Rentto 
own,(in terrace) may apply. 
Phone 1-604-534-2571. 
NEW HOUSE, 3 bedroom, 
rancher, n/g, skylight, 5 year 
warranty, carport, 1150 sq ft, 
Mills Ave. Asking $139,000 in- 
cludes GST. Call 635-0060. 
PRICED TO selll Well main- 
tained 3 bedroom home on 
quiet, dead end street in Thorn- 
hill. Large insulated porch. 
Large lot with creek running 
through property. $106,000. For 
appointment to view please call 
635-5295. 
PRIVATE LOT about 1/3 acre 
with plum and cherry trees. 2 
bedroom house, solidly built, full 
basement, natural gas furnace, 
fireplace. 32' x 25' attached 
heated 2 bay garage, wired, 
and fully insulated, 12' x 16' 
shed, wired, zoned 
residential/industrial, great for 
home based business, 
$143,500, Call 638-1369 
eveninqs.h 
THREE BEDROOM home on 
REVENUE PROPERTY! Loca- 
tion - location - location. Duplex 
fur sale. 4 bedroom, 2 baths 
each side. Prime location in 
Horseshoe area. Phone 638- 
0940. 
SPLIT LEVEL, 4 bedroom 
house, 1 1/2 bath, oak cup- 
boards, built in vac, totally reno- 
vated in past few years, n/g hot 
water, heat and fireplace, 12 x 
16 insulated shed, fully fenced 
gardners delight. Good revenue 
property, asking $112,900. 63e- 
8745 or 962-0507. 
TAKYSIE LAKE lot 300 ft of 
lake front, ideal for RV or small 
cabin. Contact Jerry at 694- 
3403 $17,900. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. Call Altima Refin- 
ishincl. 1-250-638-6388. 
Your We~come 
Wagon "' 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal 635-3531 
Gi l l l an  635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
,.~3ne of us a call. ~)  
10 X 48 Parkwood mobile 
home, 1 bedroom, 4 applianc- 
es, ng heat. C-12 Skeena Val- 
ley Trailer Park. Call 635-4894 
to view. $18,000. 
10 X 56 mobile home, c/w 10 x 
4 expando (living morn), 10 x 4 
storage, 2 bedrooms, 3 ap- 
pliances, ng heat, good condi- 
tion. Some upgrading, close to 
1991 16 x 70 mobile home. 3 
bedroom, 2 baths, central air, 
mint condition. $43,000. 1985 2 
bedroom, gyproc walls, 
$31,900. 14 x 70 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, $21,000. 14 x 64, 
$19,000. Free Deliverylll 
Blocked and leveled. Lakeview 
Mobile Homes. Moose Jaw, 
Seek. Call today...1-306-694- 
54551. 
1996 DOUBLE wide SRI manu- 
factured home. 6 year warranty, 
2 bedrooms, 2 full baths Incl. 
ensuite with jacuzzi tub. 5 ap- 
pliances, full drape and blind, 
free standing Regency n/g fire- 
place. Newly landscaped in 
adult section at Timberland 
Park. $95,000. firm. 635-1821. 
26 X 56 mobile home, 1994, 3 
bedrooms and den, deck, shed, 
in mobile home park. Lots of ex- 
tras, $115,O00. Phone after 6 
Call 638-1181. 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartment, 
available Sept 1, 635-5136 or 
635-6428 . . . . . .  
1 BDRM BASEMENT i suite. 
Quiet single working person. 
Southside. No pets. Damage 
deposit and references re- 
quire& $450 per month includ- 
in!:l utilities. For appt 638-1425. 
2 AND 3 bedroom trailer for 
rent. References required. 
Please leave message at 635- 
4315. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite. 
Walking distance to town, no 
pets, damage/let month rent. 
Call 635-9691 or 635-2292. Ask 
for An.qie between 1-5 pro. 
2 BEDROOM SUITE for rent, 
c/w w/d f/s ng fireplace, cable, 
non smokers, no pets. $675 per 
month. Available immediately 
638-8093. 
2 BEDROOM suite in well 
maintained adult orientated 4 
plex. Quiet dead end street 
close to downtown. F/S includ- 
ed. Non smokers. No pets. 
Rat's required 635-7391. 
2 bedroom unit in 4 plex. 5 ap- 
pliances, n/g fireplace and mini 
storage. No pets. References 
required. Please call 638-2071 
or 635-4954 evenings. 
2 I~IEDROOM, 4 appliances, 
mobile home on fenced yard in 
Pine Park, New siding, new 
windows, updated. Available 
Sept. 1. $$75 per month. Call 
635-2126. 
2 BEDROOM, available 
September, 4820 Lazelle, no 
pets/smoking, fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer, blinds, storage, 
.s~urity entrance. $750 per 
month. Phone 638-0046. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 
One bedroom bachelor suite, 
$600 per month, utilities includ- 
ed. Rat's and deposit required. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Phone after 6 pm, 638-8010. 
AVAILABLE SEPT 1st, 3 bed- 
room house with garage, close 
to school and hospital, no 
smokers, no pets, no parties. 
$750 per month and deposit. 
Call 638-8436. 
AVAILABLE SEPT. 1st 1, 2 
and 3 bedroom suites, and one 
4 bedroom house. Centrally lo- 
cated. Please phone 635-6611 
for more information. 
CLEAN 3 bedroom house with 
basement suite, $850 top, $500 
for suite. Quiet atmosphere, m 
pets no smokinq 635-5081. 
CLEAN, QUIET 2 bedroom du- 
plex in Thornhill for 1 or 2 non- 
smokers. $550. Call 635-4200. 
3 BEDROOM executive home 
has NG heat, built in vacuum, 5 
appliances, available August 
1/97. $1200 per month and 
damage deposit. Call 635-6453 
or 635-2109 leave a message. 
3 BEDROOM house on bench. 
Available Sept. 15, large fenced 
yard, garage, i close to school, 
n/s, references, $850 per 
month. 638-0029. 
3 BEDROOM, no pets, c/w f/s, 
hookups for w/d, $725 per 
month. $360 damage. Call 635- 
2479. 
Summi t Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Unit,~ 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets, 
Calli 635-4478 
HUNTINGTON 1] 
APARTMENTS III 
Taking Applications Now Ill 
for 1 & 2 Bedroom Suites III 
, Clean, quiet renovated suites III 
. Ample perking I l l  
• Laundry facilities on each Ill 
floor I l l  
• CIoseto schools & I l l  
downtown I l l  
• On bus route i l l  
. Security entrance I l l  
• On site management III 
• No pets I l l  
• References required III 
To view call Ill 
638-1748 
10t private deeded one acre near an amenities. $13,500 could be 2 DOUBLE wide mobile in adult 
open to offers 638-0832. park, 4 appliances, ng heat, no | [ 
pets• no children. Referenc- I I  GIVE YOURSELF Very brightinduding 4 skylights Babine Lake. (Granitic area.) ~ 2 X " ~ ~ u l l y  ran- as/damage deposit r quired. I I ^ o^tc~,- , ,  ,,,I,, . . . . .  P'riced to sell. $59,900. Includes 
~,none: oo~)-4/b~ in the satellite dish wood working ovated and decorated. Fridge $550/650 per month. Call 635- I i ,-, r,,.~,,.,,.., 
evenings, shop plus many other extras.' and stove. $12,000 abe. Must 7411. II THE BEST RATES 
- Call 1-250-697-2582, , be moved from Wasa, B.C. ~ AVAILABLE 
~ ~  3 BEDROOM duplex avadable I I . . . .  
Lakeview Mobile Homes. immediately. References re- I I YOUR Moose Jaw, Sask. Call to- THE BESTVALU~-t-UH 
quired. $800 per month, call II o MONEY 
~' S i .g l (~b.  t i ~dav'"1"306"694"54551[ ~ U s a  638-8639. ,l|l KULDO COURTS632.2450 
~'~P4st  F O ~ I S  appliances included. Excellent Upland school, $650per month I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  II ac Sale II condition. $24,500 delivered. +utilities, largeyard, available I l v ' r -wr 'u IN / / '~ l " /~.  reage For  Other's available. 1-800-809. Sept. 1/97. 638-1403 or 638- I I  632-4899 
0413 8041 or 1-403-458-6396 Jerry . . . . .  I I Kitimat, BC I I  Singlehurd F0red just 10 minutes east 0f Ierra{e. Has 2 to I I  or Joanna. 
I I  200ere p,qrcels of 10nd f0r s01e in the immediule future. I I  ~ 3 NEW one bedroom suite's for I I rent with fie, Ideal location in I I  
I I  For more information on lhese beautiful wooded h0mesites I I  appliances included. Excellent Terrace across from Co-op, II 
condition. $24,500 delivered. Available Oct 1/97. References II ~ '3 i~ 
| l  wilh exceptional views and dreams call: II Other's available 1-800-809. required. Ca, 632-7502 II 
U i l 6 " 8 " = 8 2 6 9  i l lu  or8041joanne.°r 1-4o3-458-6398 Jerry 4 BEDROOM house, ng hot |1 , ~ i ~ , ~  
water, heat, fireplace, 12 x 16 I I  
w/d, winter package, set up at shed, fenced yard, 638-8745 or | I 
962-0507 for more information. I . . . .  #42 Timberland, available Im . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. mediately. Phone 635-1493. - -  WOODI..AND L ,sa  God l lnsk ,  KERMOBE,'ARK Sales 
63 S 49  SO ,o =eo woo, == scales, featuring SRI modular APARTMENTS home end 14 x 70 mobile ~#jWmBl t l l l t lW~3~ Verywell maintained 3 bedroom, 2 ball! homeon a homes. Call 635-5350. 
quiet no-thru street. Parquet entry, hall and living 
room. Oak cabinets and a pantry in the kilchen. 
Family room with gas fireplace plus a large games 
room down. Newer flooring throughout this one- 
owner home. Fully fenced bsckyard with patio and 
12x18 shed. Nicely landscaped. Paving stone dri- 
veway and carped. Usted MLS $159500. 
LARGE SELECTION of mno- 
vated and as Is 14' wide homes. 
Low pdces. Will deliver and 
block. Jandel Homes, Edmon- 
ton, Alberta, 1-403-478.1404. 
PAD AVAILABLE fur new 
home Boulderwood MHP. To 
order your new home call Gor- 
don 638-1182, 
Now under New Ownership and New 
Management. 1,2, and 3 Bedroom 
Apartments are immediately available• 
Contact Richard Stanton 
250-635 0039 
i ii i i 
.: i70:' FOR:SALE:L 
(MISC;) :, : i~ I 
7Oi FOR SALE: !  
:(MISC:) i r 
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CUNTON MANOR: We are 
taking applications for a 
bachelor suite; $420 per month. 
No pets. References required. 
Park Manor: We are taking ap- 
plications for a 2 bedroom 
apartment. Rent $560 incl. heat. 
No pets. Adult oriented. Refer- 
ences required. Phone 635- 
3475, 
FEMALE HAS 4 bedroom 
house to share with another fe- 
male. Close to town, $500 per 
month, includes utilities. Call 
635-3873. Available Sept, 1. 
FOR RENT: One bedroom 
house in Thornhlll. No pets, no 
parties, available Sept. 1. 
Phone after 6:00 evenings, 638- 
8052; 
FOR RENT: small private 
house with one loft bedroom for 
one person in Thornhill. Non- 
smoking, available immediately, 
$450. Phone 638-8656. 
HOUSE FOR rent, 5 bedroom, 
f/s, $750 per month. Available 
Sept. 1/97. Call 635-6943. 
40. COMMERC.IAL 
SPACE FORRENT 
LARGE, BRIGHT, furnished 
room available immediately. 
Sep. bathroom, entrance and 
phone, 10 minutes from Ter- 
race, quiet country living. For 
more information call 635-7768. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
NEWLY REBUILT 3 BED.. 
ROOM trailer for rent, referenc- 
es required, please leave mes- 
saf:le at 635-4315. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $500 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite non smoker, single person. 
All utilities included. $500 per 
month and deposit. 638-8436 
available Auflust 1/97. 
ONE BEDROOM duplex, f/s, 
close to downtown, no pets. 
Phone 635-5464 or 635-3796. 
References required. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill, single 
occupancy only. Sorry no pets. 
References required, $360 and 
$180 security deposit. Call 635- 
2065. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 
fie. Suitable for a single person. 
Utilities included in rent $475. 
No pets, available immediately. 
Phone 635-2806. 
60. FOR RENT, 
(MISC.) 
ONE BEDROOM ground floor 
suite, in a new home located on 
a quiet subdivision. This suite 
c/w w/d, f/s, $650 per month. In- 
cludes utilities. Non smokers, 
preferred. For more information 
contact Ro.qer at 635-3400. 
? 70, FOR SALE :!:~i 
• ~ (MISC: )  
• . .  , / .  , > 
ONE BEDROOM, no smoking, 
no pets, very clean, $645 per 
month, phone 615-9116 even- 
in qs and weekends. 
PLANNING ON attending 
NWCC? Room for rent for fe- 
male student, N/S, $350 per 
month, phone 635-1774. 
ROOM FOR RENT TO single 
female. Leave message 635- 
3927. 
ROOM FOR rent, shared ac- 
comodation, includes kitchen, 
laundry, fridge freezer, basic 
ROOMMATE WANTED, TO 
share new 2 bedroom suite, f/s, 
w/d, all utilities included $350 
per month. Down town location, 
638.0214. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Available Sept 1/97. No 
pets, no parties, damage de- 
posit and references required, 
$600 per month. Call 635-1126 
or 635-6991, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Summit Square Apart- 
ments. $600 per month, avail- 
able Sept, 1st, no pets, call 
635.7607 after 5 10m. 
VERY BRIGHT clean 3 bed- 
morn trailer on two acres, Jack 
Pine Flats, horse corral with 
shelter. All appliances, $750 per 
month. Available Sept 15th, 
635-3940. 
WANTED: HOUSEMATE to 
share large house. $400 per 
month, non smoker with no pets 
please. Phone 638-7770. Avail- 
able immediately. 
STREET LEVEL retail space 
available September, excellent 
downtown location. Appmx 600 
sq ft, call 635-2195 and leave a 
messaqe. 
WAREHOUSING 50 x 80. 
Downtown. Call 635-1166. 
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE 
450 square feet, $595/month 
all inclusive in the 
ALMARLiN BUILDING, 
3215 Ehy St, Terrace, BC 
635-7191 
For Lease in 
Thornhill 
897 sq. ft. of warehouse 
or storage space. 
Good location, reasonable rent. 
Phone: 849-5080 
4 Y~R old Ingtis w/d, excellent 
condition, $750. Call 635-3559. 
Also: moving sale Aug. 23rd, 8 
am to 12 pro. 3808 Spring 
Creek Drive. 
CLINTON UPRIGHT grand pia- 
no. In very good condition, new- 
ly replaced keys, $1900. Call 
638-1323, 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE cut to 
length, call 635-7764, Please 
leave messaae, 
DOUBLE SIZE waterbed for 
sale, solid headboard with 
shelving, bed frame contains 
drawe~'.,~, $150. Phone 635- 
2403, 
EXCELLENT HOT tub, almost 
new, powerful 33 jets, 2 - 4 1/2 
hp motors, easy lift lid, plus all 
supplies. Asking $6000, Origi- 
nal price $7900. Phone 635- 
9544. 
F-35 Acoustic Fender guitar, 
excellent condition, $495. 
Comes with case. Moose an- 
tiers, $195. Call 635-5996. 
FIR EWOOD CURED Alder with 
some Cedar. $80 p/u load un- 
split. $100 p/u load slit and 
stacked. 635-5321. 
Blanket 
Yellowhead 
Classified 
Your ad will appear in 
Terrace Standard 
• Smithers Inlerior News 
• Prince George Free 
Press 
* Houston Today 
• Burns Lake Lakes District 
' News • 
* Vanderhoor Express 
• Ft. St. James Caledonia 
Courier 
• Kilimat Sentinel 
One issue in seven communities 
for four weeks. 
s59 o  
Call Classifieds at 
638-7283 
HAY FOR sale. Round bales, 
AI-cl-tim mix, no rain, $35. Call 
845-2569. 
IT PAYS to lose weighU You 
look good, feel great an~ are 
healthier, With the Herbalife cal- 
orie-controlled plan. Call Mary 
In Burns Lake 1-250-698-73t9, 
6 - 9 pm, Free Delivery Any. 
where. 
KIMBALL ACOUSTIC piano, 
Roland and Yamaha electric 
keyboards, Electone organ, fax 
machine, Canon PC, 6RE photo 
copier, telephone, large assort- 
ment of music books, 638-1183. 
LAWNMOWER, USED only 6 
times. $150. Call 635-1611. 
PRE-FABBED WOOD coheir. 
backyard sheds and utility 
bldgs, Do it yourself kits from 
$500. Phone Dirk Bakker 638- 
1768 after 5 10m. 
RENOVATORS DREAM: New 
pre-hung "classtc style" doors, 
never used. 2(L) 32", 2(R) 32" 
$80 each. Just Doors, 2(R) 32" 
$50 each. 1 door frame (L)$20. 
All are high quality doors. Call 
635-4233 for more information. 
SLEEP YOURSELF thin. Prov- 
en results. Call Unda at 1-888- 
438-1222. 
STEEL ROLL-up shop. Door 
10' wide x 8 high: 1st run grape 
juice by subscription. Phone 
Scotties 635-1166. 
T 
I UY OR SELL 
Tupperware  
KAREN MAI"rEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
COTI'ONWOOD LOGS want- 
ed. Phone 842-6247. 
WANTED: SCRAP batteries, 
highest prices paid. Will pickup. 
1-250-562-2171 
WANTED: SKI cabin to buy or' 
lease on Hudsons Bay Moun- 
tain. Phone 1-250-632-2227 or 
632-2033. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635-8200. 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black, 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500,00 abe. Phone 635- 
6200. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA. Excel- 
lent condition, $8500, Phone 
638-1156. 
1988 MUSTANG, 5L, auto, 
convertible, pw, ac, pd, 85,600 
kms, $10,000 abe. Call 635- 
1703. 
1989 FORD Aerostar Van, run- 
ning condition, $3500 or best 
offer. Call 845-7537, 
1992 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass 
Supreme SL -4  doors. Sporty 
luxury features with 3.4L -V6 • 
DOHC - 24 valve engine, Auto 
with overdrive, Fully loaded plus 
power sunroof, seat, leather in- 
terior, remote keyless entry and 
trunk release and much more, 
Too many options to put in ad. 
Hard to find this model. No ac- 
cidents. Mint Conditionl Only 
70,000 kms. Asking $15,900. 
No GST. Serious inquiries only, 
Phone 638-0050. 
1990 CHEV Sprint for sale, 4 5- 
speed, 4 door, well maintained, 
$2500 abe. Call 846-9859, 
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY 
for seniors, wanted room to rent 
"teacher", ex RCMP, certified 
tradesman, can provide securi- 
ty, maintenance, to the right 
people, rent negotiable. Call 
849-5780 evenings. 
3 bedroom family townhouse 
$720/month, Please call (250) 
635-1996 between 10 a.m, - 4 
p,m. Monday- Friday. 
CLARION AUTOMOTIVE 
sound system; 18 pack CD 
player, 300 watt amp. deck with 
remote control. Rockford foe- 
gate, speaker box, all equip- 
ment never been used, sacrifice 
sale $1000 firm. Serious inqui- 
ries only. Call 635-1714. 
COIN OPERATED heavy duty 
Inglis washing machine, $250. 
Also, an apartment sized port- 
" ~ v. ~:~, .~ ~,  
.",~ ~. i .~"~ ~ Chimney Furnace and Duct Cleaning 
~ "'~': "~' "~ "¢'~ Cleaning of air ducts reduces maintenance problems, 
improves air quality, and furnace fficiency and reduces 
allergies, i 
~ i  . We also do Septic Cleaning & Wet & Dry Vacuumlng_..~ 
Insured and Bonded. We work weekends, 
Serving the Northwest ince f980. 
.... : ' "  "RES'IDERTIAL 
" " ~ :~  ~ '-- .installations : LSihcee:Mdet~la Work 
~,,~,=,V, .Repairs ~ ~  Fitters 
• Conversions • Air Conditioning / 
tOt^t 40~ $0, IT. _. • Fireplaces ~r ~ 
• r  
3115 RiverDrive . . . . .  ..~,=~r= ~. .~. .~ ,  I "~" 
...... ~ .. . . . .  Terrace, B,C, V8G 3P5 ~)= ~,f~ U(~)~d ~,~.~.#. 
l ~  
phone, full cable. Available im- 
mediately, for more information 
call 635-6321 ask for Jim or 
Paul. 
ROOMATE WANTED to share 
a new 2 bedroom mobile home. 
able Kenmore washing me- 
chine. Uke new. Features in- 
clude 4 water levels and 4 wash 
and rinse temperatures. Uke 
new condition, Call 845-2890 
(days) or call 845-3260 before 9 
Plans Available Through 
Have own bathroom, non- pm. ~ ~ 
smoker, references required, i l ~ e ~ a ~ e ~  
Phone 635-7125 and leave 
message. ~ e n a  1 
ROOMMATE WANTED for a 2 I ~ Driv ing | 
bedroom accommodation. For I V School | i111  more information, 635-4679 for 
Sept. 1/97. 'qheKeysloSaf e, Drlving" I ~'  3207 Munroe, Terrace 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO i l 635-6273 - -  share 3 bedroom fully furnished I Gift" Certificates T IM 
house. $450 per month includ- Looking for that 
ing utilities, cable and w/d. N/S, I 
close to town. Phone 635-3845. hard to find gift for I " 
ROOMMATE WANTED. New 
trailer, private bath, utilities, Christmas, I t '  BRICKWAY phone, w/d, cable, all utilities in- Birthdays or | y" 
cluded. Call 1-250-842-6553, 
New Hazelton (student orienta- Graduation~l DESIGNS 
tion). " Assessments L'~ ~" )/I 
SUMMIT SQUARE 2 bedroom, ', Evaluations FULL INSTALLATION OF BRICK DRIVEWAYS, 
south view. $550 per month. ~/~"~l  ,~ W~KWAyS & PATIOS 
Call 798-2535 or 638-5633. Temxe, Kitlm~t, /'~//// I 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for Prlnce,u~r, -~/ I ~,~ Also specl~zing inmodular retaining walls. 
rent close to town, security en- Toll Free 1-800-665-7998 | r - -1  
trance, rers required, $575 per PH/F~ 635-1532 I r I ' ItENRY &JANICE Ci~WlR0 
i i month. Phone 635-5653. r~, : I ,, , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ID  ~J~ 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Slrangway at 635-3333 
ili!!ii'ii  il For Lease ![!!iii'~i]i ~i:! ]!~.!~,i~:iiii !'iii li 
998 sq. ft. new office/store front 
PROQRE~BIVB | I~ =N~umm~ 5008 Pohle Avenue 
I ililii ii!i 
I I ii!i ii /i:iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii!!iii!ii iii 951 sq. ft, warehouse/office 
I l i~ili ! i!~ii~!ii=~iiiiiii!~i!!!ii!ii~iiiii!ii~iil c/w OH door 
| L, :-~:~,~,:~:~,i:~:~:~;~ 5002 Pohle Avenue 
i L 
| Fi !~iii~:~i:i:iiiiii!:ii~i'iiii~:iikii~i~i~i 1 700 s.q, ft, retall/offlcespace 
II I ii ::~i!i;~i~:i~ii~iiii~il ~i~!!! ; Renovated to your 
ii ~ !ii ~ i~!i~ii@::!::~i!i::!::i!ii;!::i~i~ • 
| liii ~iii!i;ii~i~ii~i!~i~i soecif cat one Ground eve 
II [| ~ H'/C access 
~i~i ~!:~: !~!~! ~i !~  ~*~ ifi~!~/i!~!~;~b)~!~ Emerson & Gre g 
Toor  
Enterpr i ses  
Ltd. 
Commercial & 
Residential 
General Contracting 
IHome guldem' J 
Prit Paul Toor 
Ph.  (250)  564-4330 
3702 Gohe.e,n PI. 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2N 4Z4 
Northwest Tile 6, Marble 
..~,,,,,~ " GARY CHRISTIANSEN [ ]  
,.e.,1, ,m,,   rre,. VSG ¢ 
For all your decorating needs 
• Carpet ~ ° Lighting Fixtures I k''Y~y,L 
• Linoleum Vf~l~ - -¢ .  Hardwood I " -  
• ~.~f f "~ ° W,ndow Ceramic'lihs JV~"~ • I _ 
• Area Runs _ ~4"4ff~F.,~ r~f ,~"  Coverings F'-. [~  
V( I TR I'II . OR 
,,23,0,,w0,,v,n0, 
Terrace, B.C.V8GIL9 U LJJ H I Free 
eh: ¢604163s.2eo~ _..L ~ ~ I 
~-1 a Window Coverings *Wallpaper • Ceramic Tile J ~ ' ~  ~___~ 
"~1 " Reprodudion Furnilure • Mirrors • Lamps I For all your drywalling eeds call: p 
~,~ • Home Accessories and ...interior Decorating Services I 638-7934 2L~-'ef.s"me,.-~=,,-.,.,=..- 635 74661 CELLINI.SIGNATURE•O~NACC~BINETS Ask for Lee _ 
' J  7 Rob Warkent in  1 Exter io rs  
] Specializing inall aspects of "~k Siding& 
~, ;J Roofing, Fro l'ing Siding, Renovations \ 5" Continuous (;utters 
1 arc } inis Carpentry 1 1 ~  se rvll'nl~,~e rrF-~aT~ e &MATKIt~ ma t I~ ' JTNN'A IR  
It , .] Home or Bus. Page # 361 ~JL ,.1 Ar~ L . ,==. . .~  q'he Appliance Experts " =,,  25o.632.s , 2so.638.617, Totem Countrywide 
. . . . . . . . . . .  I Free Estimates ~ 6~t  5 -18 .~. /8  
Furniture "°'iL°k'," A., 638.1t ,e 
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100.: TRUCKS FOR 
TERRACE 
CHRYSLER 
'96 Dodge Avenger 
2 Door Coupe, 5 Speed, 
Cassette/Stereo, 25,000 kms 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
was $18,995 sale $17,995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows 
& Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 
club cab, 4x4,V8, auto 
Laramie SLT, loaded - $26,995 
: : ~- -~ ~ • ; i • 
:. 180. PETS : ' 
. , . ' . : . .  
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 Pick up Laramie SLT 
V-8, Automatic, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 sale $21,995 
'93 Jeep Cherokee 
Country 
4dr, 4 Wheel Drive, 6 Cyl., 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $14,995 sale $1 3,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $14,995 
FORD 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, NC, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise - $1 3,995 
'95 Ford F-150 4x4 
Extra Cab, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
was $22,588 sale $1 9,588 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, 28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $1 6,588 
'92 Ford Explorer 
6 CyI., Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, 0assette 
was $14,995 sale $1 3,995 
'92 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
v-8, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stere0, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $1 4,995 
'92 Ford Explorer 
Eddie Bauer, V6, auto, loaded 
$17,995 
': : 130.  :i , :  ;.: 
MOTORCYCLES • :. 
'95 Pontiac Sunrunner 
Convertible 
only 8,700 kms, 5 Spd. - 
$12,588 
'95 Chew Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, A/C, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 new $29,995 
'92 ~~i~a b 
Auto . ,~ass . ,  NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cruise 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'90 Pontji~.~i~S~ird 61 
Auto~ ~=~u s~, Tilt, Power 
"Windows & Locks 
was $9,995 sale $8,888 
'90 Chev Suburban 
Silverado 4x4 
v-8, Automatic, A/C, Cruise, 
Power Windows & Locks 
$1 6,995 
'90 Chew Extra Cab 
v-8, Auto., NC, Cruise, Tilt 
was $15,995 sale $14,995 
'89 Chev Celebrity 
6 Cyl., Auto., NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Stereo - $4,995 
RECREA'nON 
' VEHICLES ' :  • ~ . . . ' .~  .. .  . .  . 
IMPORTS 
'96 Toyota 4 Runner 
Limited, V6, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, was $42,995 
now- $39,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
v-6, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
was $32,995 sale $31,995 
'95 Toyota ~aq..~a 4x4 
E ~ ~ d  
was ~~0,995 
'95 Nissan Ext, Cab 4x4 
6 Cyl., 5 sp., Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass./Stereo, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'94 Nissan Pathfinder 
5 Speed, Stere0/Cassette, 
Power Wind. & Locks, Cruise 
was $24,995 now $22,995 
'93 Toyota 4 Runner 
4 dr., V-6, Auto, 50,000 km 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'92 Toyota 4 Runner 
v-6, SR5, 4x4- $22,588 
EPItEPSY * epILePSy • U!ILEPSY. EPILEPSY .£PILEPSY .Ep LEPSY 
170. ;FARM 
MACHINERY : /,,o.-,. TERRACE 
l ~HRYSLEH]  
4916 Hwy. 16 West 
635- .7187 
1-800-313-7187 am. ~958 
1989 FORD Topaz 4 door 5 
speed, stereo, new muffler, ex- 
cellent mechanical condition, 
190,000 kms. $2900. 849-5489. 
1995 MUSTANG GT - low kil- 
ometers, extended warranty, 
fully loaded, leather, CD cas- 
sette, 460 watt stereo system. 
Phone 1-250-845-7146 Hous- 
ton. 
HEAVY DUTY car dolly for 
sale. Phone 635-3697. 
MAZDA RX7 . Exceptional 
1983 model no dents, no rust. 
Rare 3 speed auto. Has over 
$4,500 in upgrades including 
now factory engine, rear wing, 
pirellrs on mags, etc. All prof. 
done. Try to find another RX7 of 
this quality, than try TO beat 
$4,900. Call Mike, 632-6487. 
'85 MAZDA RX7, GSL auto. 
Sunroof, new Sony deck, a/c, 
cruise, phv, excellent condition, 
160,000 km, $4300 obo. Phone 
635-7566. 
1980 35 passenger school bus, 
1977 one ton crew cab with 12 
ft camper, 1979 three quarter 
ton 4x4 service truck with 300 
welder and air compressor. 
already to go. Call Houston. 1- 
250-845-2289. 
1986 FORD F150, 2 wd, 6 cyl, 
auto, c/w canopy, trailer hitch, 
cruise control, lim slip, rear 
axle, only 98,000 kms $5500. 
Phone 635-3744. 
1987 FORD 1/2 ton, 4x4 pick- 
up, good condition, $6000. 
Phone 638-0661. 
1990 GRAND Dodge Caravan, 
V6, automatic, 3.3L engine tilt, 
cruise, roof rack, over head 
console, ERC, 112,000 kms. 
$9000 abe, 638-1323. 
1990 SOFT top YJ Jeep, CD 
player, 4 wheel drive, excellent 
condition. Asking $12,000. 
Phone 635-2403. 
1991 EXPLORER XLT, fully 
loaded, sun roof, tow package, 
excellent condition. $15,000. 
Call 638-1505. 
1991 EXPLORER, 4wd, V6,' 
128,000 kms, p/s, p/b, a/c, CD, 
player, excellent condition, 
$13,000 obo. Case 647-4777 
847-1978 (eves). 
1994 FORD F150, 4x4 with off 
road package, automatic, a/c 
cruise, tilt, cassette, low miles, 
excellent condition. Why buy 
new for $29,000 plus tax's or 
with no options at $25,000 plus 
tax's? SAVE the DEPRECIA- 
TION and get the extras 
$15,900 obo. Call RICK 846- 
5965 or 846-5060. 
1994 FORD Sport 78 passeng- 
er automatic, c/w a/c, power 
windows, power doorlocks, 
$15,000. CaB 635-6768. 
FIBRENEW IND.....We Repair, 
Restore and Re-dye... leather, 
vin~/I, plastic, and fabrics. Auto- 
motive: cigarette burns in 
leather, plastic/vinyl and carpet, 
cracked and split automobile 
dashboards, door posts, mold- 
ings, torn vinyl seats, consoles, 
armrests and door panels, 
cracked and dry leather car- 
seats, faded fabric car seats 
and cabriolet roofs, broken rub- 
bar and hard plastic bumpers, 
we decdorize all pungent odors, 
rockchips in windows. Com- 
mercial & Residential: homes, 
offices, restaurants, bars, thea- 
tres, transportation companies, 
scuffed and torn leather desk 
tops an dear tops, scratched, 
worn and faded leather furni- 
ture, patio furniture, etc. theatre 
and restaurant seating, doctors 
tables, dentists's chairs, aircraft, 
bus, train, and taxi interiors. 
Marine & Recreational: boat 
tops, seats and covers, snow- 
mobile and motorcycle seats, 
recreational vehicle interiors. R- 
brenew uses flexible latex 
dyes. (We do not use potentially 
harmful lacquers or lacquer- 
based products). Our dyes are 
FAA approved for use in air- 
craft. Flbrenew Technicians Io- 
cased in Prince Rupert, Terrace, 
Smithers. Servicing the entire 
Northwest. Call for free es- 
timate, in Terrace 638-6197 or 
call toll free 1-888-624-6214. 
1979 CAMPER, 9 ft 6 inch, fully 
loaded, bathroom, hot running 
water. Redecorated. $3500 
obo, excellent condition. Call 1- 
250-845-2069. 
1979 NOMAD, 17ft, sleeps 6, 
fridge, stove, over, bathroom, 
hot water tank, needs minor 
part. To.wing package included. 
$3000 ~be. Call 635-7721 or 
964-7101. 
1989 SOUTHWIND by Fleet- 
wood, 27' class A motor home, 
half basement model, 454 
Chev, 37,000 miles, dual air, 
cruise, anon gen,, C.B., T,V., 
Micro,, new brakes, six new 
Mich, tire, queen rear bed, new 
16' add a room, $39,900 846- 
5541. 
1992, 34 1/2 foot 5th wheel, c/w 
washer/dryer. Double expando. 
Deluxe model, td axle, hard- 
wood floors, rubberized proof. 
Only 1200 kin. Asking $28000 
obo. 1-250-635o7424 or 1-250- 
638-8377. 
1993 27.5 I1 5th wheel, expan- 
do, living room and dining room, 
awning, a/c, fully loaded, like 
new. Asking $19,500. Phone 
635-5278. 
M~JST SELL: Excellent condi- 
tion. 1989 Ford Elite 27 ft, mo- 
torhome, dual air, 4000 anon 
generator, 3 way fridge, 4 bum- 
er stove. ,Microwave, full bath. 
Sleeps 8. $24,900 (obo), 
Call/evenings 1-250-845.3338, 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhonles, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcqme, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Internes www.voya. 
.cler-RV.com. 
FOR SALE: 1978 26 ft Em- 
press A class motorhome, gen 
air awning, new Intedor captain 
chairs, carpet, new beds, near 
new tires, new exhuest, battery, 
must be seen, low mileage, Che 
U sys, Ran Ruffell $14,200 obo. 
Call 692-3683 ..................... 
NEW TRAILERS: 95 Rustler 
RT290 rear bed, 96 Drifter 180 
sleeps 6, 98 Blgfoot 21.6 air 
mar bed, 97 Rustler RT190 rear 
bed, 97 Rustler RT235 bunk 
model, 97 Rustler RT235 hard- 
wall rear bed, 97 Drifter DT185 
rear bed, 97 Rustler RT250 
front bedroom, 97 Drifter DT230 
rear bed, 97 Bigfoot 21 RB rear 
bed. USED TRAILERS: 89 
Okanagan 26 ~ hardwall. NEW 
5TH WHEELS: 95 Rustler RW 
252 hardwall, 95 Aristocrat 25B 
bunk model, 96 Travelaire 
TW260 hardwall 97 Travelaire 
TW220 hardwall, 97 Citation 26 
RDS slide out. USED 5TH 
WHEELS: 94 Citation 29 RKS 
slide out loaded, 92 Terry 29.5 
front room model, 92 Travelaire 
TW225 rear I/r, 91 Citation 24 ft 
hardwall, 91 Okanagan 27ft 
hardwalL NEW TENIT TRAIL. 
ERe: 97 Coleman Bayport 
elec/brakas, 96 Coleman 
Cheyenne elec/brakes. USED 
TENT TRAILERS: 95 Coleman 
Avalon elec/bmkes, 79 Bonair 
1200 stove/fddgJheat. 63 Cole- 
man redwood $1995.00. NEW 
CAMPERS: 96 Snowbird 8-  10 
JD COMBINE w/14 Foot 
Header $3000.00, IHC 620 Dill 
Press $1,700. JD 4010 Tractor 
$7000. All in great shape. 1- 
250-567-4179 Dave. 
NEAR NEW K]ngsman 6 round 
bale mower, very heavy duty 
dw automatic quarter turn pick- 
up arms, a steal at $7850. Ford 
Dexta 3 cylinder Diesel tractor 
with 7" blade and chains $4000. 
Farmal International tractor c/w 
trail behind sickle mower and 
front 5' blade $1750. Phone 
weekdays 1-250-847-24519 or 
see us at Stoalwinder's Inland 
Trading, Viewmount road, 
Smithers, B.C. 
BASSET HOUNDS, 5 adorable 
puppies. Excellent family pets, 
first shots. $350, parents can be 
viewed. Phone 1-250-963-9736. 
CKC REGISTERED Golden re- 
triever pups out of champion 
stock. Rrst shots and vet 
checked. To approved homes. 
1-250-847-4635. 
REGISTERED LAB pups. 6 
black, 1 yellow, tattooed and 
shots, Field Trial Stock. $400- 
$500. 842-6447. 
16' 2" 4 year old T.B. mare 
CWB, approved by Amazing 
Sultan, well started fiat, fences. 
Reserve champion hack, Prince 
George Sunland Show. Elegant 
free movement. Talented over 
fences $5500. 847-3439. 
2 EACH -YEARUNGS & 2 
year old horses, very quiet, ex- 
tensive handling and ground 
work training. Prices starting at 
$500. Phone 847-5101 ask for 
Anflelika. 
awning, 97 Snowbird 7 - 11 
best buy, 97 Bigfoot 10.6B 2500 
loaded, 97 Bigfoot C.9.5F nice 
options, 97 Oakland C9.11F Fi- 
brocore, 97 Oakland C10.11 Fi- 
barcore, 97 Bigfoot 9.6B well 
equipped, 98 (2) Columbia river 
8.10 new model. USED CAMP- 
ERS: 95 Snowbird 8 - 10 
fTidge/heat. MOTOR HOMES: 
97 Travelalre 30 ft loaded 
gen/set, 97 Travel home Dodge 
318 auto. All unit priced includ- 
ed, special sale units. Trades 
welcome, No reasonable offer 
refused. Chinook Sales Ltd. 
Hwy 16west 635-2033 D6101. 
1984 SHADOW 750, needs 
speedo, tire, muffler, $1500. 
1986 Savage 650, $2500. 1981 
Maxima 400, needs carb work 
$400. Call 635-1674. 
- 2 EACH-yearling & 2 year old 
horses, very quiet, extensive 
handling & ground work train- 
ing. Prices starting at $500. 
Phone 847-5101 ask for Angeli- 
ka. 
HORSE AND TACK auction 
Sunday Sept. 7/97 11:30 am. 
Consign your horses and tack 
early. Phone B.C. Auctions 1- 
250-992-9325 (Quesnel). 
HORSES, USED for lessons 
and trails, quiet and reliable. 
Prices starting at $600. Phone 
647-5101 ask for Anqelika. 
PUREBRED ARABIAN homes 
for sale. Good breeding and 
conformation, plus action and 
stamina. $2500 and up. 1-250- 
846-5052 for information. ';
SADDLE FOR sale, original 
#75 Eamors, 14" seat, excellent 
condition, $1000 847-0277. 
11' AVON inflatable with fiber- 
glass hard bottom, c/w wheels, 
air pump, and patch kit, new 
cost $4700. For sale at $2500. 
Avon with trailer and 25 hp Ya- 
maha. $5500 1-250-627-9203 
Prince Rupert. 
17 FT 1984 K & C Thermal 
glass. 60 hp Mariner, excellent 
condition. Cn a Roadrunner 
trailer. Call Houston. 1-250-845- 
2298 or 845-2248. 
18' FIBERFORM tri-hull fiber- 
glass boat, front centre window 
entry, full canvas. 1986 140 hp 
oil Injection Suzuki, 300 - 400 
hrs, ~c, s. steel, prop, 15 ga] in- 
board tank plus day tank, Cul- 
kins trailer, very safe, sxodllent 
family and ski boat. $6000. Call 
635-5639 or 636-5109. 
1994 STARCRAFT 1810" Bo- 
wrider 4,3 litre, V6, Merc cruiser 
comes with EZ loader trailer, 
$14,000, Phone 632-7736 ask 
for Randy. 
1994 STARCRAFT, 1810 Bo- 
wrider, 4.3 litre, V6, Marc cruis- 
er comes.with EZ loader trailer 
$14,000. Phone 632-4436 ask 
for Randy. 
19" REINELL 305 inboard with 
new leg. Onboard head, depth 
sounder and VHF radio, as is, 
where is. $5000 firm. 635-1543. 
40 FOOT houseboat. Com- 
pletely rebuilt. 70 hp Mere, 10 
ton trailer. Fully equipped. 
$18,000. Call Tony 1-250-721- 
2123. 
'93 CALAIS 19' cuddy cabin 
with Mercruiser 30 litre on '93 
Highliner trailer comes with 
depth sounder. VHF and more. 
Asking $13,500. Phone 692- 
7671 after 6 pro. 
1980 HIAB model 650 A.W. re- 
cently certified $3500. 8 x 15 
gravel box, c/w hoist cylinder 
and tailgate $600. Phone 1- 
250-645-7799. 
1994 HITACHI 200-3, 3600 
hours, guarded thumb, QC end 
2 buckets, riper and rake. 88 
Western star 4 1/4 Cat, 15 
speed, 46 rears with locker and 
30 ton low bed. All for 
$200,000. Phone 790-2424. 
JD 350 cat c/w bucket/blade, 
$9500. OC 3 c/vv buck- 
el/blade/parts, $4500. 12' FG 
Travel trailer, $2250.Marine n- 
gines' with volvo legs, $4000 
each. Aluminum boats/trailers. 
1-250-697-2474, 
ALICE CHALMRS model B 
tractor. CAN FpH and Cultivator, 
847-4038. 
FOR SALE: farm machinery. 
New Holland 320 square baler. 
Good condition, Yellow Rose 
Ranch. Call 1-845-7419 or 1- 
250-845-2488, 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Spring orders hOWl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
bourn. Please call 847-9863. 
WELL BROKE horses, used for 
lessons and trails, quiet and re- 
liable. Prices starting at $600. 
Phone 847-5101 ask for Angeli- 
ka. 
DID YOU KNOW THAT...? 
The prebern child drinks his or 
her amniotic fluid before birth - 
more ff it is sweetened, less if it 
is given an unpleasant taste. 
Terrace Pro-Ufe, Box 852, Ter- 
race 635-9552. 
FINANCIALLY SECURE SWM, 
25 years, 6 feet tall, slim build, 
brown hair, blue eyes, enjoys 
music, walks and outdoor 
sports. Is looking for SWF, age 
22 - 27 with similar interests for 
friendship/relationship. Reply to 
File 70 do Terrace standard, 
3210 Clinton Ave. Terrace V8G 
5R2. 
FINANCIALLY SECURE, sin- 
gle white female, 5 feet tall, 
brown hair, brown eyes, enjoys 
the outdoors, life and traveling, 
dancing, camping, is looking for 
single white male between 43 - 
55 for lasting relationship. 
Please sand photo and phone 
number to File 64, do Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St. Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Chdst Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
message. 
wHrrE MALE couple looking 
for other guys for intimate en- 
counters. Discretion assured 
and expected. Call 635-3626 
evenin.qs and weekends. 
On behalf of the Terrace Beautification Society we would flke 
to thank the following people for making the Lanfear project 
possible. 
Mervln Beedle of Terra Bobcat, Rob Rosy of Columbia 
Contracting, The Rotary Club (Terrace), John DaPonte of 
Skeens Cellulose, Canada Safeway, Co-op & Gardenland, 
C.N. Railway, The City of Terrace, Home Hardware & Kmart 
and Scouts Canada & Terrace Fire Fighters. 
And a big Thank You to everyone who got out there to give a 
~ ing hand. Laurie L lndst~ 
WOULD THE lady please write 
who helped me with the food- 
tray in Tim Hortons on the 
morning of July 24. I was on 
crutches and you commented 
on the floor being slick. Reply 
top file 66 at The Terrace Stan- 
dard 3210 Clinton St., Terrace 
V8G 5R2. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or s ink-  reglaze ill Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-reglaze ill Color chang- 
ss and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. 
HAVE YOU got projects to 
complete that you just can~ 
seem to find time for? Call San 
Del Construction for a free es- 
timate. Construction, home ren- 
ovations, cabinets, landscaping, 
fencing, sidewalks, siding, roof- 
ing, drainage.phone 635-2828 
or Phone/fax 635-2297 or Email 
cdalwo@kermode.net 
HOME AND Pet care. Going 
out of town? Call =Keep Them 
Alive." One visit/day $7.00, Two 
visit/day $10.00. Lawns and 
gardens $10/waterlng day. Ref- 
emnses available, 638-8069. 
MOVING?? COMPETITIVE 
rates to move you across town 
or across the country, fully en- 
i closed trailer protects your 
goods or vehicle. Call 635- 
2126. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
• -- ' tub so that it shines like the day ARE YOU SAFE?I it Was installed. Your choice of 
180 colours. 1-250-638-6388. 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE |' ~~~=--~===~=~ 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to | 
women with or without children. | 
You can call. Even just to talk. I 
Battering is not o.kl A Cozy Bed & 
It is not o.k. for someone Breakfast 
to hit you In the Scenic Nass 
or push you 
or yell at you Valley 
or scare you SHEEP AND goat sale, Satur- 
day, Sept. 13./97 11:30 am, 1- You canbesafe. 
250-992-9325 (Quesnel). There are safe places., . 
TB BROODMARE by Canadian 
horse of the year. Traveling 
Victor,, 8. years old, 15' 3" 
sound; : bhcked, trailers. Top 
performance bloodlines, off 
spring available to view $1600, 
847-3439. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0  @ • • 0 • ~ • • • • 0 0  
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
':" 635;6447 ' 
24 HOURS A DAY 
KEZIA  • " 
Congratulat ions • 
on receiving your • 
Bache lors  of • 
Science.  • 
We're Proud Of You Girll • 
Love your friends Vicki, • 
Cathy & Yvette. • 
:::~:::::$:~'.~::.:~:.~:~.' .:??.' :-' ~:.,::::.-., • '.'< ".:::.'~ ," .:::::::: :::~:~r.::::;:~: 
~:~+:'::~:i: i' ============================== : ~:~: : " ";::'::i:~: :i !!:';:~::i:~:~: : : ;~:'!:~: 
!iLij:.!i;: 
:.i EDNA TAI T-  owner 
244 Wright Boulevard 
New Aiyansh 
Phone (250) 633.2920 
@@@@@@@@@@@@ @00@@00@@0@@ 
|It's your move..,I 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
To listen to these area singles describe 
themselves and to IPave them a message. 
At a charge of $I .99 per minute. 
You must be 18 ,/ears or older to use this service, 
CAN WE TASK? NO GAME PLAYE~ NO GAME pLAYERS 
SWF, 21, 5'7", blue eyes. SWF, 30, 5'1", blonde holt, SWM, 44, 5"I0". 20Obs,, 
sludent, enJoysgolngout, blue eyes. employed, secudty guald, enjoys 
seeks truthful outgoing, coring, Iovlng, fun. flshlng" hunting, comping, 
fun SWM. Ad#,7846 humorous, enjoys reed- Iraveling, reeks honest, 
Ing, horseback riding, ~Jncere SF. Ad~,2000 
SAVE THE DAYI outdoor oaf Miles. seeks 
SWM. 23, 5'7", tS01bs, callng, honest, sincere NICESMI~ 
medium build, brown SWM. Ad11.9986 Outgoing SWM, 47, 5'10", 
brown holr/eym. 
hair/eyes, fun.loving" I 'MS11LLWAInNG employed, enjoys the 
employed, enjoys fl~lng" SNCM, 35, logger, enjoys outdoo~ writing, moun. 
comping, seeking inter- b/king, walks, long drives, lain biking" guns, seeks 
estlng, fun. octlvo SF. seeks nlce, honest, intelligent, Independent, 
Ad#.7294 ottroctlve, eosygolng adventurous, humorous 
SWF, Ad#,9592 
SHARE MY LIFE SWF, N/S, Ad#,9382 
SEEKS NICE LADY SEEKING COMPANION SNCM. 28, 1601bs,, ~own SBM, 40. S'10"~ 1551bs.. 
holt/eyes, employed, employed, enjoys Genetou~ sendtlve SWF, 
enjoys skIlng, hlklng, squash, che~. the out- 48. 5'7% I|01~., blonde 
hockey, outdoor actM- doors, flshlng, seem hen- halt, blue eyes. enjoys 
ties, seeks honest, codng, est. attractive : SF. dancing, ~Inglng, walks. 
easygofng SWF, Ad#,4268 Ad#,9225 seeks atttocllve, kind, 
gentle, humorous SWM. 
HAPPY & OUTGOING FUN.LOVING Ad#,1981 
SWF, 30. 5'I", fulf.flgured, SWmom.42,5".bnJnetle. 
blonde halr, blue eyes, blue eyes, athaotlve. GooD DRESSER? 
loving, carlng, enjoys employed, humorous. SWF. 48, 5"7 °, 110(bs. 
holseback rldlng, 4. creative, enjoy= ouldoor attractive, klnd, outgo. 
ocflvlfles, mu~c, rnovles. Ino, humorous, enjoys 
wheeling, outdoors, seek. dancing, walks, boanng, sewtng, knllfing, dancing, 
/no family.oriented SM, seeks honest, humorous. ,Inglng, seeking an 
who loves children and personable SWM. N/S. attractive, well.groomed, 
onlmaB, Adal.9053 Ad#,4655 humorous SM, Ad#,5789 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad in Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for todm/s successful singles. 
Questions? Call customer service at 1-800-647-3782 
See the Touch Tone Personals each 
, week in the Weekend Advertiser 
BUSINESS FOR sale: Very ac- 
tive and profitable home based 
business. High profit, service 
related business. Walk into an 
instant cash flow. Sold as Sum 
key operation for only $34,000. 
Phone 1-250-639-9806. 
FOR SALE in Stewart. Fully op- 
erational bakery and dell, must 
sell, No reasonable offers re- 
fused. Must be prepared to 
work hard, 7 months of the 
year. Phone 1-250-636-2435 for 
more information. 
FOR SALE: Tanning salon. Call 
635-3071. Serious inquiries 
only. 
Great business opportunity. 
1996 skid steer loader with 
many attachments, trailer and 
truck, 2 year warranty, will train. 
Call 635-2957. 
LAW PRACTICE for sale: sole 
practitioner wishing to retire has 
thriving law practice for sale in 
South Central Interior of B.C. 
(south Cariboo). Reply in con- 
fidence evenings only to 1-250- 
396-7235. 
THRIVING DOG AND cat 
boarding and grooming busi- 
ness. Owner retiring. 17 pen 
heated kennel with large exer- 
cise area. Separate facility for 
cats. Room for expansion. 5 
bedroom, 2 1/2 bath, well main- 
tained house, located on 155 
acres. 100 ac amble, remaining 
marketable timber. Horse barn 
with power and water corrals, 
stockwaterer, numerous out- 
buildings, and serviced trailer 
pad. Excellent water supply. 
School bus, paved road, central 
B.C. farming area. Vandsrhoof 
B.C. Asking $260,000. Vendor 
financing possible. 1-250-567- 
2378. 
$570 WEEKLY making jewelry, 
(bracelets, earrings, necklaces) 
year round at home, no experi- 
once. Send self-addressed 
stamped envelope to: Bolan 
Jewelry, 15 - 4025 Dorchester 
Rd. Suite 126, ext: 906 Niagara 
Falls, Ontario. 1.2E 6N1. 
CONTRACTORS WANTED: 
Skidder operator, buncher op- 
erator, process operator, need- 
ed. Fax resume or into to 1- 
250-774-6167. 
Enrollment available for ages 4'A to 12 
Variety Within Classes of Jazz Ballot, 
Ethnic Character & Tap 
Shoe fltUng end exchange and registration 
at Parkside School Gym Sept. 11 3:45 to 5:30 
For information and 
preregistratlon phone 635- 7483 
Twin Rive r 
Power  Ltd. 
Class "A" Powerline Contractors 
3992-C Lakelse Lake Drive 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3V1 
Contractor #17741 
Toll Free: 1-888-891-1113 
Fax: (250) 635-3279 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
EPILEPSY SOCIETY 
The cause of epilepsy 
in 50% of adults is 
unknown. 
1-888-223-3366 ForMer• h~ormatton 
~ NOR~ST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Applied Computer Technology 
Certificate Program 
Full and part ime seats are available for Ihe Fall semester 
Accounting 150 Thurs. 1900-2200 
Applied Computers 100 Men.. Fr i .  1300-1500 
Applied Computers 186 Men.. Fr i ,  1030-1200 
Computer Science 111 Tues. 0900-1200 
Computer Science 111LAB3 Tues. 1300-1600 
Computer Science 121 Tues., Thurs. 1600-1730 
English 151 Frl. 1600-1900 
Math 150 Wed.  :1.900-2200 
Trades Computing 101 Men,. Wed. 1600-1800 
Courses tart he week of September 2. Contact NWCC, 
Admissions for more inform~on, Enrollment limited,' 
i i  I I .e I I I  
iCE/INFANT TODDLER certifi- 
cate. Send resume to Contact 
Women's Group Society, Box 
4094, Williams Lake, BC V2G 
2V2. Closing 4:00 pm Sept. 11, 
1997. 
EARN FULL 
TIME 
INCOME 
working part-time while 
children are in school, 
earnings opportunity of 
$300/week. F lex ib le  
hours, bonuses, as well 
as  advancement  
oppoitunity. 
[gxxx=xxxXxxxxz : : : ;~  
[ i  Look ing  for  [i 
I Chi ld  Care?  It 
~ Skeena child care support H
p ram ho,p you make t,o 
I~] dght choice for your child. For j,~ 
information on choosing care and 1,4 
available options, call M 
M 
Coco  at 638-1113. .  
M A free service provided by the 1,4 
Terrace Women's Resource Centre 1,4 
and funded by the Ministry of 1,4 1,4 Women's Equality, 1,4 
REGISTER NOW 
for courses in 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE'S 
INTEGRATED HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAM 
IHS 112: Interpersonal Communications 
Ti~is course introduces the student to the basic process and content of 
effective interpersonal communication. Led~ures, discussions, role plays and 
experiential exercises will be used to le!~rn interpersonal communication 
concepts and skills. 
Man. 6-9 pm 
Psych 201: Developmental Psychology I , .... :i i i i ~ 
If you would like to gain some insight into your own history, the study of life- 
span development will be of interest to y o u . .  
Thurs. 7-10 pm 
Engl. 151: Technical Writing I 
Methods and forms of technical writing, including letters, resumes, short 
report3 and communications with media. 
Various times , 
Sect 205: Sociology of the Family 
Topics include theoretical perspectives of family, mate selection, child-rear- 
ing, marriage, divorces, gender roles and power within families. 
Fri. 9am-12noon 
Cost :  $134.70  Dlus text  
Call 635-6511 for more information 
cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION E~ HIGHWAYS 
Clerl¢ 3 
BURNS LAKE* 
I n this position in the District Office, you will - under thegeneral supervision of the Finance Et Administration Officer - provide a 
broad range of clerical, administrative and stenographic services to 
all district staff. You may be required to carry out duties in any or 
all areas of reception, regulatory and stenographic support. 
REQUIREMENTS: • Grade 12 or equivalent • additional clerical 
training in basic accounting and office administration • a minimum 
of 3 years' experience in a business office utilizing secretarial, 
bookkeeping and general office skills {2 years experience ifone year 
has been gained with the Provincial Government) oran equivalent 
combination of education and experience • demonstrated xperience 
in the use of PC software, preferably Word 6 and Excel • knowledge 
of financial procedures, general office practices and administrative 
procedures • 50 wpm typing speed • good communication skills 
and an excellent knowledge of business English • the ability to deal 
with a high work volume and prioritize. 
SALARY: $30.586 - $32.774 PLUS $936 ISOLATION 
ALLOWANCE. Prior to applying, please contact Meriel Wild at 
(250) 638-6453 for a complete competition package. Please 
submit a r(~sumE quoting competition #TH97:R5-01 to: Ministry 
of Transportation Et Highways, Meriel Wild, Human Resources 
Officer, 400,-.4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC V80 lV4; 
fax (250) 6313,'-6~65. C as n 9 datei September12; 1997; ...... 
• Please note that this position is restricted to applicants residin 9
generally within a 300 km radius of Burns Lake. 
The Province of  British Columbia 
The Province of British Columbia/s committed to employment 
equity end eneouroges applications from qualified women 
and men, including aboriginal peoples, persons with 
disabilities and visible minorities. 
MP485 
Nk"W AIYANIH ADM~ITIWf'ION DUILDINQ 
@KAi"~ AVlENUK NI~N AXf AId~'l, B.C,. V0J 1 ~ 
I~HOfl| e33.~1@ 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNHY 
INTERIM 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER/ 
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATOR 
GI ' I IA I~MlX  Counci l  
Under the direction ofthe Gltlakdamlx Chief Executive Offke or the Gltlakdamix 
Council Mmlnistration. 
RESPONSIBILITIES 
Ensure that maintenance of all financial nd I?udgelary procedures, policies and 
regulations. 
Update and keep current the financial regulations a d policies ofthe Band. 
Produce r gular nd timely financial statements, variance r ports, i/ingrain budget 
statements, andother accountlngdocumentatten. 
Ensure the maintenance of the code accounts. 
Administer he accounts payable and accounts receivable of the Band In an orderly, 
timely and efficient manner. 
Administer and interpret the Band's benefit plan. 
Enanm the orderly and timely administration of the Band's payroll. 
Manage Band bank accounts and ensure that regular bank recooclliatlons are
prepa~l. 
Exeretseexpenditure app oval authority asdl~ted. 
Supervise the preparation and publication f the Band's annual udlL 
Ensure that all policies, procedu~ and regulations arein force at all times. 
Ensure the maintenance of all Council administration f nancial nd accounting 
regulations and procadu~. 
Ensure the maintenance o[ the Council operating and project budgets and the 
preparation of monthly financial statements. 
Supervise the recruitment, hiring and orientation f all full, part ime and casual 
pe~nnel, ,asdirected byCouncil. 
Emure the maintenance of allPersonnel.Policies and Regulations of the Council and 
of applicable F deral nd Provincial Laws. 
Periedtcally monltom staffing levels and workloads, and*conducts annual written 
perfomm~ce reviews ofall permanent full ime and regular part ime staffer Council. 
Undertake special projects ofassignments from time to time us directed byCouncil. 
Minimum education requirements Includes successful c0mpleUon f3 'd year,Ortified 
General ~eountant or Y' level Certified Management Accounting, or a Bachelor f
Commerce or Business Mminlslratlon degree from a recognized university, 
Preference may be given to candidates who mm uni¢eniW graduation requirements. 
Computer literacy would be required. Moderate travel out of the community and some 
weekend and evening work would be required. Must possess a valid B.C. Dflvers Ucense. 
SALARY' Commensurate on education and experience. 
Applications and resumes to be forwarded tot 
GITLMgD,~llX Council 
IN) BOX 233 
NEW AIYANSII, B.C. VOJ IAO 
(PROOF OF SUUCF, SSFUL COMPLITrION OF COLL~GE AND UNIYERSnX GRADUATION MUST BE 
INCLUDF, D ~TH YOUR APPLICATION.) 
DEAl]lINg FOR APPLIEATION: SEPTEMBER 12, 1997 
5:00 PM 
SALARY RANGE:~55,000.O0 - $60,000.00 ANNUALLY 
L 
LOSE WEIGHT:  Boost energy, 
improve health. EARN extra income. 
WORK from home. 
• For more information "calii :: i :i :: 
1-250-635-6959 
CItECK OUT our complete line of @ua//ty First Aid 
& Emergency Kits: We have all the supplies to 
restock your 1st Aid Kit to WCB standards. 
LEVEL t FIRST AlP (WEB) ........................................... $;,s 
Saturday, Sept. 6 8:00am. 4: _OOpm 
Thursday, Sept. 11 (Aiyonsh) 8:00am 4:_~_pm 
Friday, Sept. 12 8:00am 4:00pm 
 .sn mo. ............... m
Soturdoy,,.$eR~. J3.," : . : pm 
_LEVEL 1 Flli~ flip (II~'B} .. .................... ..... "..... $$95 
Sept. 9- Oct. 11 in Kilwango only 
Tuesday.Thursday 7:~pm. lO:_OOpm 
S.aturdoy 9:00am. 5:O0_pm 
~ept. 1£26 [Terrace) 8:00am. 4:00pro 
t1~N15 (Anytime via computer.) ...................................... $40 
Friday, Sept. 12 
Tl~ltlSPORTffnoN el' ININGERO(I$ GO0~ .............. $80 
Thursday, Sept. I 1 8:00am. 4:00pm 
TRflFR¢ CONTROL .................................... $ I S0 
Fri., Sept. 26 & Sat., Sept. 27 8:00am. 4:00pro 
A LITTLE LOW ON CASH? Human Resources Development Canada 
may assist ~th the cost of ell the courses listed below. 
Northwood Pulp and T imber  Limited is an 
integrated forest products company with a 
commitment  o envi ronmenta l ly  responsible 
practices and reforestation i itiatives. Our Forest 
and Solid Wood Operation Division in Houston, 
B.C. invites applications for a: 
FOREST OPERATIONS 
SUPERVISOR 
Reporting to the Operations Superintendent, you 
will be a member of a team responsible for all forest 
acdvides in an assigned geographic area. You will 
assist in both planning and implementing sound 
operational plans. You will participate in the 
preparation of integrated resource management 
plans, he responsib le  for the development,  
supervision and quality of harvesting and silviculture 
programs in your assigned area. 
You will be challenged and accountable for all 
forest resource aspects, including public and 
government agency liaison that encompasses an 
area-base concept of forest resource management. 
As the successful candidate, you will have a degree 
or diploma in forestry with several years of 
technically well-rounded field expedence. You will 
have excellent interpersonal skills and enjoy working 
in a dynamic team environment. Candidates with 
lesser qualifications may be considered, 
Our Houston sawmill operation produces 320 
mill ion board feet of high quality dimension 
lumber annually. The operation was recently 
updated with insta l lat ions of the most 
technologically advanced equipment available 
including scanning and optimization equipment. 
We offer an attractive salary and a generous benefit 
package. 
If you are interested in this posidon, you are invited 
to forward your resume by 4:00 p.m., Friday, 
September 5, 1997 to: 
Human Resources 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 27, 1997 - 89 . 
Northwest Community College 
Did You Know? 
There are still spaces in some of our university courses at the Terrace 
Campus of Northwest Community College including: 
Anthropology 101 - Introduction to Physical Anthropology 
Thurs., 7 - 10 p,m. 
Art 151 - Introduction to Art History 
Man,, 7 - 10 p.m. 
Computer Science 121 - Programming in Pascal 
Tues./Thurs., 4 - 5:30 p.m. 
Labs: Wed/'rhurs 9 a.m. - noon 
Economics 201 - Principles of Micro-Economics 
Wed,, 7 - 10 p.m. 
Biology 211 - Principles of Ecology 
Thurs., 9 a,m. - noon 
English 201 - English Literature 1300 - 1650 
Friday 9 a,m. - noon 
English 209.  Creative Writing 
Man,, 7 -10 p.m. 
Geography 203 - Geomorphology 
Thurs. 9 a,m. - noon 
Labs: Man, 1 -4 p.m. 
Geography 207 - Hydrology/Soils 
Thurs. 9 a,m. - noon 
Labs: Man,, 9 a.m. - noon 
History 210 - History of Western Canada and B.C, 
"l'hurs. 1-4 p.m. 
Sociology 205 - Sociology of the Family 
Fri. 9 a.m. - noon 
Course Cost: $134.70 plus text 
For more information call 635-6511 
APPLICATIONS WILL BE 
TAKEN FOR FULL TIME 
POSITION 
with earning opportunity of $400+ per week while in 
training. Age is not important providing you are 18 
years of age or older. If you are selected, you will be 
expected to start immediately. 
TO ARRANGE A PERSONAL INTERVIEW, CALL 
635-3066.  
.... i 
Terrace Rod & Gun Club 
is accepting applications for a person or persons with a 
,Mobile Home to reside at the Gun Club.All services are 
available, including hatbra'l'gas. Preferencewill be given to 1 
pemon or persons without children. Ih 
Please send resume to: 
Terrace Rod & Gun Club 
P.O, Box 292 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A6 
TERRACE HOSPI;CE SOCIETY 
requires a 
Coordinator 
This program provides services to terminally ill 
patients and their families. 
The requirements for this position are: highly motivat- 
ed, caring person, capable of being a team player, 
with, communication and program development 
skills, and some knowledge of computers. 
The position is for approximately 20 hours per week 
commencing September 15, 1997. 
Quallfl©atlona: Social Work. Degree or Registered 
Nurse background. Related work experience 
preferred. 
Requirements: A vehicle with business class 
insurance. Able to work requested flexible hours. 
Criminal record check. 
Closing Date: August 29, 1997 
Apply te: Terrace Hospice Society 
#214506 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, BC V8G 1P4 
For mere information call 635-2635 
.••1•• 
Burns ~(e Native Devel t 
Lorporation 
SMALL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
BLNDC invites applications for the position of Small 
Business Development Officer. The SBDO will solicit and 
assess small business loan applications from within 
BLNDCs service area. monitor loan accounts, provide on- 
going consulting services to clients, and assist clients 
prepare applications to other funding sources. 
Desirable {~uallfieatloas 
, successful experience in credit decision making, small 
business consulting or small business operations, 
* degree/dlploma in business administration, accounting, 
finance, etc. or equivalent experience. 
. work experlcnce in aborlglnal communities, 
* good verbal and wrlUng skills. 
. proficiency In Lotus I-2-3 and WordPcrfect, 
* traveling capability and durable vehicle, 
Only applicants elected for Interview ill be contacted, 
Please send resume to: 
GENERAL MANAGER 
Burns Lake Native Development Corporation 
P,O, Box I030 
Burns Lake, B.C, VOJ IE0 
Fax: (250) 692-7483 
Deadline for applications: Sept, 5, 1997 
ACCOUNTANT REQUIRED by 
southern interior BC lumber °, 
company. The successful up-, 
plicant will be proficient in the i 
use of Accpac, spreadsheet, 
software, PC network adminis-" 
tration and have completed a~ 
minimum of 3 years training to-, 
ward an accounting designa-', 
tion. Position reports to the con- 
troller. Salary and benefit pack- 
age will be commensurate with, 
training and experience. Send', 
resume to: D. Morehouse 
Downie Timber Ltd. Box 800', 
Revelstoke, BC VOE 2SO. or. 
fax: 1-250-837-2200. 
ACCOUNTANT REQUIRED by i 
southern interior BC lumber, 
company. The successful ap- 
plicant will be proficient in the 
use of AccPac spreadsheet 
software, PC Network adminis- 
tration and have completed a 
minimum of 3 years training to- 
wards an accounting designa- 
tion. Position reports to the con- 
troller. Salary and benefit pack- 
age will be commensurate with 
training and experience. Send 
resume to D. Morehouse, 
Downy Timber Ltd., Box 800 
Revelstoke, B.C. VOE 2SO or 
fax 1-250-837-2200. 
DOES THE tourism industry 
excite you? The North by North- 
west Tourism Association is 
looking for a highly motivated, 
people oriented individual to fill 
a marketing and sales vacancy. 
Applicants should possess ex- 
cellent communication, busi- 
ness and computer skills. A 
marketing or business degree 
an asset. Previous public rela- 
tions or sales experience also 
helpful. This is a full time posi- 
tion requiring frequent travel. 
Salary to be negotiated. 
resumes should be forwarded 
to M.. Ouilley at P.O. Box 1030, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. Dead- 
line for application is August 29, 
1997. 
ENUMERATORS WALK for 
$$$ nowll Update your ter- 
race/Kitimat City directory in 
'your home area. No selling, no 
experience necessary. Paid 
weekly approx. 3 weeks work 
starting approx. Sept 08/97 pre- 
pare to work minimum 32 hrs 
per week. Apply in handwriting 
giving street address, phone 
number, etc, to B.C. Directories, 
file#67 dw Terrace standard, 
3210 Clinton St.. Terrace B.C. 
VSG 5R2. 
EXPERIENCED PICKER truck 
operator. Salary negotiable, 
working in Prince George and 
Kamloops area. Call 1-204-725- 
6585. 
HAZELTON FIGURE Skating 
dub is requesting resumes for 
certified Level 1 or higher 
coach. Please send resume 11o 
box 336, New Hazelton, B.C., 
V0J 2J0, fax to 1-250-842-6361 
or phone 1-250-842-6122. 
INTERIOR COMPANY: Accept- 
ing Resumes for: Labourers: 
Burns Lake - Houston imme- 
diately. Saw experience an as. 
set. Operators: Excavator Cat 
Hydro - Ax. min 5 yrs. Fax 1- 
250.992-5226. 
LICENSED OPTICIAN . Dyna- 
mic, energetic, licensed Opti. 
clan required for full time posi- 
tion in Smithers with a growing, 
fast paced Optical company. 
Must possess a positive, pro- 
fessional attitude and enjoy 
working with the public. Wage 
negotiable depending upon ex- 
perience. Please forward re- 
sume with references to: 2280 
A Leckle Road, Kelowna, BC 
V1X 6G8 or fax to: 1-250-861- 
3166. 
NEW TO B.C. Artfully Yours 
Home Decor beautiful pdnts, 
plants, crafts, candles and dec- 
orating accessories. Call Sandy 
1-403-963-1346 for Information, 
PART TIME employment, for 
mature self motivated per- 
son(s), Weekend work Included, 
bring resume to Delaney's, 
Skeena Mall Terrace. 
STEP AEROBICS Instructor re-- 
qulred Immediately. BCRPA 
certified, competitive wages and 
bonuses. Drop resume Off in 
person at Effective F@ness. 
4545B Lazelle Ave. , 
i 
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330. NOTICES '~! 
THE SQUAMISH Chief has an 
opening for an energetic speris 
reporter to join our editorial 
team. We're looking for: Mini- 
mum 2 years experience, 
strong photography skills, famil- 
iar with CP style, Quark page 
layout mastery, excellent com- 
munication skills, community 
minded spirit. You'J be covering 
the sports world in the Sea Io 
Sky Corridor which involves 
everything from the usual com- 
munity activities such as organ- 
ized hockey, curling, baseball, 
and soccer leagues to tile excit- 
ing activities unique to this 
coastal community - kayaking, 
sailing, rock climbing, mountain 
biking, and many back country 
sports. Squamish hosts major 
sporting events and you'll find 
this is a challenging position. 
You'll need a reliable vehicle 
and your own camera equip- 
ment. We offer a competitive 
salary and a chance to join an 
enthusiastic crew at The Chief. 
Squamish is a beautiful com- 
munity of about 15,000 resi- 
dents and located on Highway 
99 just 45 minutes north of Van- 
couver and 45 minutes south of 
Whistler. it is an affordable 
place to live an doffers an ac- 
tive lifestyle. Please fax your re- 
sume to: AI Price Editor, The 
Chief, 1-604-892-8483. 
TREE PLANTERS wanted for 
Terrace and Queen Charlottes. 
Must have 2 years minimum 
coastal experience. Contact 
Arbol Industries 638-8831. 
TREE SPACERS for local work, 
3 years experience. Phone 635- 
1987 or resume c/o P.O. Box 
PIANO LESSONS! Taking reg- 
istration for September seruMs- 
BARB'S HOME AND Office let piano lessons, beginner to 
cleaning has openings for Royal Conservatory Grade 6, 
weekly and Bi-weekly cleaning• adults or children. Call 638- 
Phone 635-6197 or 635-4529. 1512, 
LINDA'S HOME Care Service. SHAMES MTN TEA BAR will 
We will watch your pets, water be opening July 6th through 
your plants, make your house September 1st on Sundays & 
look lived in when your not able holidays, 1 pm to 5 pm. Check 
to do so yourself. Reasonable paper for up coming events, 
rates, references available, 
bondable. Call now to book for THO~I~HIZ. ,L  
your holidays 632-6421 ask for COM;pt lp'NITY 
Undo. C~d~CX-Z 
MOTHER OF ONE REGIS- ;u.~da.y,.~r~c~,d[~45 
TERED WITH family place b ~t~l~]'~n~C~m~l~,~dl 
providing LNR childcare Man - Teens•"'~"~"~- ] l =~"  &M~t l ble Clmu 
Fri on small farm, Kiti K Shan ~DC~lCl~Fffqt=2.11 9',,~ 
area, one space available. 
Phone 635-5472. cott~¢~ &rc= ..... 
Teens ~ a t ~  Groups  
NORTHERN HAND-E-Man ~t____~Mld-weektBtbte StudLl~ 
Services. We do renovations, C~'d~=~M~a~' .h~ 
repairs, plumbing, siding, d ry -  ~days ~0-~ o~.f,'=a~ 
wall, Painting. Call 635-3486. ~~5~. .p  
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
For professional work, low 
rates, interior/exterior. Special 
rates for seniors and free 
estimates. Call 635-3783. Knox U nited 
PIANO LESSONS, adults, 
teens, children. Have fun while Church 
learning. Self-paced method in- 
corporating theory. Call 635- , 4907 Lazelle Ave. 
3624. 635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday 
Richard Thornton School 
Conslruction and Worship 
Fully experienced carpenter available 
for construction, renovations or repairs. Minister 
Call 638-8526 The Rev, Michael 
Hare 
r ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  
,•NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
VTHE HARVEST OF THE SELF" 
SEPTEMBER CLASSES TART ON 
THE 8TH- REGISTER NOW! 
Beginning t0Advanced Classes in 
, MedilalJ(~/Medaphy~s Full Outlines 
Available-W~ksh~ Scfie~ule is Ready 
3611Cott0nwo=l In Th0mh]ll * 635-T/'R 
i 
1~2~E ~' E~ oN,' 
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTING 
1-800-990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
NOTICE TO creditors: Meziadin 
Junction Enterprise will no long- 
er be responsible for any debt 
incurred by Gary Uoyd Payne 
as of June 25, 1997. 
~[O~G 
~ c~ 
#1 
Xt~UST 
p'a~ers 
for Do.,~ C~Neir~. 
ZX3t~.~T[ONS ~ ~ 
BItN'~EV£ 
I~UI~&TION 
ca~ f~ mai~ at a.p 
~.~ of tk 
,J]R[T1SH NOTICE nNVmNG APPLICATION ~=r~v ~)  
LOLUMBIA FOR TIMBER SALE LICENCE A57271 ,v~,~ 
Pursuant o section 16 of the ForestAc¢  sealed tender appficalions will be accepted 
by the District Manager. Kalum Forest District, Terrace. British Columbia, up to 8:30 
a,m,, on the 8th day of September. 1997, to be opened at 9:30 a.m., on Iho 8th day of 
September 1997, for e "timber Sale Ucence to authorize the haNesUng of 865 cubic 
metres, more or less, of timber located In the vicinity of Kleanza Lake in the Kalum 
"nmber Supply Area. 
Only tenders from registrants in the Small Business Forest Enterprise Progrsm, 1078. Terrace B.C., V8G 4V1. 
WANTED: CARING depend- 
able persons who enjoy working 
with people and who have the 
Home Support Worker certifi- 
cate or 1st year nurse's training. 
Apply at Terrace Home Sup- 
port, #1- 3215 Eby Street, 635- 
5135. 
WANTED: LIVE in house keep- 
er/cam giver for an elderly gen- 
tleman. NS/ND for interview call 
1-250-842-5316. 
WANTED: NURSE to carry a 
pager on weekends and re- 
spond on call to provide in 
house care to convalescing cli- 
ents. Phone Terrace Home 
Support Services 635-5135 
WELL ESTABLISHED ~etail 
business looking for full time 
manager customer orientated 
ambitious, hard working with a 
solid track record. Wages nego- 
tiable with full benefits and 
RRSP packagal Apply to Box 
485 cJo Northern Sentinel 
Press, 626 Enterprise Avenue, 
K3timat, BC V8C 2E4. 
~: 320 i  woRK 
': WANTED :i 
BARB'S CLEANING has open- 
ingsl Get your cleaning caught 
up for summed Occasional 
cleaning welcome. Phone 635- 
6197. 
I I ,~1 HumanResourcos D~veloppementdes  TC~)~voOr~(1E):wlllbea=8~tc~l~icmetres, morsorless I m",'m DevalopmentCanada ressourceshumalnesCanada i ~;~,..ss: .~her~ (%1'; 75~,~ Balsam: 25%, more or less 
L~eCsEuG~cc~G= S fulEASapOp%~t will~l~b~ r~Z~qFl°r?t:~nn~teC~t iRt(:~ Road Use Agree. ant wit h n n 
n • AS~dle~lo%~Cell/Uflor°S~let~l~n and tender packages may be obtained from the District n Stude.ts n Molu%Elel~v~UtnLtForoetOistfictat#27"52O0'eithAvenue"Terrace'Srltish 
: , I  I Becker's Alpine Cedar Products Ltd., with the I 
assistance of Forest Renewal B.C., is working | 
: . n I on having Fir (Balsam) qualified as an ,  
alternative wood roofing material. We are U 
requesting the public's assistance in locating I 
: : existingstructures that may have used F i r |  
i I roofing materials in their construction. If you | 
have a wood roof on your home or n 
I ..:they also typet serve/fixt 0peratel and much m0re. I outbuildings or know of someone who does | 
I This hire student! summer, Conrad the a Human I and are uncertain of the species used or | i think that it might be Fir, please contact us at | 
n; Resource Centre for Students a1635-7134 local 303 (250) 847-5551 I 
li - I 
/ i  340[LEGAL i:~ i 
! INOTICES.~ i/.:. 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
TERRACE CAMPUS CHILD CARE CENTRE 
is accepting applications, on a first come first 
served basis, to fill a limited number of quality, 
affordable, full and part-time child care spaces 
for children 16 months to 3 years of age for the 
Fall/Winter semesters. 
The Centre is staffed by fully qualified, caring 
educators who engage the children in creative 
learning activities. 
SPACES ARE LIMITED 
CALL TODAY - 638-5404 
8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. 
5331 McConnell Avenue 
LAZELLE MINI 
STORAGE LTD. 
4833 Lazelle Ave. 
Under Warehouse Lien Act 
goods belonging to 
Spinder Gosal 
will be auctioned, in one 
lot, on 
Saturday, 
September 13 
at 11:00 a.m. 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING 
of the 747 Royal Canadian Air Cadets, Terrace on 
BAIL IFF  SALE  
1983 Pontiac TransAm, 2 door. 
For appointment to view and for further informa- 
tion please contact the undersigned. Bids will 
be accepted until the hour of 12:00 noon 
Thursday, September 4th, 1997. The highest 
offer not necessarily accepted. 
Caledonia Bailiff Services 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $2 
(250) 635-7649 
R. Smith 
,BRITL';M Ministry of 
environment, 
L,OI,  UMBIA  Lands and Parks 
BACKCOUNTRY RECREATION 
TENURE 
Consultation is being undertaken by the Ministry of 
Environment, Lands and Parks on Crown land issues arising 
from the Nisga'a agreement-in-principle. 
In March, the Ministry advertised a Commemial Backcountry 
Recreation management plan proposal prepared by the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council. This advertisement is notification of 
an amendment to the original management plan to include 
an area in the vicinity of Amoth Lake, The amendment to the 
management plan, which determines the boundaries and 
the operational activities of the backcountry recreation 
tenure, is available for viewing at the Government Agent 
offices in Prince Rupert, Terrace, and Stewart, or at the 
Ministry office in Smithers. 
Written comments concerning the amendment may be sent 
to the Senior Land Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands 
and Parks, Land and Water Management Branch, Bag 
5000, Smithers, B,C., VOJ 2N0. The deadline for written 
submissions is October 10, 1997. 
Any response to this advertisement will be considered to be 
part of the public record. 
An operating licence will be issued only when a Nisga'a 
treaty comes into affect. The operation of a licence issued to 
the Nisga'a will be subject to Provincial laws and policies. 
The Nisga'a agreement-in-principle was signed inMarch 
!996 by the Province, Canada, and the Nisga'a Tdbal 
Council. The final agreement, once concluded, .will be rat- 
ified by the Nisga'a, the Provincial Legislature and the 
Federal Parliament. ' . :~ 
. . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . , . 
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(~,~,~ Desktop Publlshlngphone 638. 877bY Lee Burkitt 
Business Image cDOemslpuEnte; STutaOIrlinv~Olu m e Publishing 
I 
~i;,i;:';ii.i. OPT~ ~ETRIST i;:./i..:~. 
OPTOMETRIST 
Jayne Bury 8 ,9,9, ! SO! Fax 635-0130 2 : Reasonable Rates 
~ www. kermode.net 
~" ;/::i:iii::ij "email ' internet access 
!ii:,:!i :I~ 4  "web pages ' training 
Terrace's only locally owned full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Intemet Services 
!!~!~: NOW OFFERED:::: 
J0i~n Ars~nault, B.Mus. (voi~;e a~d~:fluie)::, 
.... Kelly;Slade, B.Mus., B.Ed. (clarifi'et) ,:ib 
NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS 
for the 1997-1998 school year 
Ph 638-8387 in the evening for in|o 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 emaih sales@kermode.net 
INDUSTRIAL •COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL 
SALES, SERVICE & INSTALLATIONS 
OVERHEAD & GAP, AGE DOORS 
1-888-638-1036 
i 
• ~ , Oe~o~.  ~ , Nutrltlo~ 
, Fo(xl Allergy Testing ~ I/~/ctne ConsuIfatton 
. Vitamin d Botanical for •ppointments, call: 847-0144 / 
S~pptement~on St,. 11.1188 Main SL Smithersf aCv 
i 
Black Bear 
?~/IA,ND-MADE, WllEEL-TIII/OWN POTTERY 
./Saturdays at the Skeena 
~Nalley Farmers Market 
ART POWELL 
• (250) 632-2/36 
i,i. !L i ; .. 
PARTIES  ING.  
John & Heather Austin 
Distributor 
4815 Scott Avenue 
Terrace B.C, V8G 2B5 (250) 635.2365 
Pacific Cotton Candy 
~i i i i~L~i~ *:i • Back Yard Birthd0y Parties 
i ,  Fairs 
" " ' I" ~ • Cammnily Events(privute/publk) 
Contact: Jeff Town 
3675 Walnut Dr, Terrace 
Ph: (250) 635-3259 Fox: (250) 635.0186 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
J Passenger & Express Service 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to Terrace 
return, and all points in between. Pick up and delivery of 
goods in'Terrace, C.O.D. and courier service. 
P,O. Box 217 Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 635-2622 Fax: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
3901 Dobbie St. 
635-9434 Claudette Sandecki  
i i 
i 
d ~  Ministry of 
env'lronmant, 
lands and Parks 
REQUEST FOR 
PROPOSALS FOR 
WILDL IFE  HARVEST 
DATA 
The province is considering a 
contract to acquire wildlife data 
for portions of the North West 
Treaty area end integrate it with 
other existing wildlife informa- 
tion and geographic base data 
to provide wildlife managers 
with options for a regional 
approach to wildlife manage- 
ment. the data collected will be 
completed in a digitized format, 
Detailed project packages are 
available from the Ministry con- 
tact below: 
Proposal closing September 
21,1997 @ 200 PM 
Proposal opening September 
30,1997 @ 10:00AM 
Work to be completed by 
March 31, 1998 
Ministry Contact - Scan Sharpe 
Ministry of Environment Lands, 
and Parks, Wildlife Branch, Bag 
5000, 3726 Alfred Ave., 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Telephone (250) 847-7298 
Facsimile 847-7728. 
~/~ ..,BP, mSH NOTICE INVITING APPUCATIONS ~=m. (~ 
~..OLUMS]A FOR TIMBER SALE UGENCE A50919 ~== 
(BID PROPOSAL) 
TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to section 21 of the ForestAc~, sealed tenders will be 
received by the District Manager, Kalum Forest D[stdct #200 - 5200 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace BC, VSG 1L1 not later than 11:00 am on the 8th day of October 
1997 to be opened at 11:30 am on the 8th day of October 1997, for he sale of 
limber Sale Licence A50919 authorizing the harvest of timber located In the Ness 
TImber Supply Area. 
Location: Kwinagcase River 
Standing Volume: 150,000 cubic metres, more or less 
Term: 1 year 
Species: PmdominanUy hemlock 
Quality: Pulplog content is roughly estimated to be 50% of net 
merchantable vmume. "timber may be affected by green- 
striped forest looper, 
The primary objective of thls timber sale llcance is to create local employment 
opportuni!.ies to address socio-economtc issues In the Stswart/Mezladtn area. 
Other objectives for this timber safe ffcance include salvage of timber affected by 
green-striped forest looper. 
A particulars package with full details of the proposed timber sale Ilcence ~d 
application forms may be obtained from: 
District Manager, Kalum Forest District #200 - 5200 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC 
V8G 1L1 or tMe Regional Manager, Bag 5000, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smlthers, BC 
VOJ 2N0. 
All applications must Include a proposal prepared and submitted In accordance 
with the requirements described in the particulars package. 
This tenure opportunity isnot restricted to Small Business Forest Enterpdes regis- 
trents and there is no requirements ocontinue, establish or expand a timber pro- 
ceasing facility. 
One or more applications may be approved for all or part of the advertised volume 
of timber. Approval may be declined for all applications. 
i 
NOTICE TO ROOF 
CONTRACTORS 
InvltaUon to Bid 
SMITHERS C.N. 
Rail Station Roof  
Replacement 
DascripUon: Replacement of 
existing asphalt shingle roof 
including reconstruction of the 
fascia on the C.N. Rail Station 
in Smithers. 
Drawings are available to 
Contractors August 27, 1997 
from: 
Dan Condon Architect 
5-5008 Pohle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 458 
250-635-1578 
or 
Smitbers Community Services 
Association 
#201, 1338 Main Street 
Smithem, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 
250-847-9515 
Drawings will be available for 
inspection at: 
Terrace Plan Room 
Bulkley Valley Plan Roan1 
Tenders will be received up to 2 
p.m. Tuesday, September 9, 
1997 at: 
Smithem Community Services 
Association. 
[ CI IMIE ,,,,.,,,,.,,.,, 635.TIPSl 
C 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
RE: THE ESTATE OF JOHNNY 
TASHOOT$, also known as JOHNNY 
ALBERT TASH00TS, deceased, for. 
reedy of Dease Lake, B~sh Columbl& 
Creditors and others having claims 
against the estate of Johnny Tashoots 
are hor0by notified under section 38 0f 
the Trustee Act that particulars oftheir 
daJrns hould be sent o the adminLstra. 
tar, Sara Tashhoots, at do G,E. Greene, 
Barrister & Solicitor, P,O. Box 940, 
Smithom, BdtJsh Columbia, V0J 2N0, on 
or before 01, October, 1997, after which 
date/he administrator will di~bute ~s 
estate among the parties entitiled toit, 
having regard to the claims of which the 
administrator then has notice. 
NOTICE 
WAREHOUSE LIEN ACT, 
INCLUDING 4(4) 
Notice to Carl Schmldt, 
Box 181, Terrace, British 
Columbia 
The following goods shall be 
sold at public auction commenc- 
Ing at 10:00 o'clock in the fore- 
noon of September 20, 1997, at 
the North 1/2 and the Southeast 
I/4, Lot 436, Coast Region 5, 
Egan Road, Rosewood, British 
Columbia: 
power saw parts, wood burn. 
Ing cook stove, miscellane- 
ous parts and tools; three 
motor vehicles (for parts only) 
being a white 1980's Dooge 
1/2 ton pick-up truck, a 1980'a 
F150 4x4 with wood flstdeck, 
and a red medium size 
Neufold tractor with a loader; 
miscellaneous batteries, lum- 
ber, scrap equipment and 
equipment parts; an older 
holiday trailer (approximately 
12 feet long} and three mov- 
able buildings plus contents. 
A brief description of the 
building contents Is as fol- 
lows: power saw, brush saw, 
trap thrower, motorcycle, 
dresser drawer, wood stove, 
miscellaneous boxes and 
trunks of household goods 
and books. 
Auction rules will be announced 
at the auction. Sealed bids may 
be sent by registered mail to 
Barrie Davis, RR#3, Douglas 
Road, Site 7, Box 42, Terrace, 
British Columbia, V8G 4R6, and 
must be received by September 
20, 1997. All items old are as- 
is-where-is. Payment is by cash 
or negotiable instrument on sale 
day unless other arrangement is 
made. No warranty isexpressed 
or implied. No item sold is 
intended to be fit for any pur- 
pose. No vehicle or equipment 
is warranted to be legal or road- 
worthy or capable of operation, 
It is a condition of sale that all 
items purchased must be 
removed from the property by 
8:00 p.m. on September 16, 
1997. If any item sold is not 
removed by that date, any 
deposit or purchase money paid 
is forfeit and the item may be 
dis'posed of without further 
notice, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 27, 1997 - B l l  
FOI  DATION 
This Foundation is dedicated to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and the improvement'of 
sports facilities. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. J 
Call 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
$1.99 per minute. 
To listen to these area singles describe 
themselves and to leave them a message. 
You must be 18 years or older to use this service, 
FAST TALKER 
5F, 18, tall, long hair, easy- 
going, humorous, enjoys 
swimming, working out, 
movies, fishing, walks, 
seeks SM, with similar 
interests. Ad#.7665 
FUN-LOVING 
Easygoing SWF. 33, 5'2", 
brown hair/eyes, 
employed, likes beach 
walks, swimming, camp- 
ins, the outdoors, seeks 
honest, sensitive, good- 
humored SM, Ad#,5878 
ATTRACTIVE 
SWF, 32, 5'7", 1291bs,, 
strawberry blonde hair, 
outgoing, funny, 
employed, enjoys camp- 
Ins, outdoor activities, 
seeks honest, outgoing, 
funny SM, non-drinker, 
Ad#.7261 
I PLAY GUITAR 
Blond SWM, 26, 5'7", 
medium build, green 
eyes, outgoing, 
employed, enjoys walks, 
country drives, hockey, 
seeks lively, upbeat, self- 
supportive SF. Ad#,2370 
AN IDEAL PARTNER? 
Well-built, attractive 
SWM, 27, 6'3", shoulder 
length brown hair, hazel 
eyes, new to area, enjoys 
carpentry work, camp- 
ing, fishing, seeks SF, 
who's easy to get along 
with, Ad#,3360 
DREAMING OF YOU 
Humorous SWM, 18, 
5'11", stocky, blond hair, 
blue eyes, enjoys hang- 
ins out with friends, 
woodworking, fishing, 
sports, seeking honest, 
faithful SF. Ad#.3727 
Call 1-800-995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad In Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for today's successful singles. 
Questions? Call customer service at 1-800-647-3782 
tl 
AUCTIONS 
co.u.,,...,,... N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s ' "  
A S S 0 ¢1 A T I 0 N These ads appear in approximately 1001¢290 for25words To place an ad call 
British CoJumbla =ad Yukae community newspapers in B.C.and Yukonl%U p $ 6.00 each this paper or the BCY- 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . ~.n d reach more thai! 3~m/I on readers : additional word CNA at (604) 669-9222 
EARN MONEY up to 24 
hrs a day, 7 days a week. 
Invest in a Prime Location 
Eagle Vencling Machine. 
Min. 20% return. Full or 
part-time. Financing avail- 
able. Eagle Profit 
Systems 597-3532, 
Ext.66 or 1-800-387-2274. 
UNRESERVED TRUCK & 
Construction Equipment 
Auction, Man, Sept. 
15,1997, 8a.m. Selling on 
behalf of City of Calgary, 
TELUS, TransAIta and 
other consignors. Partial 
listing includes: Cat D6H; 
93 Cat 973; Linkbelt 
LS2700; 91 Cat 140G; (3) 
95 Freightl iner FLl12 
T/A's, To receive a colour 
brochure or to consign to 
this sale please call CPA 
at 1-403-269-6600. Visit 
our home page at: 
http://www.bmlive.com/CP 
A. Our e-mail address is: 
cpa@ bmlive.com, 
AUTO 
TRUCKS - 4X4'S - CARS, 
Lease or Purchase, All 
makes and models, new 
or used. Free delivery in 
B.C, Access Leasing 
Corp. D#10387. 1-800- 
330-0299, (604)821-1118. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
Government assistance 
programs information 
available. For your new or 
existing business, Take 
advantage of the govern- 
ment grants and loans. 
Call f-800-505-8866. 
AMAZING FACT - The 
Internet will grow by 
2,700% in 24 mos. Earn 
up to $15K/mo with 
Canada's fastest growing 
Internet Franchise, Full 
t.teining, investment re- 
9uired. 1-888-675-7588. 
CHRISTIAN FRANCHISE 
$100,000 per year poten- 
tial servicing the explosive 
Christian market with 
today's technology, 
Home-based, full training 
and support. Call now 1- 
800-663-7326. 
EARN 5-10K PER Month, 
beginning 1st monthl 
Program to drastically re- 
duce taxes lawfullyl Work 
from home. Will train. Not 
MLM. 1-800-322-6169 
Ext,9903. 2 min. mes- 
sage. 
PROFITABLE BOWLING 
Lanes. Family operation, 
growing community, Pool. 
tables, lounge, Will sell 
with er without building. 
Must sell due to health. 
Phone: 1-403-632-4697 
or 1-403-632-7665, 
BUSINESS CAREER " EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES OPPORTUNITY OPPORTUNITIES 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Squamish Chief 
Newspaper. Minimum two 
years experience, strong 
photography and Quark 
skil ls. Energetic team 
player, Mail resumes: Box 
3500, Squamish, B.C. 
VaN 3GO. Fax: (604)892- 
8483. 
$150,000 PER YEAR po- 
tential as information bro- 
ker. No invenlory, low 
overhead. Cash business. 
Canada's fastest grpwing 
franchise. Join others 
earni~ g up to $1,000 per 
day. Home-based option 
available 1-888-889-1010. 
I NEED Helpl 
Overwhelmedl Will help 
you get started, Earn 5- 
10K per month PIT. 
Fantastic support, no sell- 
ing, not MLM. 1 rain. mes- 
sage 1-800-322-6169 
Ext,9095, 
DISSATISFIED? EARN 
GOOD Part.time income 
from home without risking 
your full-time occupation. 
We need key people in all 
areas nowl 1-800-478- 
2533. 
CASH N on Canadian 
Digital Satel l i te T.V. 
Explosion and distribution 
of 1000's of products and 
services through dynamic 
T.V. network, Leaders 
onlyl Free message 1- 
888-887-2136. 
BUSINESSES FOR 
SALE 
FAST-FOOD 24 Seat 
Drive-in cafe with 1248 
sq,ft, double wide trailer 
on 1/2 acre in Vanderhoof 
B,C. Best soft ice cream 
in the North. $136 000 
firm including stock. 
Phone (250)567.4655 ask 
for Irene or Betty, 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
CANADA'S BEST 
Meeting Place for singlesl 
Talk openly to other 
adults for Romance & 
morel Meet someone in 
the next 5 minutes, 011- 
592-588-758, LD only 24 
hrs, 
TERRACE 
CAREER TRAINING 
HELI-LOGGINGI Men and 
women - train for an excit- 
Ing, high-paying career in 
the forest Industryl 
Qualified instruction in rig- 
ging practices, level 1 first 
aid, fire suppression, eta. 
I,H-L. Training Institute 
Ltd. (,250)897-1188. 
CAREER TRAINING 
FOR SALE MISC. 
WANTED: WILDLIFE 
Enthusiasts. Learn to 
mount wildlife trophies for 
yourself and friends. For 
free information package 
call toll-free 1-800-661- 
9544. Penn School of 
Taxidermy, Calgary. 
A NEW Careerl Learn in- 
come tax preparation or 
basic bookkeeping, Tax 
deductible certif icate 
courses. For free 
brochures, no obligation U 
& R Tax Schools, 1345 
Pembina Hwy. Winnipeg, 
MB, R3T 2B6. 1-800-665- 
5144. Enquire about free 
franchise territories. 
COMING EVENTS 
IS YOUR Child's invisible 
friend a guardian angel? 
Take the time to listen to 
your child with an open 
mind and heart. Eckankar 
offers ancient wisdom for 
today's family. For a Free 
Book call 1-800-LOVE- 
GOD(568-3463) Ask for 
book #398. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma in 
Couhselling Practice, to 
begin this month. Free 
catalogUe, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044. 
A NEW Career? Trained 
apartment/condominium 
managers needed - all 
areas. We can train you 
right nowl Free job place- 
ment assistance. For in- 
formation/brochure call 
681-5456, 1-800-665- 
8339. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNIT IES  
WANTED: 2ND YEAR, 3 
year, Journeyman 
Plumber/gas fitter. 
Excellent salary. Reliable, 
honest, dependable, pre- 
fe r  family.person, Must 
have a ~alid driver's II- 
cence, Sask. town of 
5,000. Fax resume to', 1- 
306-463-6707, 
SEISMIC CREW Helpers 
required. Physically de- 
manding work - 28 days in 
field/7 days off. Minimum 
18 years, have valid dri- 
ver's licence, pass pro- 
employment, drug, health 
assessment. Fax re- 
sume: 1-403-291-3933. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
logs into boards, planks, 
beams, large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where. Free information 
1-800-566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2 
Kilworthy, Ontario, POE 
1GO. 
HELP WANTED 
t 
WANTED: 2 EXPERI- 
ENCED Automotive Sales 
people for Campbell 
River's #1 import dealer- 
ship. Full company bene- 
fits. Drop resume with 
Gord Griffiths, 2785 North 
Island Highway, Campbell 
River, B.C. V9H 2H4. 
EARN EXTRA Money 
sell ing C & M Gifts' 
Unique Line of toys and 
gifts. Call 1-519-258- 
7905, Fax: 1-519-258. 
0707 to receive free cata- 
logues and information 
about this wonderful op- 
portunity. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
CONTESTING WILLS 
and Estates. Major ICBC 
injury claims. Joel A, 
Wener trial lawyer for 28 
years, Call free 1-800. 
665-1138. Contingency 
fees. Simon, Wener & 
Adler, 
LIVESTOCK 
FIRST IMPRESSION 
Miniature Donkey Sale 
Sept, 25-27, Red Deer 
Alberta. Discover the 
wonderful world of minia. 
ture donkeys. Call for 
more Information or cata- 
logue 1-403-887-2285. 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd, Ask 
about our used single and 
double wides. "We Serve 
- We Deliver". 1-800.667. 
1533, DL#6813. 
PERSONALS 
1997 FORECASTI NEW 
Lover, New Job, or $ 
Windfall? Aocurat9, hen, 
eat predictions. Free cab 
cedar, 1-900-451.3776 
24hrs 18+ $2.99 min 
I.C.C. 
PERSONALS 
NEED ADVICE? We have 
several Psychics to 
choose from. Love, 
Money or just sometone 
to talk to. 1-900-451- 
7865. $3.99/MIN, 18+, 
24hrs. 
LOOKING FOR Love and 
Happiness, a caring part- 
ner to share your interests 
and future with? Let The 
Swan and The Rose help. 
1-800-266-8818. 
PEN PAL Publicationl 
Interested. in making 
friends around the world? 
For free information send 
double S,A,S.E.: 
P.F.C.C., Box 1557, 
Gibsons, B.C. VaN 1VO. 
Fax: (604)886-6815, E- 
mail:pen_friends @ sun- 
shine.net 
REAL ESTATE 
RETIRE IN Creston B.C. 
in the heart of the 
Kootenays. Free informa- 
tion package on Creston's 
most exceptiona adult 
townhome development. 
Phone: (250)426-9445. 
E m a i I : 
crestview@awinc,com 
PENTICTON GARDEN- 
ER'S Dream - 3 bdrm. bi- 
level, sunroom, 2 1/2 
baths, sauna, sunscoop, 
b/i vac, security, fenced, 
RV pkg., carport, malls, 
Organic raised beds, fruit. 
$189,000, (250)492-5868. 
RECREATIONAL LAND 
ACREAGES FOR Sale - 4 
to 40 acres. Limited num- 
ber of fats and hobby 
farms from $34,900. 
Larger acreages available 
as wel Interior B.C. be- 
tween Cache Creek and 
Kamloops (604)606-7900. 
LAC DES Roches. 10 
Acres for only $60,000. 
Includes hydro, tele- 
phone, paved access. 
Spectacular vlewsl 
Recreational paradise 
year round. Will build to 
suit. Call 1-888-221-7663. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood", 
Quonset -S t ra ightwa l l  
quonset, StruCtural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold. 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800. 
565.9800. 
Relief Carriers needed for the 
fallowing areas. 
TOWN:  
-4500-4700 blocks of; Lekelse, Lazelle, Park, 
Railway & Marsh Cres 
-4800 block af ;Walsh, Davis, Lazelle - 
4900 black of ; Davis, Perk, Greig 
-5200 block af ; McCannell, Soucie 
-Yea, Hillcrest, Clara, Hafan 
." -Tweedle, Hundal 
-4000-4200 black of Munroe 
SOUTH SIDE: 
-4900-51 O0 black of Graham 
-Kerr, Cramer -2400-3000 black of Kenney 
THORNHILL: 
-Penner, Newell-Dogwood, Laurel 
-Sande, Mountain View, Toynbee 
-Kofed, 3800-3900 block of Old lakelse I.k Rd 
-3000-3700 block of River Dr 
)TANDARD 
3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. 
638-8432 
I 
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Bike cranks may not be safe 
BIKERS SHOULD take a tached to the bicycle's "Most of them were on .th.eir .cran~ they should 
close look at the cranks on pedals. The problem cranks 1995 bikes," says Mike ormg mem m ann nave mere 
!!! 
Speedway finishes regular races 
IT WAS the last day for bring them closer to win- The B Hobby event saw Botz, #288, winning the 
points racing at the speed- ning the championship in #77 Elizabeth Cloakey win Heat and #351 Rick Meyer 
way two weekends ago and their classes, the Dash, with #56 Trover taking the Main. 
drivers pulled out all the Both fans and drivers will Shannon taking the Heat Finally, in the C Street 
stops, be in the dark until the Fall, and "#66 Leslie Quast win- category, #003 Debby Rein- 
For race fans, that meant however. Track spokesper- ning the Main. hardt took both the Dash 
some excellent racing, with son Dawn Patterson says the In the Street Class, it was and Heat. Vicki Johnson, 
a different winner in almost results of the points tally #351 Len McArthur, win- #227, picked up the Main. 
every event. The only two will be kept under wraps un- ning the A Trophy Dash, And in the Hobby Stock 
drivers who picked up tit awards night October 4. with #2..88 John Algor snag- Jamboree, #97 Jules 
double-wins were Dobbin In the A Hobby Trophy ging the Heat and #919 LaFrance took the win. 
Reinhardt and Len Dash, it was #77 Gord Klas- Fraser Sfitherland taking the Meanwhile, #351 Len 
McArthur. sen taking the win. The Heat Main. MeArthur tool( the cheek- 
For drivers, it was the last went to #66 Herb Quast, The B event saw #869 ered flag in the Street Stock 
chance to pick up some with the Main taken by #76 Trevor King bum through to Jamboree. 
................ much-needed points and JohnCioakey. take the Dash, with Joe 
Sport Scope 
Skating Club registers 
THE TERRACE Skating Club will be holding a 
registration day at the Skeena Mall on Club's Day, Sat- 
urday, September 6.
The dub will be registering for Canskate, Can- 
figureskate, Junior and Senior Skate, Precision, and 
Canlmwerskate from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.. There will 
also be a skate and clothing swap. 
For more information call Lana at 638-8908. 
Speedway prepares for 
season-ending events 
REGULAR RACES may be over at the Terrace 
Speedway, but there's still plenty of action 
planned for the weeks ahead. The Speedway is 
preparing for their last two events of the season 
and they're bound to be exciting. 
The annual Demolition Derby coming up Sept. 
7, followed by the Tuff Truck and Mud Bog com- 
petition Sept. 14. 
There are lots of events scheduled for demo day 
including the new Barrel Races, where competi- 
tors have to hit a barrel on every lap. Bag races, 
media events, backwards races are all planned, 
along with the ever-popular demolition. 
The following weekend will be the third annual 
Mud Bog. Organizers say they are currently hard 
at work raising prize money for this very popular 
event. 
Volleyballers wanted 
ORGANIZERS ARE looking for people inter- 
ested in playing adult mixed scrub volleyball 
through the Fall and Winter. 
Anyone interested should call Mitch at 635-2826 
(daytime) or 635-5282 (evenings) or try Scott at 
635-7342. 
There will be a minimum of two females on the 
court at any time. Deadline for entry is Sept. 7. 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association 
Under 9 
Westel 4 Philpots 1 
Totem Ford 5 Inland Kenworth 2 
Centennial Lions 1 1 Surveyors 0 
Under 19 Girls 
Pizza Hut 1 K'san 0 (default) 
All West 3 Richards 2 
Aug19 
Under 14 Boys 
Kerby & Sons 1 T. Builders 0 (default) 
Northern Drugs 7 Brady's FC 0 
Au~20 
Under 12 Girls 
Lazelle Storage 8 McAIpine 0 
Elan Travel 6 Skeena Sawmills 0 
Rotary 4 Dairy Queen 0 
Under 16 Boys 
McEwan GM vs Coxford Constrictors - -  no game 
Tilden vs Takhar - -  no game 
Under 12 Boys 
Sockeye FC 5 Sight and Sound 1 
Tolsec 6 Overwaitea 5 
Cedarland 1 HW Hepburn0 (default) 
~/orthem Savings 1 A & W 0 (default) 
Follow complete 
Soccer Standings, 
Schedules &Game Scores at 
www.kermode.neVsoecer 
7ourtesy of Your 
Community 
~ternet Provider. 
i RGS lnternet Services 635-3444 
J EANS SHIRTS 
*49.99'*39.99 
Stor ned FLEECE 
i DEN ! M TOPS & 
JACKETS BOTTOMS 
t .99  25% Off 
[=leg. $69.99 Assorted Styles & Colors 
All- 
4712 KEITH AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5K1 
TEL: (250) 635.8148 
I 
STORE HOURS 
MON. - THURS. * 9am-Epm / FRIDAY • 9am.9pm 
SATURDAY * 9am-Epm / SUNDAY * 1 lam-5pm 
Lwmg 
Exerdse YmLr Optiom 
~J  ¢At~ADIAN ASSOCIATION 
DIABETES CANA01EHNE 
ASSOCIATION DU DIABET£ 
Think of us for 
PASTA, PASTA, AIlI :t/ 
• PASTA. 
~ 4702 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6302 • Fax 635-6381 ' ~  
~ .  Formerly Terrace Slumber Lodge ~ 
.v Ctoc~t c~ 4~%~,yqt ' 
Sept. 7 at 2:00 p.m. 
All cars must be at track & teched by 1:00 p.m. 
Bag Races, Barrel Races, Reverse Races, Media Races & 
Demolition Race. Sponsored by McEwan GM 
For rules see our website www, kermode.net/speedway 
Bemo not 
your style ? 
!i:+ !L i; :17;::ii:iiL;: :L~I7 ¸:
Gates open at 8 a,m. for competitors, all vehicles must be teched by 
10:00 a.m., Rules available at Minute Muffler, Off Road Specialties, 
Pinedale Radiator, Daval Automotive and Snow Valley Ford. 
To Register call Ken Legros at 635-i278 
I_AS VEGAS!  
Watch the NASCAR Craftsman Super Truck 
Series at the Las Vegas Speedway, "lqckets 
Available from club members or at the 
Speedway, $5.00 each (Only 2000 printed) 
You BE THE JUDGE 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
Dogs Are 
People Too! 
t ~i ~ gne m~:o p2  !ie~ i ! ;  :seadcy~ !o~n; ~aaenYr ! BASED CASES ON 71tV~ ACTU LC URT 1111~12~wD~ 
is no way my husband and I will travel to 
Mexico City without our little Bon Bon and 
Patachou." 
The young man looked tired. He had 
spent the past half hour advising the woman 
in a wheelchair that her dogs would have to 
travel in the cargo section of the plane• 
"Madam, I understand how much you 
love your pets, but we must obey airline 
regulations." 
Her husband, tall, gaunt and bent, still 
feeble from his recent heart operation, 
intervened. 
"My young man, I understand your pred- 
icament. But I am prepared to buy the entire 
seats of your first class section. In this way, 
no other passenger will be Inconvenienced•" 
The young man held his ground, . 
The couple had no choice but to relinqu- 
"Carbon Monoxide, Madam, your dogs 
were poisoned by carbon monoxide. I've 
seen that before. It comes from being 
placed near dry ice. The probably used dry 
Ice to transport vaccine. When the room 
temperature rises, that's when dry ice 
emits carbon monoxide." 
The hospital administered oxygen to 
Patachou, And for two days after at their 
holiday resort, the couple took turns admin- 
Istering oxygen to Patachou. 
The dog survived. 
When they returned home, the couple 
sued the airline company for negligence. 
"Your Honor, the Airline put our babies 
in a hold with dry Icel" the old couple 
fumed. "Their regulations ay that animals 
must never be in the same compartment 
ish their animals to him, with dry Ice or they will die. Patachou was 
"Don't worry," he assured the older lucky he survived, Your Honour, make them 
couple. "They will be perfectly safe,, pay for the sickness of Patachou and death 
The moment the plane landed in of Bon Bonl 
Mexico CRy, the couple couldn t wail The Airline had a different idea, "Your 
Pushing her wheelchair at Olympic speeds, Honor, the dogs were considered excess 
the older woman got to the cargo hole In the baggagel the couple knew :that. They 
belly of the plane as they opened It. received an excess baggage ticket for each 
She let out a piercing scream. ',Oh my dog; The reverse side of the ticket said that 
Lord, my dogs, they're dead, what a horror, we weren't responsible for any loss or dam- 
my life is ended." age to excess baggage, It wouldn't be fair 
The airline attendants rushed to look at to make us pay for damage when we're not 
the dogs Bon Bon was dead. Patachou was responsible and that Includes ets " • p • 
still breathing, but barely. Should the Airline be made to pay for 
The airline attendants rushed the cou- their careless treatment of the dogs? 
pie and the sick dog to the closest animal Youl Be The Judge, Then look below for 
hospital, the decision: .. 
SPONSORED BY - - . , I  ~ a~ -.- 
V LAWYERS 
"He lp ing  People Cope with the I.egul System" 
, Cr minal Law 
• Divorce & Family Law 
• Child Custody 
a Personal Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaired Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638 7249 L . . . . .  R =_ 
YOU BE THE JUDGE . DECISION - 
Mr. Airline, your regulations ay that you can't put live animals In with dry Ice," the 
Judge said. "You did. As a result, you must pay for your extreme carelessness with these 
peoples' dogs." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court cases. Today's decision Is based on the facts of the case and thp 
law of the province of Ontario, If you have a similar problem; please consult LINDSEY & GRUEGER. Claire Bernste n era 
Montreal lawyer and syndicated columnist. Copyright 1997 Halka Enterprises. Bil.lSv : ,' • 
i 
i 
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GOATS ARE MORE than a source of fresh milk to Pat Weissner. are a favourite treat, while other goats are more playful, and like a 
They're also her pets and they like plenty of attention. Head rubs game of head butting. 
Fair a good venue 
for hobby farmers 
P 
AT WEISSNER opens up the 
gate to the goat pen and a large 
white goat pushes her way out, 
charges to the next room and 
jumps up on a wooden bench. Peppermint 
Patty, as she's known, then sticks her head 
through astockade, looking for grain. 
That's the start of a twice-a-day milking 
ritual for Wcissner. She has eight goats and 
five of those are milked twice daily. They 
produce about eight litres of milk per day in 
total. 
The goats look forward to the milking m 
provided there's a treat involved, she says. 
They even have their own order with boss 
goats like Peppermint Patty getting first 
dibs at the milk bench. 
There's a bit of trick to  milking goats. 
When you squeeze the teats on the udder 
you have to pinch at the same time to make 
sure milk doesn't get squeezed back up the 
udder instead of into the sterilized bucket. 
Then there's a few other obstacles. When 
the goats are nervous, or being milked by a 
stranger, they tend to move around, some- 
thnes tepping in the milk bucket. 
Dirty milk usually goes to the cat. And 
she's nearby, rubbing up against goat and 
human, looking for a trcaL 
Weissner ended up with her goats almost 
by accidenL About ten years ago a friend 
asked her if she could board a few goats for 
the winter. Those goats never went home, 
and she eventually bred them, and their off- 
spring. 
Contrary to folklore, goats will not eat 
attything. 
"They're very, very fussy,, says 
Weissner. She feeds them top quality hay 
and a special grain mixture. 
Old hay or grain that's spilled on a dirty 
floor will be ignored. 
However, if the goats escape from their 
pen - -  something they're fairly crafty at m 
they'll head straight for Weissner's garden 
and nearby shrubs. 
"They love nibblhlg on underbrush," she 
says. "But cinammon buns are their 
favourite treat" 
However Weissner l ik~ to keep strict 
control on their diet, otherwise their milk 
develop strange flavours. 
Owning milk goats is a part time job for 
her. Every times she milks each goat she 
has to clean its udder and wipe down its 
coat. 
Once she's finished she strains the milk, 
making sure it's free from hair and dust. 
Then she heats it to a scalding temperature, 
and cools it off quickly. That's a process 
called pasteurization and it kills any bac- 
teria present in the milk. 
In sterilized boules goat milk will keep in 
the fridge for about a week, she says. It's 
hard to tell the difference between goat and 
"They love nibblis~g on un- 
• derbrush. But cinammol~ buns are 
their favourite t reat . " - -  Pat 
Weissner on feeding goats. 
cow milk, although Weissner says babies 
who aren't able to tolerate cow milk Call 
sometimes drink goat milk. 
Weissner has also started to make her 
own cheeses, such as fern, rieotta and ched- 
dar, plus yogurt. 
She brings her goats down to the Fall Fair 
every year and usually enters their milk as 
well. 
Aug. 31 at 10 a.m. is the time of the dairy 
goat contest at the fair. Weissner says the 
competition is a great one for children to 
watch, since they're usually fascinated by 
the sight of a goat being milked. 
TIMOTHY LO learned how to milk goats while he 
was visiting Pat Weissner at her farm. He's from Ed- 
monton, so he loves taking part In farm chores, Un- 
fortunately the goat he was milking here stepped in 
the bucket, so the milk was handed over to a coin- 
cidentally nearby cat. 
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New president 
invites all to take 
p Lrt in Fall Fair 
THIS YEAR'S Fall Fair 
almost didn't happen. 
After the last fair, 
several key organizers 
stepped down, looking 
for a rest after years of 
volunteer work. 
Things were pretty 
dicey for a while last 
Fail, but the community 
responded to the chal- 
lenge and now the fair's 
back and better than 
ever .  
"We had quite a few 
new people come out 
and get involved," says 
Fall Fair Association 
president Russell Selten- 
rich. "But we still need 
more. It's good to have 
new people and new 
ideas." 
Seltenrich took over as 
Russell Seltenrich 
president his year after 
long-time fair organizer 
Leo DeJoug stepped 
down. 
Seitenrich says the 
board has made several 
changes to the Fall Fair, 
and he anticipates more 
in the future. 
"We view the changes 
as improvements," he 
says. 
One of those changes 
is that there is not going 
to be a dance this year. 
"We felt that the fair 
is more of an agricultur- 
al exposition and a fam- 
ily event," he says, "A 
dance just didn't fit that 
fornlat." 
And the fair has even 
been recognized for it's 
efforts by the Ministry 
of Agriculture. The min- 
istry granted the associa- 
tion more money this 
year became of the high- 
quality attd educational 
nature of last year's 
events .  
"We like to think the 
fair improves every 
year," Seltenrich says. 
Of course, that 
wouldn't be possible 
without lots of hard 
work by individuals in 
the community. It takes 
ahnost a full year to 
organize and event like 
the fair, and Seltenrich 
says the association is 
always looking for more 
people to help out. 
"It doesn't ake expe- 
rience," he says. "You 
just need to have an in- 
terest in a particular 
area." 
In the meantime, 
Seltenrich says he en- 
courages everyone to 
come out and see what 
the fair has to offer for 
the whole family. 
He points out that chil- 
dren and adults alike 
have been hard at work 
preparing prize vegeta- 
bles, animals and 
homemade goods. The 
logger sports, heavy 
horse pull and 
gymkhana re also very 
popular. 
"And there is always 
very good, quality live- 
stock being auctioned of 
at the 4H auction," he 
says. "It will be a very 
good fair." 
Gymkhana a Fal! Fair favourite 
LYN LAVOIE is bent over a horse can quickly under- 
her quarterhorse's neck as stand his rider'swishes. 
she urges him to trim valu- 
able seconds from his time 
as they race around three 
barrels, placed in the shape 
of a triangle. Lavoie 
straightens as they reach the 
second barrel, helping her 
horse balance before the 
tight comer. Then it's off to 
the third barrel at a gallop, 
before she races to the finish 
line. 
Barrel racing is one of 
seven major events featured 
at the gymkhana, Sunday 
morning at the Fall Fair. 
Lavoie has been competing 
in gymkhanas since she was 
ll-years-old. 
A gymkhana is like an in- 
formal horse show and its 
purpose, says organizer 
Judy Eisner, is basically to 
have fun. 
In order to compete in the 
gymldaana riders have to be 
a member of the Totem 
Saddle Club. About 30-35 
people regularly compete - -  
most of those are adults. 
It doesn't matter whether 
you ride English or West- 
ern, but most riders favour 
the Western saddles since 
they have a horn to hang 
onto when their horses make 
tight, quick corners. 
Having good balance is a 
must, as is the ability to 
make precise, fast moves. It 
takes a lot of practice before' 
One event, Ring Spearing, 
brings to mind a jousting 
competition. Riders have to' 
collect six rings with a spear 
off of different stands. 
Speed counts, so usually the 
event is ridden at a gallop or 
trot, depending on how agile 
the horse is. 
"The trick is not to lose 
them. You have to keep the 
spear pointed upward," says 
Eisner. 
Another challenging event 
is Flag Picking. That's 
where riders pick a flag 
from one barrel, race down 
to around a pole, then at- 
tempt to stick the flag back 
in the barrel. 
Sometimes riders nearly 
fall off, leaning over to get 
the flag back in the barrel. 
In another event riders are 
tested to see how well they 
can hold onto their money. 
Everyone removes their 
saddles then riders place a 
$2 or $5 bill under their leg, 
just above the knee. Then 
the ring announcer makes 
the riders trot, canter and 
sometimes even jump to see 
who can keep their money 
the longest. 
"Some of them lose it in 
the first two hops," said 
Eisner. 
The gyml~hana starts at 
9:30 a.m. in the big arena at 
the fairgrounds, Sunday, 
GREMLIN'S GIZMO takes rider Lyn Lavoie quickly around a barrel. Barrel racing 
is Lavoie's favourite event in the gymkhana. The gymkhana features seven dif- 
ferent fun events for horse rider, including ring spearing and a pie eating contest 
done on horseback. The gymkhana starts early Sunday morning. 
Aug. 31. Coihpetition usual- Show which starts Friday 
ly wraps up by early afternoon with dressage 
afternoon, in time for the classes. 
heavy horse pull at 3 p.m. Dressage is an event 
~- "k "k "k 9r where horse and rider fol- 
The Fall Fair has plenty of low a pre-set pattern, per- 
events for horse lovers, forming figures at different 
There's also a Fall Horse gates. Marks are awarded 
based on how subtle the 
communication is between 
'horse and rider, and how 
well each performs. 
Saturday the horse show 
continues with fiat and Call 
classes, and jumping in the 
afternoon. 
Bi3 tent to showcase local talent 
LOCAL TALENT at this year's Fall Fair ex- 
tends beyond the animal stalls, riding rings and 
vegetable stands. 
Visitors will also get a chance to see and hear 
some of Terrace's talented local bands and per- 
formers. 
Music ~ !1 be performed at the fair from about . 
n0'.on'unl 6 p:m. on both Saturday an d Sunday 
under the big tenL 
Everything from blues, to folk and modem 
rock music are on the lineup. Local bands like 
Rictus Grin and Noise Reduction are probably 
jamming right now in anticipation of the event. 
There's also going to be a talent show on Sat- 
urday at 3 p.m.. In theory, the show was open to 
all talent, but four of the five acts that registered 
were hands. 
The fifth act will be modern dance performed 
by young Shane Nolan. 
Entertainmeht organ!zer Tracy Degernes s. says 
sh e hopes toexpand thetalent slier, next year if 
this year goes well. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"We'd love to get a wide range of entertain- 
ment," she says. "The more variety there is, the 
better a show it will be." 
Degerness ays it's been a challenge to get 
enough performers together for the weekend's 
entertainmqnt because many people are on va-. 
cation. 
In fact, there still may be some spots available 
in the lineup. If you want to take part, call Tracy 
Degeniess at.63570"/79. 
"We can use any variety of performcrs,'"she 
says. "Even 'if we're full this year it's good to 
have names and contacts for next time." 
Built to last. 
Priced to sell. 
Starting at $22905 
During STIHL's Fall 
Wood-Pro TM sale, quality, 
prec is ion  German 
engineering can be yours 
starting at just $299.95. 
Right now, get up to 
$1 50.00 off* selected 
STIHL chain saws and 
receive a 
Wood-Pro TM kit worth over 
$75.00, absolutely free! 
STIHL. The number one 
selling chain saw ~ 
worldwide. ~_~_,~ 
* Until November 28, 1997 or while 
supplies last at participating STIHL 
dealers. 
_qTIHE 
No. 1 worldwide, 
For full details and a FREE demonstration, come see us today! 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD, 
4441 Lakelse Ave. Ph: 635-6384 
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Cash prizes are 
incentive for 
loggers sports 
THERE'S about $7,000 in cash and prizes up for 
grabs this year in the 9th annual Loggers' Sports. 
The Terrace event is one of 20 sanctioned Canlog 
events and this year will be host to the Canadian axe 
throwing championships. 
The prize money and chance for a title brings 
participants from all over the country and sometimes 
from abroad, such as New Zealand or Australia. 
T hese expert competitors travel a circuit of loggers" 
:sports, wowing audiences and making a nice living in ' 
'the process, says logger sports organizer Dave 
Maroney. 
; But just because the pros are coming doesn't mean 
'.there's no chance for locals. There are seven novice 
;events this year - -  those are open only to people 
:who've never competed in an open category. Usually 
;prize money is richer in the open category. 
This year organizers are promoting the novice 
events, hoping Some of the young loggers will give 
;them a try. 
"These old guys can only keep going for so long," 
jokes Maroney. 
And you don't have to be a logger to participate 
anyone can take a try at axe throwing, pole falling or 
log burling, among others. 
However there's also a few loca Is who will compete 
in the intermediate and open categories, says 
jMaroney. 
"You can only be a novice for so long." 
There's also categories for women only - -na i l  
.driving and crosscut saw. And there's a Jack and Jill 
• crosscut event. However, women can enter any of the 
-events. 
"There's more women every year competing," 
says Maroney. "A few years back some of those old 
loggers wouldn't allow women, but over the years 
they've weaseled their way in." 
Women have competed here in axe throwing and 
bucking competitions, but no wome~a have entered, 
events like the obstacle course, pole falling or log 
:burling. 
-, This year also brings back an old favourite the 
climbing pole. It hasn't been around for years and 
this year it will be a demonstration sport. 
If you're interested in registering for arty of the log- 
ger sports events, you can pick up an entry form at 
Terrace Equipment. Or you can also show up early 
the morning of the event, on Sunday, Aug. 31 at the 
fair grounds. 
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THE JACK AND JILL crosscut event tests how good couples or friends are a teamwork. You need to have a strong arm for this one. 
/ 
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Terrace 
3207 Munroe  St.  Ter race  Ph:  635-6273 
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Let Us Design A New Kitchen That Is 
• Beaut i fu l  • A f fo rdab le ,  
Uncompromis ing  in Qual i ty  
and You See The Completed Design Prior 
To Purchasing. 
EARN A IR  MILES  
WITH YOUR 
PURCHASE OF A 
CUSTOM 
DESIGNED K ITCHEN 
VISA I....J 
1-800-470-DO-IT 
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' 29, 30 & 31 
PROGRAM ADMISSION 
OF EVENTS 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 29, 1997 
2:00 p.m. Terrace Fall Horse Show - Dressage 
8:00 p.m. 4-H Stall Judging 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 1997 
8:00 a.m. Terrace Fall Horse Show (Open) 
11:00 a.m. 4-H Sheep Showmanship 
4-H Sheep Achievement 
Open Sheep to Follow 
1:00 p.m. Exhibit Hall To Open (Concession Open) 
h30 p.m. 4-H Rabbit Showmanship ( nsheep ring) 
4-H Rabbit Achievement 
2:00 p.m. OFFICIAL OPENING of Fall Fair 
Thondlill Community Grounds In Big Tent 
2:30 a.m. 4-H Poultry Showmanship 
4-H Poultry Achievement 
3:30p.m. 4-H Beef Showmanship 
4-H Beef Achievement 
Open Beef Classes to follow 4-H 
6:00 p,m. Heavy Horse Event - Single Horse Pall 
8:00 p,m, Exhibits closed for the day 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 31,1997 I 
9:30 a.m. Totem Saddle Club Annual Gymkhana I 
10:00 a.m. Logger's Sports Commence I 
Exhibit Hall Open (Concession Open) I 
1 
Open Dairy Goat Show I 
4-H Horse Achievement I 
12:00 p.m, Parade of Champions 
1:00 p.m, Pet Show (adjacent toexhibit hall) • 
1:00 p.m, 4-H Auction (4-H Show Ring) I 
3:00 p.m. Heavy Horse Event - Team Pull I 
3:00 p.m, Cow Patty Bingo (in Beef Ring) -" 
4:00 p.m, Exhibit Hall closed till 4:30 p,m. (to prepare 
Admission to the grounds and exhibit hall will be by 
presentation of one of the following: 
valid SVFA membership card 
- valid 4,H membership card  
- admission wrist band 
- exhibitor's or commercial pass 
No badge or ribbon will permit entry 
Exhibitor's Gate Pass ............................... , ............... $3.00 
Commercial Pass (booths, etc) ........... , ...................... $3.00 
Exhibitor and commercial gate passes must be obtained 
PRIOR to the Fair. They will not be sold at the gates, 
] GATE PRIZES 
$500 CASH 
Compliments of: Downtown Lions and 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair Association 
TAKE ENTRIES AT THE EXHIBITION HALL 
NORTHERN 
HORSE ' 
SUPPLY LTD. 
3083 RIVER DR., TERRACE, B.C. V8G3P6 
4:30 p.m, 
5:00 p.m, 
exhibits for pickup) PH. (250) 638-7252 FAX (250) 638-7253 I 
Exhibits may be picked up / 
Presentation f Trophies 
FALL FA IRAUCTION SALE IN 
BIGTENT _~ 
LOII GI 
~g~ie!~i::ii%~i:.~{~; :::%i:.ii~i~i~iiiiiiiJ : :%i~:.~%i:::;~ :~~ii i::i 
=ALL  
QUA 
L COMMERCIAL 
IDENTIAL 
Sheet Metal Work 
Licensed Gas 
FRters 
Air Conditioning 
Fireplaces 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AIR 
F ~  ~::~i::::~::~i ii::i :i!!i ~!.i~.~ 
Enterprises 
Ltd. 
3037 RIVER ROAD 
!i! i! i 
I ! i : :~  iGSe~z#e,i ii!;,:i!;,i!:,!i!!iiiiiiiq 
3184 KOFOED RD. 
TERRACE, B.C, 
4605 LAKELSE AVE, 
ENTERPRiSiES- 
5012 HIGHWAY 16 
635-4074 
635-5420 
Nothing runs 
COAST I I  L iK~re  ® 
TRACTOR - 
4650 KeJth Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-7131 
INLAND 
KENWORTH 
3671 O 
HIGHWAY 16 T"'~ /
INLAND 
635 2292 Gaoup 
/ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
__~'g,e.~r'-'...._,q~-v'va ¢'~ T,t'd . . . . . .  
4617 GREIG AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
635-5232 
Carlson 4736 Lakelse 
Wagozdit .~ Tra~. Ave. 
635-2277 
TERRACE 
Qmmam 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 
.635-6558 
1-800-313-6558 
DI~. 5958 
R'S  S PO 
iii;i!i:.iii ii::::i::i;:iii.. ~iiii!~i~:~:~iiii i!iii!: "::~::~iiiii~i::ii::::ii::i::!i::#:" iiii!!i!i! .... ~ ~ii~::i:::.iiiii:.::ili::iiiiii:: ~ .... ~iii~ ::iii:iii~:. ~i::iiii .... ~i!ii::i!i::i!!::::::i:.ii>::' 
Nothing runs 
COJlkST U L ik~re  ® 
TRACTOR - 
& Equipment 
4650 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-7131 
AL-C'S GLASS 
at d;e :godyer:~ por ts  " 
 er..c  I Oou C.o.. I 
638-8001 Owner 632-4800 
3720 River Drive, Terrace 
JOHNNY'S WELDING LTD. 
4933, Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
We serve the Northwest 
• Manufacturing hydraulic cylinders 
• Hydraulic repairs 
• Commercial Vickers, Charlynn, Gresan 
• Rams, Seals, Microhoned Tubing 
• Machining, Aluminum Repairs 
• Steel Sales & Crane Trucks 
auto  cho ice  
Bill Kawlnsky 
635-6488 
3253 Hofoed Dr., Terrace, B.C, V8G 3P8 
STEVE CULLIS 
APPRAISALS LTD. 
12-4644 Lazelle Ave. 
EVENTSIMAY NOT 
OCCURIN ORDER • 
" . : . ' "  sHOWN:: :: :,: : 
Good Luck To All Logger's Sport 
Competitors 
TRANSPORTATION INC. 
5221 KEITH AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
  Enterprises Ltd. 
3184 KOFOED RD. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
McAIpine 
&Co. 
4634 Lazelle Ave. 
Phone 635-4925 
Fax 635-4975 
~ NORTHLAHD 
COMMUNICATIONS 
4-5002 Pohle 
638-0261 
/ 
/ 
-t-d 
UN 
A U U 
AY ,  
Sponsored byTerrace Downto'~n Lions 
- more than 15 events - numerous novice events for first-time competitors 
For information and entry forms, call: 
Frank eelle : Dave Maroney 
635-4488 635-6384 
STARTS AT  FOR MOST TOTAL POINTS 
PRIZE: 625 JONSERED POWER SAW 10 A.M. Donated By River lndustries (Terrace) Ltd. 
And Jose Corp. Jonsered Power Saws 
NOVICE EVENTS 
Underhand Log Chop - 
Deres Conlrading Ud. 
! st $100 2ad $75 3rd $50 
STARTS AT NOON 
OPEN EVENTS 
Power  Saw Bucking-Stack 
Saw - 
Bayview Fuels- Chevron Agent 
1st $100 2nd S75 3rd S50 
Axe Throwing Canadian 
Championship - 
Bear Creek C0nlracting lid. 
Ist 5300 2nd 5150 3rd $I00 4111 $50 
A~ce Throwing - 
MtEwan Motors 
Ist 5100 2nd $75 3rd $~ 
Stand ing  Block Chop,  
In termed ia te  - 
Neid Enlerprises Ltd., 
Terrace Builders Do It Centre 
Ist $100 2nd $75 3rd $50 
S ingle  Hand Buck ing  - 
Inland Kemvudh, Terrace Truck & Diesel 
Ist $100 2nd $75 3rd $50 
Choker  Marts  Race - 
Terrace Equipmenl Sales Itd. 
1st $100 2nd $75 3rd $50 
Local Power  Saw Buck ing  - 
Tymmhuk Agencies- Pcro Canada Agenf, 
River Industries -
Terrace Equipment- Husqvarna 
Ist $150 2nd $I00 3rd $75 4th $50 
Vanderhoof Log Chop - 
Finning Trader Ltd. 
Ist5150 2nd$I00 3rd575 4th $50 
Single Hand Bucking- 
River Industries 
Ist $150 2nd $100 3rd $75 4th $50 
Jack & Jill Crosscut.- 
Terrace Chrysler 
tst $75 2nd $50 3rd $25 
Obstac le  Pole Buck ing-  
Rud0n Enterpr~s Ltd. 
I st $100 2nd $75 3rd $50 
Choker  Mar ts  Race - 
Houlden Logging Ud. 
!st$150 2nd$100 3d$75 4lh$50 
TOP NOVICE 
PRIZE 023 STIHL POWER SAW 
Donated By Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
And STIHL Ltd. 
Ladies Nail Dr iv ing-  
Ceasl Trad0r & Equipment Company Ltd. 
1st $60 2adS40 3rd520 
Doub le  Hand Buck ing-  
Terrace Steel Works ltd. 
1st $150 2nd $100 3rd $75 4th $50 
Jill & Jill Crosscut - 
Sheanvaler Towing Lld. 
1st $75 2nd $50 3rd $25 
Obstac le  Pole Buck ing - 
D0ug McKay- Kitelse Contracting Lid., 
V.G. Hoffman Logging Ltd. 
Ist$150 2nd$100 3rd$75 4thSS0 
Pole Fal l ing - 
Skeena Sawmills Ltd. 
Ist$1S0 2ndS100 3rd$75 4th$S0 
Log Bur l ing-  
Almwood Contracting Ltd,, 
Clear Creek Contracting Ltd. 
Ist$150 2nd$I00 3rd$7S 4th$50 
Tug O War  - 
Cole Pelrohum 
1st $200 2nd SI50 3rd $50 
STIHL Timber Sports 
Challen~ge Event 
Stock Saws supplied by STIHL 92cc 
! st $150 2nd $! 05 3rd $75 4tk $50 
Open Bucking - 
N~&Gonkn 
Iml$1~ 2d$1W 3d$15 4~ $50 
i 
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THAT'S DINNER for two. Philip Durand and Mike Ansems have worked hard all year fattening up the chickens 
as part of their 4-H project. They both understand that farming is more a way of life than making a living. 
Meaty cluekers are a 
learning experience 
WHEN PHILIP Durand sees chick- , anticipate their flavour with a hint of that they both enjoy. One that they 
ens, he's probably thinking two juicy sage and a side dish 0fpotatoe s. _ . . . . .  . feel gives them an advantage over 
drum sticks and a plump breast. 
That's because 13-year-old Philip, a 
member of the Terrace 4-H club, has 
taken on a poultry raising project for' 
the year. 
He's responsible for feeding, water- 
ing and cleaning up after both the 
laying and the meat chickens. 
When the time comes, Philip 
doesn't have a problem with butcher- 
hag the chickens. 
" It 's just a project, I don't get at- 
tached to them," he said, addhlg that 
it's a different story when it comes to 
sheep. 
Meat chickens are generally messier 
and clumsier than laying hens, but 
they are still one of the low 
maintenance farm animals. 
Keeping the chickens is only one 
part of the project. Budgeting ['or them 
is the big eye opener, says Philip. 
"Chickens are mostly all loss and 
no profit," he said, another eason to 
Philip's friend, 12-year-old Mike 
Ansems, has been raising laying 
chickens for about five years now and 
has become an old pro at it. 
"You keep the laying chickens 
separate," said Mike, "the eggs are 
also more golden coloured if they feed 
outside." 
"The hens enjoy a dust bath they 
dig a big hole in the ground and fluff 
around in it," he said. 
"The hens enjoy a dust bath 
- -  they dig a big hole in the 
ground and fluff around in 
i t .  ~ ~ 
One thing that both Mike and Philip 
have learned is that fanning is not 
economical. 
To them, it's more of a way of life 
ca" 
other kids. 
"Some people have never even seen 
I' a chicken," said Philip. To many 
people, a chicken is something that 
comes from the frozen meat depart- 
ment, he added. 
"Sometimes they get in the way of a 
social life" said Mike, Philip nodded 
in agreement. 
Philip will be exhibithag two identi- 
cal laying hens at the fall fair. 
Things that the judges will be look- 
ing for are clean feathers, meaty legs, 
a nice bright red comb and if they're 
layers, a soft rear-end. 
After four months, and after feeding 
them a grain called "finisher" to fat- 
ten them up, the chickens will be just 
about perfect for the roaster. 
And after developing quick reflexes 
to keep the chickens at bay, both 
Philip and Mike will be looking for- 
ward to reaping the benefits of their 
hard work. 
GATE PR IZES 
$500 CASH 
Compl iments  o f :  Downtown L ions  and  
Skeena Va l ley  Fa l l  Fa i r  Assoc ia t ion  
TAKE ENTRIES  TO THE EXHIB IT ION HALL  
Air-condition yourself,, 
4740 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace 638"8830 
At participating McDonald's restaurants. ©1997 McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limited. 
For the exclusive use of McDonald's Restaurants of CanaOa Llmlled and Its franchisees. 
|Registered Trade Marks of Nabisco Lid ©1997 All fights reserved. 
1IT.M. OWNEPldPROR DES MARQUES : SOCII~TI~ DES PRODUITS NESTLI~ S,A. 
Stir your taste 
buds with a 
Hciqurry °, our 
coolest new soft 
serve treat 
swirled together 
into one of four" 
taste sensations: 
Oreo,. 5marties u, 
I udgee-O'. 
Coffee Crisp". 
"Hix In flavours may vary 
by location. 
@ 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
YA.AHA" s8,399 °° YAMAHA* 
Ftl i~l~@ WITH FREE 2000LB WARN WINCH FII::~,~.~. 
KEN'S  MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave, Terrace 635-2909 
HORSE LOGGER Paul Levesque, with Belgians Doug and King, will be among those competing in the Fall 
Fair's thrilling Heavy Horse Pull event. The team pull is Sunday at 3:00 p.m. The single horse pull happens 
Saturday starting at 6:00 p.m. 
Horse pull to thrill crowds 
ONE OF the most thrilling events of 
the Skeena Valley Fall Fair is once 
again poised to send cheers ringing 
from the stands. 
The Heavy Horse Pull is a spectacle 
of the power and brute strength of 
gentle equine giants. 
But unlike events of modern ma- 
chine worship like truck pulls and 
drag races, the air is not clogged with 
exhaust or the sounds of screamhg 
engines. 
Instead, the audience hears only soft 
snorts, pawing hoofs and quick com- 
mands from horse loggers like Paul 
Levesque, 
He and his team of muscular palam- 
ino Belgians Dong and King will be 
back again, as will teams from across 
the northwest. 
Other repeat contenders include 
teams like that of Roger Losier. 
Many of the teams work regularly in 
the bush. 
Horse logging has become a popular 
method of selectively logging stands 
in some areas. 
The event begins with each team of 
horses pulling a steel sled a marked 
distance. 
The sled must be dragged until a 
stake it's tied to by a length of rope is 
uprooted. 
After all teams have made a pull at 
the same weights more bricks are 
added. 
By the end of the event, the teams 
are usually puling in excess of 8,000 
pounds - -somet imes a tremendous 
amount more than the team's own 
weight. 
As the number of bricks on the sled 
grows, the horses get overcxeited ill 
anticipation, and have to be calmed by 
their owners by reassuring talk and 
sometimes a quick trot around the cor- 
ral. 
When the time comes to pull again, 
they dig in and move an incredible 
amount of weight, 
The Heavy Horse Pull gets un- 
derway with single horse pulling on 
Saturday evenings starting at 6:00 
p.m. in the riding ring. 
Everybody's favourite - -  the team 
event - -  starts at 3:00 p.m. Sunday 
afternoon. 
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The fall fai r 
enjoys long, 
proud history 
IT'S YEAR number 27 for the the Skeena Valley Fall Fair 
fills weekend. 
But the event's origins date back much farther. 
The first fair is believed to have taken place in 1916. 
That was five years after the townsite of Terrace was laid 
out and settlement began. 
The name of the sponsoring roup was the Terrace and 
District Agriculture Fall Fair Association. They were 
backed by the women's auxilliary of the KJtsumgalum 
Farmers' Institute and its Women's Auxilliary. 
The first displays took place in Progress Hall a 
strucutre that once occupied the lot just to the east of Twin 
City Meats. 
By 1920, the fall fair was a big one-day event, drawing 
entries from as far east as Cedarvale. 
Terrace and the Skeena Valley was a prominent agricul- 
tural area because of its warm microclhnate that made or- 
chards attd fruit cultivation possible. 
Produce from Terrace reigned supreme at an early fair in 
Prince Rupert because gardening in the coastal city was 
difficult due to its peat, rock and fewer days of sunshine. 
Before long the Terrace fair expanded to include arts attd 
crafts. 
School children were encouraged throughout the year to 
prepare posters and drawings. Prizes were usually ribbons. 
The fall fair organization remained active until around 
1960. 
In that year, the first Logger Sports competitions were 
held. They took place some distance from the fall fair site 
and caused a drop in interest in the fair. 
Logger Sports was heavily backed by Columbia Cel- 
lulose, the first large scale forest products company in the 
a rea. 
The first such event was held at Riverside Park and for a 
time rivalled the PNE's Logger Sports. 
Logger Sports here was discontinued in 1978 due to a 
uu~nber  o f  fac tors .  
Fall fair interest was rekhtdled in 1970, but a fire 
destroyed the Lower Little Park community centre that 
sunuuer. The event was shifted to the curling rink that 
year, and moved to various other venues until the Thorn- 
hill Community Centre was in place. 
After all absence of 12 years, Logger Sports returned in 
1990. 
Attendance over the Labour Day weekend rose sharply, 
and the fair has been increasing in size ever since. 
, ,~ : i ~ 
¢ op 
Stop by our booth at the Skeena 
Valley Fall Fair and take advan- 
tage of the special offer there. 
Talk to the Northwest Gardener 
4803 Keith Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6347 
( -  : ~'; '.'; ~ ~r" i ~ .! '.. ;~i , ]i~i,ii!i~. 'i. ~,,~.  *i~*~ ~ 0.~',.i; ~ 
~ ~:~ii~ ¸ ~ ~ : ~  
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R look 
back at 
Fall Fair 
'96 
Intmducin.g 
the 1998 
Toyota S'enna. 
The All New 1998 Toyota Sienna. 
Designsd with the latest 
safety and convenience 
features for your active family, 
TER~ CE MOTORS TOYOTA 
91 2 Highway 16, Terrace 
635-6558 , 1-800-313-6558 
~ ,~ :~ ~:  ~,: i  } ,~ i i  I ~ • . ~ , i i / i  } ~ ~ ~ i /, : '  ,~ ~ ~ 
L ~ 
I 
*Not exactly as illustrated ~ 
/i~...,,c~.-~ :iL~ 
k 
6 piece bedroom suite 3 piece coffee table 
REG $700 NOW $299 REG =~80 NOW $ 79  
*Not exactly as Ulu~trated 
.: 2,3, 
3 piece sofa set 26" Colour TV 
REG $1600 NOW $799 REG$690 NOW $399 
Dining table & ,i~4 chairs See our complete selection of 
REG $400 NOW ~ I 89  computer tables and furniturel 
39" mattress & ~~4~'~ 
• '~7.."-......~.~ box spring set ~~.~.~, . , . :  
REG $400 ~@~..."~;~"s~'a~ ::~ 
NOW ' ~  
$189 
Single mattress 
REG $150 
NOW 
$69 
i. ! 
~; 4.." 
t . t 
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ONE OF THESE cows, or rather their hind-ends, could be the focus of much 
speculation during the Fall Fair. Depending on where the cow poops, a lucky lot- 
tery ticket holder will be a few bucks richer. 
BET ON A BOVINE ;E PR ICE  
Yippee-yi-yay 
cow patty bingo 
BINGO, the fast-paced game that requires 
an alert mind, quick reflexes and a bit of 
luck has gone to the cows. 
That's right, the second an,ual 4-H cow 
patty bingo is back by popular demand at 
this year's Fall Fair. 
And patience, with a bit of luck, is about 
the only thing needed to play this game. 
The game is quite simple ~ one cow is 
left to it's own devices to roam around in a 
fenced off area that's measured and marked 
off into one and a hal f foot squares. 
The unsuspecting bovine's only role is to 
leave a trail of cow patties behind her 
and that's something that can't be rushed, 
explah~ed Vicki Siddall who's this years 
organizer. 
"Last year it took about one and a half 
hours to complete the game," said Siddall. 
"We try to find someone very official to 
be the judge, like a member of the RCMP," 
And their job requires a combination of 
accuracy, a se,se of humour and a strong 
stomach. 
"They go out and measure to decide 
where the biggest heap is,"aud at least 80 
per cent of the cow patty has to land in the 
square. 
The participants choose their numbers, 
but o~fiy the head office knows what they 
are, that way no one can "f ix" the game. 
"The big thing is to get them to move 
around - -  we'll get someone in there to en- 
courage them," added Siddall. 
The choice of cow is not as arbitrary as its 
bowel movements, but must be a placid 
grazer that won't jump the fence. 
:PRICE 
The choice of cow is not as 
arbitrary as its bowel move- 
ments, but it must be a placid 
grazer that won't jump the 
fence. 
"When they first get to the fair grounds 
they turn into raving idiots," Siddall said 
that at first, the cows are easily spooked. 
Last year the event sold out to about 180 
people to raise money for the 4-H club to 
go towards barn improvements and events 
like the Christmas party. 
It only costs a Loonie to buy a square and 
half of the money goes to prizes. 
The event will be held in the beef rink on 
Sunday at 3:00 p.m. 
, , ~ ~ " ~,~ ~'.~ " . "'..i ~.~'<:': " - 
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/ Huge Harold 
HAROLD THE LAMB will be one of the contestants judged in this year's Fall 
Fair. Harold, Dayna Siddalrs 4H animal, is classed as a fed.lamb and will be 
judged on cleanliness, ears, underside and on the length and width of his loin. 
August 29-30, 1997 
Come on in to Hanky's this weekend. 
We want to show you how much we appreciate having you as guests. 
S ~  A// Weekend// 
.~.~ ~ 
( .V i i~ i i i~" '~ " 
MAZDA B2200 EXTRA CAB 
...... ..... I 
FROM 
18,997 I
I 
' -  ,I....! 
:;c,.A • ,~ 
"255 
24 I MONTHS 
MAZDA PROTEGE SE 'B IGGEST IN  CLASS '  
fFl41 CUSS. 
note h'un~, 
/40 Fo~d 
~wn P, ear 
,Seats 
FROM 
597 
]3 .9%1 
F INANCING I 
 173 
24-  [ 
MONTHS 
MAZDA MPV 4X4 "ALL SPORT"  
• "~~: :~,~'=~:~: ~, .~o~o-"~ Ii!~ I 
;.x:-;: = ========================================= 
..... ........... ~: :;ii::::;~::i'~iii':ii':i~::i:!!":i /:~'/::"~'~'~'~;"°~'°~"~-~-~,,~ee.o~,~ ~at __ ii: II 3 -S% IFINANCIINGI I IMONTHS 
Lease based on 24 months with $2500 down and taxes plus . ~- .  
1st and security. B2200 TPP $8,620, Protege TPP $8,652, t',z~ ,; 5 ~ O ~  ':,'~t' ~ O ,~ t~ 
MPV TPP $13,172, B4000 TPP $10.700, All prices include 
Freight & PDI. 
Hunters Get Ready' 
Get Your New i- Kawasa ki 
KVF 400 
A TV 4X4 
With Automatic 
Transmission 
$7895 + Tax 
With a 2000 Ib 
Superwinch 
..;,%. 
~'  ~.~, 
ii ! :  • 
~.~ 
f 
( -~, 
• ~ \ ,  
. . . . . . . .  , . , . . , . . . . * . . . . .  
I ~ 
. t '~"~'. ................... =..:,..,.i "<, / . ' i~;~?~ ' 
ATV Of The Year 
1997 ATV Magazine 
And You' l l  get  $400 Back /  
Hurry Offer Ends Sept. 30, 1997 
Quantities Limited 
Kawasaki 
t 
